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CHAPTER I 
INTRO.DUCT ION 
Some economists and historians have predicted the eventual col-
lapse of capitalism in the United State~, along with the emergence of 
a government-regulated economy. Grayson (1973, p. 111), concerned 
with this shift from a private enterprise-free market economy to one 
that is government-regulated, recommended encouragement of entrepre-
neurs as a means of halting these trends: 11 The entrepreneur is the 
lifeblood - the innovator, creator, pusher - of the private enterprise 
system; without him the system will tend to become change resistant 
and bureaucratic. 11 
Keirulff (1975) also suggested encouragement of entrepreneurial 
activity as an inexpensive means of improving productivity a.nd real-
izing the benefits of our technological society. 
According to Cohn and Lindberg (1974) small businesses are not 
infantile versions of large ones and many major differences exist be-
tween the small and the large business. Yet according to Kierulff 
(1975) most business schools operate on the assumption that small 
ventures are big business in microcosm. As a result of this problem 
concerning current educational assumptions pertaining to small busi-
ness ventures, Kierulff (1975) has suggested the need for separate 
programs designed especially for the small business entrepreneur. 
2 
Some assistance is ~vailable for the potential entrepreneur of 
specialized products. The United States Department of Commerce pro-
vides statistics on population size, trends, and compositions in all 
areas of the country. Information on the number of retail establish-
ments and volume of business done within individual trades is provided 
by the United States Bureau of Census. Free professional advice con-
cerning market research can be obtained from local offices of the Small 
Business Administration (SBA) along with 11 How-to 11 periodicals on estab-
lishing a business. The SBA also sponsors two volunteer groups, the 
Service Core of Executives (SCORE); and the Active Core of Executives 
(ACE). In addition, "Going Into Business Workshops" for potential en-
trepreneurs are sponsored by SBA Chapters throughout the country. In-
formation directly related to establishing an apparel shop can be 
obtained from Men's Wear Retailers of America, Men's Apparel Clubs 
(MAC), the Merchandise Division of the National Retail Merchandise 
Association, Bank of America and such sources. 
Even though assistance is available, there still exists a need 
for retail training specific to the operation of apparel shops. This 
need is evidenced by the large number of small retail stores in oper-
ation, along with the high rate of business failures in small apparel 
shops. Dun and Bradstreet (1970, p. 101) has estimated the failure 
rate of new stores to be 10-20 percent during the first year of oper-
ation, and identified the most important reasons for retail failure 
as 11 ••• lack of capital and incompetence resulting from inexperience 
and lack of managerial ability." 
Background of the Study 
This study was made possible by a larger research project con-
ducted at Oklahoma State University entitled "Instructional Materials 
for Adult Entrepreneurship of Apparel Shops." The research project 
was funded by the United States Office of Education. The director of 
' ' 
the project was Dr. Kathryn M. Greenwood, and the co-directors were 
Dr. Margaret Callsen and .Dr. Dennis Mott. 
The projecf was designed to select entrepreneurial competencies 
and develop instructional materials for use in an open entry - open 
exit setting by potential apparel shop owners. The organization of 
the instructional materials incorporated the four major retail func-
tions: accounting and control; buying and merchandising; operation 
. and management; and advertising and promotion. Individualized, self-
instructional and self-evaluative learning packages were developed 
based on the entrepreneurial competencies related to each of the four 
retail functions. 
The major objectives of the larger research project were: 
1. To develop individualized and modularized instructional 
materials which aim to provide entrepreneurial competencies for 
potential small apparel shop owners. 
2. To test the instructional materials through use in a pilot 
study open entry - open exit setting with role model merchants as 
consultants. 
3. To evaluate the instructional materials during the pilot 
study period with assistance from a panel of business experts. 
3 
4 
4. To revise the instructional materials and to make recommenda-
tions concerning the continued use in open entry - open exit programs 
to provide adult entrepreneurial competencies which facilitate self-
employment. 
Four graduate assistants were selected from the areas of Clothing, 
Textiles and Merchandising; Home Economics Education; and Distributive 
Education. Each graduate assistant was responsible for developing and 
evaluating a learning package related to one of the four functional 
areas of retail store operation. This researcher developed and eval-
uated a buying and merchandising learning package for the purposes of 
this study. 
An abstract of the Apparel Shop Entrepreneurship (ASE) research 
proposal, along with a chart illustrating the ASE project's schedule 
·of activities is in Appendix A. 
Statement of Purposes 
The major purposes of the study were to develop a buying and 
merchandising learning package and to evaluate the use of the learn-
ing package by potential apparel shop entrepreneurs during a pilot 
study period. The four objectives of the study were: 
1. To identify buying and merchandising concepts related to 
entrepreneurial competencies. 
2. To prepare a learning package aimed to contribute to the 
development of buying and merchandising concepts needed for apparel 
shop entrepreneurship. 
3. To evaluate the buying and merchandising learning package . 
during a pilot study period. 
4. To formulate recommendations for revision of the buying 
and merchandising learning package. 
Assumptions of the Study 
The following assumptions underlie the study: 
1. The learning package will facilitate the trainees• develop-
ment of buying and merchandising concepts. 
2. The performance objectives can be designed to enable the 
trainees to achieve the terminal objective for the learning package. 
Limitations of the Study 
l. The learning package was tested in an existing open entry -
open exit setting at South Oklahoma City Junior College. 
2. The participants consisted of eleven adults who enrolled in 
the pilot study. 
3. The open entry - open exit period consisted of an eight week 
period. 
4. The learning package contained only buying and merchandising 
concepts related to apparel store entrepreneurial competencies. 
Definition of Terms 
l. Adult Trainee (AT}--any person enrolled in the pilot study. 
2. Apparel Shop Entrepreneurship (ASE)--refers to the larger 
research project entitled 11 Instructional Materials for Adult Entre-
preneurship of Apparel Shops, 11 funded by the United States Office of 
Education. 
5 
3. Buying and Merchandising--activities requisite to the plan-
ning, procuring and controlling of merchandise for the small apparel 
store. 
6 
4. Competency-Based Education--an attitude or behavior, skill or 
understanding demonstrated by a participant at a specified performance 
level (AHEA, 1974, p. 4). 
5. Entrepreneur--extraordinary person who arranges and manages 
any enterprise, especially a new or untried business (Packard, et al., 
1976, p. 327). 
6. Evaluation--a process assessing the use of the learning 
package. 
7. Evaluation Instrument--a rating scale used by the adult train-
ees, role model merchants, panel of business experts, and the teacher-
coordinator to assess the effectiveness of the learning package util-
ized in the pilot study. 
8. Individualized Instruction--a highly flexible system of mul-
tiple materials and procedures in which the student is given substantial 
responsibility for planning and carrying out his own organized program 
of studies, with the assistance of his teacher, and in which his prog-
ress is determined solely in terms of those plans (Baker, 1970, p. 775). 
9. Instructional Materials--materials developed by the ASE re-
search team including: a trainee orientation manual; video tape; five 
learning packages inclusive of modules, Individual Store Plans, and 
pretests and posttest; resource center containing additional reference 
materials; and evaluation instruments. 
10. Instructional Objectives--refers to the performance objec-
tives in the two buying and merchandising modules and the terminal 
objective for the buying and merchandising learning package. 
11. Learning Package--a self-instructional unit developed for 
learning one or more basic concepts; the buying and merchandising 
learning package included two modules, one set of Individual Store 
Plans, a pretest, and a posttest. 
7 
12. Module--a set of learning activities designed to help the 
trainee acquire and develop concepts related to specific performance 
objectives. Each module included instructions, rationale, performance 
objectives, content, content check, self check, Apply To Your Own Store 
Plans, and a glossary of terms and formulas. 
13. Open Entry - Open Exit--a concept that refers to procedures 
in educational programs and courses that allow the learner to enter 
and exit a formal educational setting at times other than the beginning 
and ending of the traditional school term (Paulsen and Berg, 1976, 
p. l ) . 
14. Panel of Business Experts (PBE)--a:panel composed of experts 
in the areas of the four functional areas of retailing: Accounting and 
Control, Buying and Merchandising, Operation and Management, Adverti-
sing and Promotion and in other areas such as banking and business law. 
15. Performance Objective--Explicit statement to describe what 
the trainee will be able to do upon completion of each content segment 
with a module. 
16. Pilot Study Participants--the following individuals who ac-
tively engaged in various aspects of the ASE Research Project: 
a. teacher-coordinator 
b. adult trainees 
8 
c. role model merchants 
d. panel of business experts 
17. Role Model Merchants (RMM)--owners of men's or women's small 
~~~~~~~~·---- ~ 
apparel stores who served as consultants for the trainees participating 
in the pilot study. 
18. Terminal Objective--explicit statement to describe what the 
trainee will be able to do upon completion of the learning package. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Papanek (1962) and others (Bruton, 1965) have emphasized the 
importance of encouraging entrepreneurial activity in order to improve 
productivity and realize the benefits of our technological society. 
However, in spite of this general recognition of the importance of 
entrepreneurship in economic growth and development, most career edu-
cation programs stress specific career concepts that may be helpful to 
potential employees. 
There is a growing need to make available formal education and 
training that will provide the necessary skills for small business 
entrepreneurship, and recommendations have been made at the national 
level to incorporate business ownership and management concepts into 
the educational curriculum (Johnson, 1975). Instructional concepts 
implemented in the entrepreneurship curricula include: open entry -
open exit, competency-based education, and individualized instruction 
including instructional packages. 
The first section of this chapter will contain selected litera-
ture pertaining to entrepreneurship, including a discussion of small 
business and current educational materials developed to provide 
requisite skills for small business entrepreneurship. Curriculum con-
cepts will be reported in this chapter along with recent developments 
9 
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of adult entrepreneurship curricula. The last section includes other 
research related to the study. 
Entrepreneurship 
Most career education programs currently focus on the development 
of certain competencies in employees--those individuals who work for 
others. These programs neglect the important career.option of small 
business entrepreneurship. The entrepreneur has commonly been defined 
as ari individual who creates, owns, and manages a business firm 
(McGaffey and Christy, 1975). 
Sma 11 Business 
According to Dun and Bradstreet (Kuehn, 1973), there are about 
2,250,000 businesses in this country. Well over half are worth less 
than $50,000. Only five percent are worth more than $200,000. 
In distinguishing between big business and small business, some 
of the criteria used are relative size, type of customer, financial 
strength, and number of employees. For example, in the Small Business 
Act of 1953, Congress defined a small business as one which is "inde-
pendently owned and operated and which is not dominate in its field 
of operation" (Barnes, 1954). 
There is no generally accepted definition of "small business." 
The definitions vary all the way from that of the office of the Secre-
tary of Treasury, which includes all firms with receipts of 1 ess than 
$1,000,000 (Small Business Adminstration, 1972) to the definition given 
by Tate, et al. (1975, p. 4) which is "an organization with a name, a 
place of operation, an owner, and one or more workers other than the 
11 
owner." The Secretary of the Treasury indicated that there were more 
than 14.5 million small businesses in the United States in 1969. Ac-
cording to Tate, et al., there were around 5.7 million small businesses 
in 1971. 
Perhaps the best means of distinguishing between big business and 
small business is to examine the designated advantages of small busi-
ness. Tate et al. (1975) reported that the small business is usually 
in closer touch wi'th its customers, employees and suppliers. It can 
do a more individualized job for customers and thereby can attract 
customers on the basis of specialty products, quality and personal 
services rather than on the impersonal factors of price or mass pro-
duction of largely identical products. 
Traditionally the largest percentage of small business firms 
have existed in retail trade (Nelson and Bober, 1977). Apparel stores 
are one of the various business options included in retail trade. Dun 
and Bradstreet (1970) reported an annual establishment of over 1200 
women's apparel stores and the failure of approximately 250 owners of 
small apparel stores each year. As indicated by these figures, there 
is a need for retail training in the operation of small apparel stores. 
Education in Small Business Entrepreneurship 
Johnson (1975) estimated that there are over seven million inde-
pendent businesses in the United States today. Because of the signif-
icant number of people who own their own business or who are interested 
in business ownership and management, recommendations have been made 
at the national level to integrate busin~ss entrepreneurship concepts 
into the curriculum at the elementary, secondary and postsecondary 
levels. 
In 1972 the National Business Education Association received 
a grant from the United States Office of Education (USOE) to develop 
12 
a course of study to acquaint seventh, eighth and ninth grade students 
with business ownership and management as a potential career choice 
(Business Ownership Curriculum Project for the Prevocational and Ex-
ploratory Level, Final Report. Project No. V257012). 
The materials cover general concepts relating to small business 
ownership and management and do not concentrate too heavily on appli-
cation aspects. 
In 1974 the Athena Corporation of Bethesda, Maryland contracted 
with the USOE to prepare materials for teaching small business topics 
·in grades ten through twelve (Nelson and Bober, 1977). Approximately 
fourteen instructional modules are being developed, and several stim-
ulation games will also be prepared to accompany the materials. One 
of the major purposes of the project is to develop materials that em-
phasize the "humanistic" aspects rather than the 11 technical" aspects 
of owning and operating a business. 
Other materials dealing with postsecondary small business entre-
P,reneurship also exist. For example, the New Enterprise Development 
Program was created in 1972 by the Institute for New Enterprise Devel-
opment (INED). It was funded by successful entrepreneurs and staffed 
by people experienced in market research, business and financial plan-
ning, new venture team development and new venture curricula. INED is 
funded by a federal agency and a private foundation which are both 
13 
concerned with promoting substantial profitable businesses in or near 
poverty areas (Timmons, 1975). 
The division of business education at the University of Illinois 
has completed a teaching guide entitled Owning and Operating a Small 
Business (Nelson and Bober, 1977). Funding for preparation of the 
guide was provided by the Illinois Division of Adult, Vocational and 
Technical Education. The guide identifies strategies for covering the 
personal factors involved in owning and operating a business as well 
as for presenting more traditional small business management topics. 
Open Entry - Open Exit 
Recent writers in the field of education have emphasized the 
value of enrollment procedures which allow variable points of entry. 
The National Advisory Council on Adult Education (1972) reported that 
present emphasis on age limits, sequential curricula and prescribed 
entry tends to limit adult opportunities in career education. The 
Council recommended that career education models be modified or devel-
oped to reflect the diverse needs of adults. 
Characteristics of Open Entry - Open 
Exit Programs 
Open entry - open exit allows students to be introduced to sub-
ject matter at varying times within the school year, and to leave the 
program when the established objectives have been accomplished. The 
flexibility of enrollment patterns in open entry - open exit provides 
for a more student oriented educational setting. 
-----
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Paulsen and Berg (1976) define the open entry - open exit concept 
as: 
Education which refers to procedures in educational pro-
grams and courses that allow the learner to enter a formal 
educational setting at times other than the beginning of 
the traditional school term; frequency of entry is gener-. 
ally considered to be greater under an open entry/exit 
format than under a more traditional one. Entry points 
under this concept are variable and these points might 
occur every several months, monthly, weekly, or even 
da i l y ( p . l) . 
Students seeking post-secondary education who are anxious to be-
gin and complete their studies with minimum delay are often discouraged 
under traditional educational systems which delay entering and comple-
tion. For these students, open entry - open exit appears to offer ad-
vantages over the more traditional systems. 
In addition to the flexible scheduling associated with open entry 
- open exit programs, a "student-centered" approach is also character-
istic of such programs. Dollar (1971) designated heterogeneity in 
learning styles as an assumption of open entry - open exit programs. 
Thus, a continuous process of program planning, development and im-
provement is needed in open entry - open exit programs in order to 
meet the needs of students. 
Other characteristics of open entry - open exit programs, identi-
fied by Dollar (1971) include: clusters of related experiences, in-
structors as managers of learning and self-contained programs. 
Barriers to Implementing Open Entry -
Open Exit Programs 
A research project (No. 498 AH 503 56} funded by the United States 
Office of Education identified barriers to the use of the open entry -
15 
open exit concept in cooperative vocational programs in the retail 
clothing area. The researchers developed individualized instructional 
materials and arranged for them to be accessible to students in twelve 
secondary and two adult programs. 
The open entry - exit concept was implemented in four secondary 
programs and one adult program. Some of the barriers identified in 
the nine programs where the concept was not implemented were concerned 
with the lack of flexibility in the enrollment policies; the lack of 
an accepted way to establish credit for competency-based achievements 
of students; and the lack of access to learning materials for students 
not already enrolled in a cooperative vocational class. 
The researchers recommended a number of strategies for overcoming 
barriers to the open entry - open exit concept. Recommendations in-
cluded the development of a statewide flexible system for giving credit 
for competency-based achievements, and/or approval of open entry - open 
exit programs in selected secondary schools in Oklahoma. 
Competency-Based Education 
Initiated by educators, supported by grants from federal, private 
and state sources, competency-based education (CBE) rapidly gained 
prominence in American teacher education during the early seventies. 
Since that time, other professions and programs have implemented the 
competency approach. Physicians in Illinois, Michigan and Texas are 
being trained through competency-based programs. Nursing, allied 
health programs, child care, food preparation, pilot testing and other 
training for paraprofessionals are focusing on CBE. Engineers, 
electricians, plumbers and computer programmers are also engaged in 
competency-based programs. 
Characteristics of Competency-Based 
Education 
16 
In August, 1971 the American Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education Committee sponsored a conference in which a group of experts 
discussed aspects of CBE. Stanley Elam prepared a report on their de-
1 iberations and included three levels of descriptors in his definition 
of CBE: (1) essential elements; (2) implied characteristics and (3) 
related or desirable characteristics. 
The essential elements specified by Elam (1971) included compe-
tencies, criteria in assessing competencies, rate of progress and 
achievement of competencies. 
Houston (1974) designated several other characteristics which· 
appear to be implied in the list of essential elements. The implied 
characteristics included: individualized and personalized instruction, 
emphasis on exit requirements rather than entrance requirements and 
student accountability. 
Characteristics related to or desirable in CBE were identified 
by Elam (1971). Related or desirable characteristics identified in-
cluded: field centered program, broad base for decision making, focus 
on concepts, skills and knowledges, and a research component. 
Objectives in Competency-Based Education 
Objectives are an essential component of CBE. Bruce and Car-
penter (1977) indicated the development of objectives as the third 
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step in implementing a competency-based program. Dressel (1968) as-
serted the importance of objectives by insisting on the specification 
and agreement of objectives in advance of instruction. 
Houston (1974) defined five types of objectives and listed the 
relative importance of each of the five types to competency-based edu-
cation. Houston reported that greater emphasis should be placed on 
performance based, consequence based and affective objectives than on 
cognitive based objectives. 
Identification of Competencies 
Competency-based instructional programs are designed to bring 
about learner achievement of specified competencies. Dressel (1968) 
defined competency as an end result to be acquired by students. In 
agreement with this definition, Wight (1974) identified competency as 
an explicit statement of what the student will be able to do upon 
completion of a course. 
A methodology for identifying competencies suggested by Bruce and 
Carpenter (1972) included the following: 
... Workers currently employed in the relevant occupations 
are observed and interviewed. A preliminary list of all the 
tasks performed by the workers is then compiled. This occu-
pational inventory is submitted to a sample of the total 
population of workers in the priority area to identify the 
tasks actually performed and the relative time spent on each. 
Based on an analysis of the data gathered, high priority 
tasks are identified ... (p. 58). 
Individualized Instruction 
Recent writers in the field of education have also emphasized 
the value of individualized approaches to instruction. The Policies 
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Commission for Economic Education (1974) recognized the merit of in-
dividualization of instruction for all subject areas in business edu-
cation. Kotaska and Dickinson (1975) reported, 
Individual methods are obtaining increasing importance in 
adult educational programs as attempts are made to tailor 
the instructional process to the learning needs of adults 
who are unable or unwilling to engage in group methods 
(p. 161). 
Characteristics of Individualized Instruction 
Concerned with the lack of congruity in descriptions and defini-
tions of individualized instruction, Coppedge (1974) specified six 
characteristics of individualized instruction in the following: 
1. Students are expected to perform commensurate with their 
ability and learning. 
2. Evaluation of student effort is based primarily on indi-
vi dua 1 ability. 
3. There is more contact between teacher and student on a 
one-to-one basis. 
4. The student must become a full partner in the learning 
process. 
5. The teaching-learning process is a cycle of diagnosis, 
prescription and evaluation. 
6. Instructional planning is designed to promote student 
learning through continuous progress (pp. 273-275). 
Methods of individualizing instruction vary in accordance with 
emphasis on prepackaged, teacher- or student-determined diagnosis, 
prescription, learning resources, activities, assessment and recycling. 
Dunn and Dunn (1972) identified five basic ways to individualize in-
struction including: programmed learning, instructional packages, 
contract, work~study experiences and community contributions. 
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Instructional Packages 
The development of instructional packages is a new curriculum 
strategy for organizing learning experiences in education. Each pri-
mary idea or concept identified becomes the topic of an instructional 
package. Learning Packag~s, Teaching Activity Packages, Learning Ac-
tivity Packages (LAPS), Contract Activity Packages (CAPS) and Home 
Economic Learning Packages (HELP) are among the various titles used 
for this strategy. In an attempt to alleviate terminology confusion, 
Parsons, et al. (1976) stated, 11 No one title has gained universal ac-
ceptance; however, 'learning module' often is considered the generic 
name . 11 (p. 31). 
The educational rationale of modular organization, reported by 
.Bruce and Carpenter (1977) designated an increase in the possibilities 
of student individualization and relatively objective evaluation of 
performance. 
Components of Learning Modules 
Coppedge (1974) emphasized the need for plans related to learning 
packages to be written so that the student may read and follow the 
plans in order to advance in a learning sequence suitable for him. 
Plans suggested by Coppedge (1974) included provision for diagnosis, 
evaluation devices and quest activities. 
Arena (1970) adopted the format previously developed at Nova High 
School in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida because of its proven effectiveness 
and increasing employment by educators. The format for the learning 
packages included the following: 
1. Rationale 
2. Performance objectives 
3. Pretest 
4. Pretest analysis 
5. Basic references 
6. Program for learning 
7. Self-evaluation test 
8. Self-evaluation test analysis 
9. Appendix (p. 785). 
Instructional Objectives 
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Mager (1962) and Kiber, et al. (1970) identified similar charac-
teristics of instructional objectives. Characteristics designated in-
eluded the following: 
1. who is to perform the desired behavior; 
2. the actual behavior to be employed in demonstrating 
mastery of the objectives; 
3. the result of the behavior which will be evaluated; 
4. the relevant conditions under which the behavior is to 
be performed; and 
5. the standard that will be used to evaluate the success 
of the performance. 
Evaluating Learning Modules 
A research team at North Carolina State University recently con-
ducted an extensive review of the literature and critically reviewed 
a wide range of modules available. From this research, criteria were 
developed for educators to use in evaluating modules for purchase or 
for preparation of modules. Parson, et al. (1976) participated in 
this research activity and identified criteria and guides to be em-
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ployed in the appraisal of both structure and content of learning mod-
ules. According to Parson, et al. referenced above, learning modules 
should be subjected to critical appraisal in the following areas: ob-
jectives, subject matter, design characteristics, learning activities, 
adaptability, validity and evaluat1on. 
Adult Learning Theories 
Several persons have indicated the importance of the student as 
related to the strategy selected for developing curriculum. Tyler 
(1950, p. 5) identified, 11 ••• the learner as one of the major sources 
of data from which instructional objectives may be constructed." Bruce 
and Carpenter (1977, p. 60) reported 11 ••• reading level, psychologi-
cal approach, types of learning activities and evaluation techniques 
must be geared to the target student." 
Characteristics of Adult Learners 
In an attempt to instruct educators involved in adult program 
planning,. Knowles (1967) described four unique characteristics of the 
adult learner: 
l. Self-concept. Adults tend to see themselves as responsi-
ble self-directing independent personalities. Adults 
tend to resist learning under conditions that are incon-
gruent with their self-concept as autonomous individuals. 
2. Accumulated Experience. A given adult enters into any 
educational activity with a different background of ex-
perience from that of his youth. Adults are less depend-
ent on the vicarious experiences of teachers, experts, 
and textbooks. 
3. Readiness to Learn. Adults are usually characteristic 
of a readiness to learn through the requirements of 
social roles. 
4. Time Perspective. Adults engage in learning in re-
sponse to pressures they feel from current life prob-
lems; their time perspective is one of immediate 
application (pp. 267-268, 278). 
Implications for Developing Adult 
Instructional Materials 
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Cason (1975) identified eight principles to be considered in the 
design of adult instruction. From Cason's discussion it appears that 
maximizing the effectiveness of instruction depends in part upon the 
organization and presentation of instruction in terms of job goals; 
and restricting the number of elements designated by any list such 
that the total number of items which must be retained in immediate 
memory does not exceed the limited capacity of immediate memory. 
Readability 
The literature available concerning curriculum development for 
adult education has stressed the need for readability as a critical 
factor in instructional materials. Flesch (1974, p. 172) defined 
readable as "easy and interesting to read. 11 The reading ease of writ-
ten materials is determined by the structure of words and sentences. 
The human interest of readability is determined by the inclusion of 
"personal" words and sentences. 
The importance of reading ease has been emphasized by the re-
search conducted under the sponsorship of the Air Force Resources 
Laboratory. This research is concerned with methods for increasing 
the comprehensibility of written materials as employed in Air Force 
technical training. Support for increasing the comprehensibility of 
the textural materials included the reduction in training time and 
costs and the increase in training effectiveness (Siegel, 1974). 
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Several authors have emphasized the continuing need to identify 
interest factors and have stressed that this information should be 
used in the development of curriculum (Kirchner, 1966; Neff, 1972; 
Waples and Tyler, 1931). Fitzgerald (1975) defined interest as an 
expressed positive attitude toward the content of verbal material. 
Since adult learners seek immediate rewards and usefulness for any 
facts or concepts, the factor of interest appeal should be of critical 
importance in the development of instructional materials. 
Review of Related Research 
Several studies, in various areas of home economics and business, 
have been conducted which relate to curriculum development in retail 
education. A discussion of the related research, selected from the 
literature, is presented in the following. 
Tate (1976) conducted a study for the purpose of developing and 
evaluating a competency-based learning package for use by students 
in two fashion work experiences courses at Oklahoma State University. 
A two-part learning package on Sales Productivity was developed 
and pretested. Part I was used by thirty-five fashion merchandise 
students during the work class in the spring of 1976. Eighteen stu-
dents completed Part II of the learning package during the actual work 
experience period in the summer of 1976. The results indicate that 
the learning package can be used effectively in the work experience 
class and during the actual work experience program. 
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A study directed by Greenwood (1972) was designed to incorporate 
a career oriented approach to the evaluation and revision of the Cur-
riculum for the Fashion Merchandising Program at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. As a component of the study, Greenwood identified job de-
scriptions--responsibilities, duties and competencies which cluster 
around the retail buying function. Job descriptions were obtained for 
the buyers and the assistant buyers in selected retail organizations 
in the Central part of the United States by means of a retail ques-
tionnaire. Responsibilities associated with five major retail buying 
functions were identified: planning and evaluating; procuring; promo-
tion; merchandising and supervision. 
A study was conducted by Kunsemiller (1961) to determine the edu-
cational needs of small independent retail businessmen in southern 
California. The study was limited to individually owned small retail 
firms (1) with ten or less regular employees, (2) located within the 
geographical limits of California and (3) encompassing six retail cat-
egories including apparel. 
The sample groups were selected by industry representatives, 
based upon their own criteria for relative success. These groups were 
validated against Dun and Bradstreet ratings and by observations. The 
researcher concluded that (1) methods of teaching should emphasize the 
scientific process in problem solving and decision making through case 
problems, management games and games-theory and role playing; (2) col-
lection and dissemination of meaningful statistical information and 
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interpretation for small business owners are necessary and (3) consult-
ing and advisory services for small business owners by colleges, uni-
versities and industry should be extended. 
A similar study was directed by Rici (1972) in New England. The 
purpose of this study was to provide guidelines to be used as a basis 
for development and improvement of retail education programs in post-
secondary institutions. Questionnaires were mailed to instructors, 
students and administrators of the nineteen participating post-
secondary institutions. The retailers' questionnaires were sent to 
those familiar with the retailing program. 
Recommendations for the administration of post-secondary retail-
ing programs involved: close communication with retailing industries 
and other educational institutions, advisory committees, instructors 
with retailing experience, indication of program objectives to students, 
and flexible semester terms. 
Recommended guidelines for curriculum and instruction included: 
training for all types of retailing organizations, individualized in-
struction and student evaluation of curriculum. 
Summary 
Within this chapter, related literature was discussed with re-
spect to curriculum development in entrepreneurial education. A dis-
cussion of small business entrepreneurship was presented. This dus-
cussion involved the identification of several recent innovations in 
small business entrepreneurship educa~ion. Competency-based eudcation 
was defined by comparing the characteristics of competency-based edu-
cation programs to traditional programs. A methodology for identifying 
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competencies was also suggested. Individualized instruction was dis-
cussed with respect to the trend toward individual rather than group-
oriented instruction. The instructional package, one method of indi-
vidualizing instruction, was recognized as a new curriculum strategy 
for organizing learning experiences. A discussi.on of open entry -
open exit concepts suggested a trend for the need of variable enroll-
ment patterns. Characteristics of adult learners and implications for 
developing adult instructional materials were identified. A review 
of additional studies which related to curriculum development in re-
tail education was also presented. All of the literature related to 
curriculum development was used as a basis for the development of a 
buying and merchandising learning package for use by potential apparel 
store entrepreneurs. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF A LEARNING PACKAGE RELATED TO 
BUYING AND MERCHANDISING CONCEPTS 
The major purposes of the study were to develop a learning pack-
age related to buying and merchandising concepts and to evaluate the 
use of the learning package by potential apparel store entrepreneurs 
during a pilot study period. This study was made possible by an Ap-
parel Shop Entrepreneurship (ASE) Research Project described in Chap-
ter I. A list of the procedures established by the ASE research team 
for developing instructional materials is in Appendix B. 
The first stage of this study, discussed in this chapter, in-
cluded two objectives: to identify buying and merchandising concepts 
related to entrepreneurial competencies; and to prepare a learning 
package aimed to contribute to the development of buying and merchan-
dising concepts needed for apparel store entrepreneurship. The second 
stage of the study, reported in Chapter IV, included the following 
objectives: to evaluate the buying and merchandising learning package 
during a pilot study period; and to formulate recommendations for re-
vision of the learning package. The procedural system and the analy-
sis of findings for objective one and objective two of the study are 
discussed in this chapter. 
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Procedural System for Objective One 
Concepts related to entrepreneurial competencies were identified 
for use in developing the buying and merchandising learning package. 
A management questionnaire was developed by the ASE research team for 
the coilection of data needed in prioritizing concepts related to 
entrepreneurial competencies. The questionnaire was mailed to owners 
and managers of apparel stores located in Oklahoma. 
Selection of the Sample 
The population for this objective of the study was identified as 
owners and managers of men's and women's apparel stores in Oklahoma. 
Approximately 200 owners and managers of men's and women's apparel 
stores located in small, medium and large cities in Oklahoma were 
selected for the sample. Based on a tentative investigation of the 
list of men's and women's apparel stores in Oklahoma, the ASE research 
team formulated criteria to be used in selecting a representative 
sample. The Dun and Bradstreet Apparel Trades Book (February, 1970) 
and the yellow pages of city telephone directories were used to select 
specific stores. A suITTTiary of the criteria for selecting the ques-
tionnaire sample, established by the ASE research team, appears in 
Appendix C. 
Development of the Instrument 
A questionnaire was developed by the ASE research team for the 
collection of data needed in prioritizing concepts related to entre-
preneurial competencies. The questionnaire was designed to include 
the following parts: l) a cover letter identifying the purposes of 
the questionnaire; 2) instructions for completing the questionnaire; 
3) a profile to obtain background information about the respondents• 
' 
retail setting, such as the size of store, the type of store an.d a 
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delineation of sales volume and 4) a list of competency related state-
ments pertaining to four functional areas of retailing: accounting 
and control; buying and merchandising; operations and management and 
advertising and promotion. The respondents were instructed to read 
each of the statements and indicate the degree of importance of each 
item by placing a checkmark in the appropriate column. An example of 
the rating scale is presented below: 
Very Important= Must be accomplished 
Somewhat Important = Helpful and desirable 
Unimportant = Little or no value 
Not Applicable = Does not apply 
The questionnaire statements related to buying and merchandising 
concepts were developed by this researcher. These statements were 
formulated based on previous research conducted by Greenwood (1972) 
and selected materials from other retail authorities. 
Greenwood (1972) developed a retail questionnaire and identified 
responsibilities and duties associated with the buying function of 
retailing. Of the responsibilities and duties identified by Greenwood, 
only those which met the following criteria were considered for use in 
the questionnaire: 1) a duty or responsibility pertaining to single 
unit store operations and 2) a duty or responsibility pertaining to 
the planning and evaluating, procuring or merchandising functions. 
Other retail authorities included selected materials from the 
University of Texas Instruction Materials Center, Ohio Distributive 
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Education Materials Lab, Men's Wear Retailers of America, Small Busi-
ness Administration and Bank of America. Publications of these retail 
authorities were examined and buying and merchandising concepts were 
derived from an analysis of the instructional objectives, content and 
learning activities. A complete list of the references used to obtain 
the buying and merchandising concepts is in Appendix D. 
The buying and merchandising concepts derived from Greenwood's 
research and other retail authorities were classified and grouped ac-
cording to similarity of content. A tentative list of twenty-five 
statements was formulated to represent the buying and merchandising 
concepts. A list of these buying and merchandising statements is in 
Appendix E. The twenty-five statements were presented to two Still-
water apparel store merchants. Based on the merchants' comments and 
suggestions regarding the importance of each concept, the ASE research 
team decided to include sixteen of the buying and merchandising con-
cepts in the management questionnaire. The final revision of the 
statements incorporated suggestions from two Stillwater merchants re-
lated to the wording. The buying and merchandising statements in-
cluded in the questionnaire are presented in Figure 1. A copy of the 
complete management questionnaire for small apparel stores is in Ap-
pendix F. 
Collection and Treatment of Data 
The management questionnaires for small apparel stores were 
mailed· to 216 merchants on November 19, 1976. Prior to December 12, 
1976, twenty-five questionnaires (11 .6 percent) had been returned. 
Buying and Merchandising 
Develop merchandise plan based on: 
--Projected annual sales volume at retail .... 
--Percentage of inventory mix by classification. 
--Merchandise assortments by units 
--Opening inventory by dollars ........ . 
:--Other (Specify) ______________________ _ 
Estimate the following items for: 
--Initial markups .. 
--Markdowns ..... 
--Maintained markups 
--Cash discount. .. 
--Gross margin .. . 
--Net profit ... . 
--Seasonal turnover. .; . 
--Open-to-buy .... 
Survey the potential vendors or resources by: 
--Visiting the market ....... . 
--Contacting sales representatives . 
--Contacting resident buying office. 
--Consulting manufacturers' catalogs 
--Other (Specify) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Figure 1. Buying and Merchandising Statements Included in the Questionnaire. 
w 
--' 
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A follow-up of telephone calls was begun December 12, 1976 to encour-
age the return of questionnaires. Procedures for implementing the 
follow-up consisted of asking merchants to respond to the following 
questions: 1) Did you receive the questionnaire? 2) Did you return 
the questionnaire? 3) Do you still have the questionnaire? and 4) If 
you received another questionnaire, would you complete and return that 
questionnaire? 
Types of responses from the telephone calls included promises to 
return questionnaire, store out of business, no answer, wrong number 
and refusal to cooperate. Thirty-nine additional questionnaires were 
received following the telephone requests. A total of 64 (30 percent) 
of the questionnaires was returned. 
The responses of the men's and women's apparel store owners and 
managers were hand tabulated. The data were studied in relation to 
the characteristics of the· respondents and the importance of the con-
cepts represented in the buying and merchandising statements. Charac-
teristics of the respondents which were studied included: job titles; 
store types; store size; city size and length of retail experience and 
store operation. Procedures for prioritizing concepts that were rated 
as very important were arbitrarily set by the ASE research team. The 
criteria included listing all of the buying and merchandising state-
ments which two-thirds or more of the responding merchan~s rated as 
very important. Three merchants and three members of the Service Core 
of Retired Executives (SCORE) were consulted and verified the decision 
to include the concepts, represented in these statements, in the buying 
and merchandising learning package. 
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Procedural System for Objective Two 
This researcher deve]oped a learning package related to the buy-
ing merchandising function of retailing based on the guidelines estab-
lished by the ASE research team discussed previously in this chapt~r. 
Format for the Learning Package 
The modular format established for the buying and merchandising 
learning package was based on selected formats from the literature and 
suggestions from a curriculum specialist from the Oklahoma State De-
partment of Vocational and Technical Education Board. The modular 
format developed by the ASE research team for use in the study included 
the following parts: 
I. Introduction 
A. Instructions 
B. Performance Objectives and Terminal Objective 
C. Rationale 
II. Content 
Ill. Learning Activities 
A. Content Check 
B. Self Check 
C. Apply To Your Own Store Plans 
IV. Glossary for Terms and Formulas 
In addition to the modular format listed above, the learning package 
contained Individual Store Plans, pretest and a posttest. A more de-
tailed description of each of the parts of the learning package format, 
established by the ASE research team, is in Appendix G. 
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Procedures for Writing the Learning Package 
A buying and merchandising learning package was written using the 
learning package format established by the ASE research team. The 
learning package was organized into two modules based on the related-
ness of the buying and merchandising concepts identified in objective 
one of the study. Each module was designed to be self-instructional, 
self-evaluative and self-paced. Writing techniques for increasing the 
readability of written materials were compiled and used as guidelines 
in the development of the modules. A list of the readability guide-
lines is in Appendix H. 
Standard instructions for the modules were developed by the ASE 
research team. The instructions appeared on the first page of each 
module and were designed to inform the trainees of the procedures to 
be used in the completion of a module. A rationale for each of the 
two modules was developed by the researcher. The rationale was de-
signed to reflect the nature and the importance of the concepts pre-
sented within each module. 
Each module contained two or more performance objectives. Per-
formance objectives were formulated based on the buying and merchan-
dising concepts identified in objective one of the study. The per-
formance objectives were reviewed and one terminal objective was 
written to encompass the performance objectives identified for inclu-
sion in the buying and merchandising learning package~ The performance 
objectives and the terminal objective were written in behavioral terms. 
Criteria for stating the performance objectives and the terminal ob-
jective included Mager 1 s (1975) suggestions which were discussed in 
the literature. Each performance objective was followed by content 
and learning activities. 
Information sheets were compiled to be used in the development 
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of the content. The information sheets included definitions, applica-
tions and/or principles pertaining to each buying and merchandising 
concept represented in the performance objectives. Training materials, 
text books, local apparel shop entrepreneurs and trade associations 
were employed as resources in the compilation of the information sheets. 
Learning activities consisted of a content check, self check and 
a section entitled Apply To Your Own Store Plans. Content checks were 
developed to allow self-assessment of the trainees• knowledge and com-
prehension of the factual information presented in the content. Mul-
tiple choice, true-false and matching items were developed to represent 
the definitions and/or principles included in the content. The correct 
answers to the content check items were provided in the self checks. 
The self checks were located on the back of each content check page 
for easy reference by the trainee. The section entitled Apply To Your 
Own Store Plans was developed to: encourage the trainees to use the 
factual information presented in the content in making decisions and 
developing their own store plans; and to enable the trainees to achieve 
the buying and merchandising performance objectives for each of the 
two modules and the terminal objective for the learning package. 
One set of Individual Store Plans was develQped for the buying 
and merchandising learning package to represent a composite of the 
Apply To Your Own Store Plans section for each module. The Individual 
Store Plans were designed to be presented by trainees to owners or 
managers of apparel stores for review and suggestions. The Individual 
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Store Plans became a part of the ASE Folio used in a final presentation 
of the trainees' store plans to a panel of business experts. 
A pretest and an identical posttest were developed for the buying 
and merchandising learning package in order to measure the trainees' 
knowledge and comprehension of the concepts presented in the content 
of the buying and merchandising learning package. The pretest and 
posttest items included the following: 1) questions drawn from the 
content checks; 2) questions classified as representing either the 
knowledge or comprehension levels of the cognitive domain. The ques-
tions were stated in the form of a combination of multiple choice, 
true-false and matching items. An equal distribution of questions re-
lating to each performance objective was obtained in the pretest and 
posttest. 
Drafts of the first modules were field tested during the develop-
mental stage of the study. Field test participants included students 
enrolled in a senior clothing, textiles and merchandising class and 
two adults with similar interests and ba~kgrounds as the trainees ex-
pected to participate in the pilot study. The field test participants 
were encouraged to react orally to the modules'in terms of the time 
required for completion, adequacy of content, attainability of objec-
tives, clarity of statements, staisfaction with modular format and 
procedures and other aspects of the modules. 
Six students enrolled in a senior clothing, textiles and merchan-
dising class read and completed learning activities in a draft of one 
module in the learning package. The revisions of the first module and 
the writing of the second module incorporated suggestions and corrnnents 
from the students relative to the wording of the statements. 
One adult male and female with similar interest and backgrounds 
as the trainees expected to participate in the pilot study reacted 
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to the revised first module and a draft of the second module. Com-
ments and suggestions made by the two adults indicated an unwilling-
ness to make decisions unsupported by factual information, confusion 
when terms were abbreviated and the need for the availability of a 
pocket calculator. In response to these reactions, revision of the 
modules included the addition of more examples and the deletion of 
some of the abbreviations. The researcher also recommended that 
pocket calculators be made available to the trainees participating in 
the pilot study. 
For the purposes of the ASE Project, each learning package was 
color coded. The buying and merchandising learning package was color 
coded yellow. A logo representing the ASE Project appeared on the 
title page of each module. The learning package was completed by the 
May 15, 1977 deadline and duplicated as a part of the instructional 
materials to be used in the pilot study. 
Analysis of Findings for Objective One 
Objective one of the study was to identify buying and merchan-
dising concepts requisite for men's and women's apparel store entre-
preneurship. A discussion of the findings related to the description 
of the sample and the selection of the buying and merchandising con-
cepts is presented below. 
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Description of the Sample 
The sample for this objective of the study included 216 owners 
and managers of men's and women's apparel stores located in Oklahoma. 
The analysis was based on data obtained from 64 (30 percent) question-
naires returned by owners and managers. 
Characteristics of apparel merchants responding to the question-
naire included: job title; type of store; size of store and length of 
retail experience and store operation. The responses to items in the 
Profile Section of the questionnaire were' tabulated. The findings, 
presented in Table I, are summarized in the following discussion. 
An examination of the findings presented in Table I reveals that 
a majority of the respondents, 78 percent, were owners of men's and 
women's apparel stores. A review of the size of the cities in which 
the stores were located indicated that 52 percent were located in 
cities with populations greater than 25,000. Only six percent of the 
respondents were from stores located in small cities. 
In regard to the type of stores operated, 48 percent of the re-
spondents described their stores as women's apparel while 31 percent 
of the respondents indicated the operation of men's apparel. A major-
ity of the respondents, 63 percent, indicated that they operated 
medium-sized stores. The smallest percentage of respondents (11 per-
cent) were from large stores. 
An investigation of the merchants' responses concerning length of 
retail experience and store operation indicated that the largest per-
centage of merchants had acquired twepty or more years of retail 
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TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS 
N=64 
Characteristics Respondents a 
.N % 
1. Job Title 
Manager 14 22 
Owner 50 78 
2. Cit~ Size 
Small (less than 2,500) 4 6 
Medium (2,500-25,000) 27 42 
Large (greater than 25,000) 33 52 
3. Age Bracket 
Under 30 7 11 
30-49 27 42 
50 and Over 30 47 
4. A~Qarel Store ExQerience 
1 year 4 6 
2-4 years 7 11 
5-10 years 9 14 
10-20 years 13 20 
20 or more 31 48 
5. Store T~Qe 
Men's apparel 20 31 
Women's apparel 31 48 
Men's and women's apparel 12 19 
Other (children's) 1 2 
6. Length of Store OQeration 
1 year or less 3 5 
2-4 years 9 14 
5-10 years 11 17 
10-20 years 13 20 
20 or more 28 44 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Characteristics Respondents a 
N % 
7. Full-Time Emplo,l'.'.ees 
None 4 6 
1-5 48 75 
6-10 10 16 
11-15 1 2 
15-20 0 0 
21-25 1 2 
Part-Time Empl O.}'.'.ees 
None 11 17 
1-5 48 75 
6-10 2 3 
11-15 1 2 
16-20 1 2 
8. Store Size 
Small ($100,000 or less) 13 20 
Medium ($100,000-$500,000) 40 63 
Large ($500,000 or more) 7 11 
aAll of the respondents did not respond to all of the items. 
experience and operated stores which had been established twenty or 
more years. 
Buying and Merchandising Concepts Perceived 
as Very Important 
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The responses to the sixteen buying and merchandising statements 
on the management questionnaire are presented in Table II. 
A large majority of merchants (89 percent) indicated that it was 
very important to survey potential resources by visiting the market. 
Buying and Merchandising Sta~ements 
TABLE II 
RESPONSES TO BUYING AND MERCHANDISING QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENTS 
N=64 
Degree of 
Very Somewhat 
Im12ortance 
Important Important Unimportant 
N % N 3 N % 
Develop merchandise plan based on: 
--C:rojected annual sales volume at retaila 46 72 14 22 0 0 
--Percentage of inventory mix by classification 29 45 25 39 1 2 
--Merchandise assortments by units 25 39 29 45 3 5 
--Opening inventory by dollarsa 47 73 5 8 2 3 
Estimate the fo 11 owing items for: 
--Initial markups a 46 72 8 13 2 3 
--Markdowns 37 58 20 31 2 3 
--Maintained markups 38 59 18 28 l 2 
--Cash discount 28 44 19 30 8 13 
--Gross margin 40 63 16 25 l 2 
--Net profi ta 49 77 8 13 2 3 
--Seasonal turnovera 48 75 9 14 l 2 
--Open-to-buya 43 66 l 3 20 l 2 
S'rvey the potential vendors or resources by: 
--Visiting the marketa 57 89 4 6 l 2 
--Contacting sales representatives 27 42 28 44 5 8 
--Contacting resident buying office 7 11 29 45 21 33 
--Consul ti 1icJ "'anufacturers' catalogs 2 3 27 42 24 38 
----------------- - ------- ----
aT\'10-thi rds (43) merchants perceived activity to be very important. 
Not No 
Applicable Response 
N % N 3 
0 0 4 6 
0 0 9 14 
0 0 7 11 
0 0 1.:i 
' -
0 0 8 ~ 3 
0 0 5 8 
l 2 6 9 
5 8 4 6 
2 3 
-
8 
0 0 5 8 
0 0 6 9 
0 0 8 13 
0 0 2 3 
3 3 2 3 
5 5 4 6 
5 5 8 13 
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Only two of the sixteen buying and merchandising statements were rated 
by a majority of the merchants as of little or no value. These two 
statements represented the use of resident buying offices and manu-
facturers' catalogs as tools for surveying potential resources. 
Seven of the sixteen concepts represented in the buying and mer-
chandising statements were perceived as very important by at least 
two-thirds (43) of the merchants. The concepts indicated as very im-
portant by two-thirds of the merchants are listed below. 
Develop merchandise plan based on: 
--Projected annual sales volume at retail 
--Opening inventory by dollars 
Estimate the following items for: 
--Initial markups 
--Net profit 
--Seasonal turnover 
--Open-to-buy 
Survey the potential vendors or resources by: 
--Visiting the market 
All but one of these seven concepts were designated to be included in 
the buying and merchandising learning package. The concept of net 
profit was excluded based on the decisions of the ASE research team to 
incorporate net profit into the accounting and control learning package. 
Instructional Materials Developed for Objective Two 
Objective two of the study was to prepare instructional materials 
which would contribute to the development of buying and merchandising 
concepts needed for apparel shop entrepreneurship. 
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The compilation of information sheets, related to the concepts 
identified in objective one of the study, indicated the need for addi-
tional buying and merchandising concepts to be incorporated in the 
learning package. The expansion of concepts was due to the: 1) iden-
tification of prerequisite concept~ and 2) related information avail-
able. For example, applications of the concepts of beginning of the 
month and end of the month inventory were .identified as prerequisite 
to developing merchandise plans based on opening merchandise by dol-
lars. Similarly, the concepts of retail price, cost price and markup 
should be comprehended before the concept of initial markup is intro-
duced. In regard to related information, the concept of seasonal 
turnover was expanded to incorporate the concept of stock-sales ratio 
due to the availability of average ratios. A summary of the expanded 
concepts in relation to the concepts previously designated in objective 
one of the study is presented in Table III. 
Based on the concepts to be incorporated in the learning package, 
the learning package was organized into two modules. The two modules 
were entitled: 1) Dollar Merchandise Plan and 2) Buying Plan. The 
Dollar Merchandise Plan Module included definitions and applications 
related to the following concepts: monthly sales, stock-sales ratio, 
beginning and end of the month inventory and open to buy at retail. 
The Buying Plan Module included definitions and applications related 
to the following additional concepts: retail price, markup, cost 
price, open-to-buy at cost, merchandise classifications, fashion mar-
kets and resident buying office. 
A summary of the developed instructional materials is presented 
in Table IV. An examination of Table IV reveals that Module One 
TABLE II I 
EXPANSION OF CONCEPTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE 
BUYING AND MERCHANDISING LEARNING PACKAGE 
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Concepts Designated in Objective 
One of the Study 
Concepts Expanded in Objective 
Two of the Study 
--Projected annual sales 
--Opening inventory by dollars 
--Initial markup 
--Seasonal turnover 
--Open-to-buy 
--Markets 
--Monthly sales 
--Beginning and end of the 
month inventory 
--Retail price, cost price, 
markup 
--Stock-sales ratio 
--Open-to-buy at retail and 
open-to-buy at cost 
--Markets and resident buying 
office 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF THE BUYING AND MERCHANDISING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS DEVELOPED 
Instructional 
Materials 
Learning Package 
Module One 
Title 
Buying and 
Merchandising 
Dollar Merchan-
dise Plan 
Instructional Objectives 
Terminal Objective: 
When you have completed this module and 
have achieved 80 percent of the posttest, 
you will develop a dollar merchandise 
plan and a buying plan for your own ap-
parel store. 
Performance Objectives: 
Given average monthly sales distributions, 
you will calculate the planned monthly 
sales for your store's first six months 
of operation. 
Given average monthly stock-sales ratios, 
you will determine the planned inventory 
needed for the beginning of each month 
of yo~r opening season. 
Given a formula, you will determine the 
amount of inventory that you plan to have 
_in your store at the end of each month of 
your opening season. 
Given a formula, you will calculate 
a planned open-to-buy for each month of 
your opening season. 
Concepts 
Dollar Merchandise 
Plan and Buying 
Plan 
Sales Distribution 
Stock-Sales Ratio; 
BOM Inventory 
EOM Inventory 
Open-to-Buy at 
Retai 1 
Instructional 
Materi a 1 s 
Module Two 
Individual Store 
Plans 
Title 
Buying Plan 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Instructional Objectives 
Performance Objectives: 
Given some concepts and guidelines 
concerning retail price, markup and 
cost price, you will 
a. Estimate a planned markup for 
your inventory and 
b. Convert your monthly open-to-
buy at retail to a monthly 
open-to-buy at cost. 
Given the National Retail Merchants 
Association standard classification 
of merchandise you will 
a. Rank the three demand centers 
that you plan to emphasize and 
b. Select the merchandise that you 
plan to purchase for your open-
ing season. 
Given some information about fashion 
market centers and resident buying 
offices, you will select the sources 
from which you plan to purchase your 
inventory. 
Concepts 
Retail Price; 
Markup; Cost Price; 
Open-to-Buy at Cost 
Merchandise Classi-
fications 
Fashion Markets; 
Resident Buying 
Offices 
Opening Season; 
Dollar Merchandise 
Plan; Monthly Open-
to-Buy; Buying Plans 
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contained three performance objectives and Module Two contained four 
performance objectives. As indicated in Table IV, each performance 
objective was formulated based on specific buying and merchandising 
concepts. One terminal objective was written to encompass the buying 
and merchandising concepts represented in the performance objectives 
in both modules. The terminal objective for the buying and merchan-
dising learning package is stated below: 
When you have completed this learning package and have 
achieved 80 percent of the posttest, you will develop 
a dollar merchandise plan and a buying plan for your 
own apparel store. 
A copy of the two modules in the buying and merchandising learning 
package, along with the Individual Store Plans and the pretest and 
posttest is in Appendix I. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REVISION 
The major purposes of the study were to develop a learning pack-
age related to buying and merchandising concepts and to evaluate the 
use of the buying and merchandising learning package during a pilot 
study period. The first stage of the study, reported in Chapter III, 
included the identification of buying and merchandising concepts and 
the preparation of a buying and merchandising learning package. The 
second stage of the study, discussed in this chapter, included the 
following objectives: to evaluate the buying and merchandising learn-
ing package during a pilot study period and to formulate recommenda-
tions for revision of the buying and merchandising learning package. 
The procedural system and the analysis of findings for the second stage 
of the study are presented in this chapter. 
Procedural System for Objective Three 
The instructional materials and procedures for the ASE Pilot Study 
were evaluated by the research team during the eight week pilot study, 
Summer, 1977. Evaluation instruments were developed and administered 
by the ASE research team in order to identify the strengths and weak-
nesses of the ASE Instructional Materials and Procedures. 
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This researcher participated in the ASE Pilot Study and assisted 
in the preparation of instruments to be utilized in the evaluation of 
the buying and merchandising learning package. Based on criteria es-
tablished by the ASE research team, this researcher analyzed the use 
of the buying and merchandising learning package in terms of the ef-
fectiveness of the module characteristics and the development of buying 
and merchandising concepts. 
Selection of the Sample 
South Oklahoma City Junior College (SOCJC) was selected by the 
ASE research team as the school setting for the pilot study. SOCJC 
was chosen on the basis of the flexible pacing policies which accomo-
dated the open entry - exit system, the interest in new programs for 
adults, the willingness to assist in recruitment activities and the 
availability of merchants and other business experts to participate 
in the study. An eight week period, June 14 to August 4, 1977 was 
allotted for the pilot study. The pilot study was administered on 
Tuesday and Thursday nights from 7:30 to 10:30. Trainees were allowed 
to enter the program any Tuesday night between June 14 and July 5 and 
to exit from the program any Tuesday night between July 5 and August 4. 
A more detailed description of the pilot study scheduling is in Appen-
dix J. 
The following types of participants were needed relative to the 
pilot study: ten or more adult trainees, one teacher-coordinator, 
ten or more role model merchants and twelve or more members of the 
panel of business experts. 
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Adult trainees were recruited between May 15 and June 15, 1977. 
Persons interested in opening an apparel store were contacted through 
the dissemination of a brochure developed by the ASE research team and 
the South Oklahoma City Junior College. The brochure was distributed 
to administrators at the school setting for the pilot study, to par-
ticipants in the April, 1977 "Going Into Business Seminar" sponsored 
by the Small Business Administration (SBA) and to other persons re-
questing assistance from the SBA. A news article about the ASE Pilot 
Study also appeared in the SOCJC school newspaper. In addition, a 
news release in an Oklahoma City newspaper was used to promote the ASE 
Pilot Study. A copy of the brochure, the article in the SOCJC news-
paper and the article in the Oklahoma City newspaper is in Appendix K. 
A teacher-coordinator was identified in early May, 1977. Confer-
ences were held to clarify the teacher-coordinator's responsibilities 
for administrating the instructional materials, reporting to the ASE 
research team, compiling trainee folders and evaluating the ASE Pilot 
Study. 
Role model merchants were asked to serve as consultants for each 
trainee and to offer suggestions and comments relative to their store 
plans for each of the five learning packages. Merchants from the Ok-
lahoma City area who responded to the management questionnaire, dis-
cussed in Chapter Ill, were used as a source for contacting prospective 
role model merchants. 
The panel of business experts was organized to provide group 
evaluators for each trainee at the completion of the ASE Pilot Study. 
The assistance of the Oklahoma City office of the Small Business 
Administration was employed to establish preliminary contacts with 
prospective members of the panel of business experts. 
Development of the Instruments 
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Evaluation instruments developed and administered by the ASE 
research team were designed to obtain information related to the edu-
cational background and work experience of the participants, reactions 
to the characteristics of the modules, the achievement of the instruc-
tional objectives by the trainees and the assessment of the ASE Pilot 
Study by the participants. In addition, a teacher-coordinator record 
book and an ASE research team log were used to record any observations, 
including comments and suggestions. A list of the evaluation instru-
ments developed by the ASE research team for each pilot participant 
is in Appendix L. 
The data to be utilized for this study were drawn from the instru-
ments developed by the ASE research team which specifically related to 
the evaluation of the buying and merchandising learning package. In-
cluded were profiles of the participants, the buying and merchandising 
module evaluation, the evaluation of the trainees' achievement of the 
buying and merchandising instructional objectives by the panel of 
business experts and the adult trainees, and the buying and merchan-
dising pretest and posttest described in Chapter III as a part of the 
learning package development. 
Participant Profiles. The adult trainees, teacher coordinator, 
role model merchants and members of the panel of business experts were 
asked to complete similar profiles indicating their previous work 
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experiences and educational backgrounds. The information recorded on 
these instruments was used by the ASE research team to describe the 
pilot study sample. An example of one of the profiles developed for 
use in the pilot study appears in Appendix M. 
Module Characteristics. Nine module characteristics were identi-
fied as they related to module format and content. The module char-
acteristics included directions, rationale, performance objectives, 
content, content checks, self checks, Apply To Your Own Store Plans, 
glossary and length. Statements were prepared to represent these 
module characteristics. Adult trainees were asked to review each 
statement and indicate on a continuum the extent to which they agreed 
with the statements in relation to each module. An example of the 
statements and the range of responses is presented below: 
Statement 
The directions for the module 
were easy to understand. 
Extent of Agreement 
SA (Strongly Agree) 
A (Agree Somewhat) 
U (Uncertain) 
D (Disagree) 
SD (Strongly Disagree) 
The instrument was duplicated for each module contained in the learning 
packages developed by the ASE research team. The buying and merchan-
dising module evaluation instrument used by the trainee after complet-
ing each of the two modules is in Appendix N. 
Achievement of Instructional Objectives. An instrument was de-
veloped and administered in order to obtain the trainee's self-
perception of achievement of the instructional objectives for each 
learning package. An identical instrument was duplicated and admin-
istered to each member of the panel of business experts in order to 
obtain the panel of business experts• perceptions of each trainees• 
achievement. 
The instrument was prepared to include items representing two 
types of instructional objectives: the performance objectives and 
the terminal objective. Each module had two or more performance ob-
jectives and each learning package had one terminal objective. The 
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respondents were asked to read and react to the performance objectives 
first and then rate the trainees• achievement of the terminal objective. 
Below is an example of the items and the response form: 
Item Related to 
Performance Objective 
Realistic plans for BOM inventory 
Item Related to 
Terminal Objective 
The trainee has developed a real-
istic opening inventory buying 
plan for an apparel store. 
Perception of Performance 
Objective Achievement 
E (Excellent) 
G (Good) 
S (Satisfactory) 
P (Passable). 
NA (Not Adequate) 
Perception of Terminal 
Objective Achievement 
SA (Strongly Agree) 
A (Agree Somewhat) 
U (Uncertain) 
D (Disagree) 
SD (Strongly Disagree) 
A copy of the instrument used to evaluate the trainees• achievement of 
the instructional objectives for the buying and merchandising learning 
package is in Appendix 0. 
Collection and Treatment of the Data 
The data for this evaluation stage of the study were collected 
during the eight week pilot study period, Summer, 1977. 
The ASE research team established procedures for recording data 
on coding sheets. The procedure included assigning a coding 
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identification number for each pilot study participant and assigning 
numerical values to the range of responses. Identification numbers of 
participants and the numerical values representing the extent of the 
responses were recorded in the columns and the rows of the coding 
sheets, respectively. The numerical values of l, 2, 3, 4 and 5 as-
signed to each of the two types of response codes appear in Appendix P. 
The data was tabulated and studied according to the following 
categories: 
1. Data related to the characteristics of the buying and 
merchandising modules. 
2. Data related to the trainees• development of the concepts 
presented in the buying and merchandising modules. 
A summary of the procedures used for evaluating the buying and mer-
chandising learning package is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Module Characteristics. The trainee's buying and merchandising 
evaluation instrument for each of the two modules included a list of 
statements related to modular characteristics. The trainees were 
asked to indicate their reactions using the following code: 
1 - SA (Strongly Agree) 
2 - A (Agree) 
3 - U (Uncertain) 
4 - D (Disagree) 
5 - SD (Strongly Disagree) 
The data was tabulated and the findings were studied in order to iden-
tify the characteristics of the modules which appeared to contribute 
to trainee learning and the characteristics which appeared to hinder 
learning. Criteria for classifying modular characteristics as either 
contributing or hindering aspects were established by the ASE research 
team as follows. 
Organization of Data Instruments Utilized Goal of Analysis 
Module 
-
Trainees module evaluation 
--
Identify characteristics as. Characteristics / for each of the two modules .,- 1) contributing 
2) hindering 
Evaluation of trainees' Identify concepts as: 
--
achievement of instructional 
--Buying and Merchan- ,,,,,.,,-
objectives / 1 ) sufficiently applied di sing Concepts 2) insufficiently applied 
Pretest and posttest 3) comprehended 
4) not comnrehended 
Figure 2. Procedure Used for Evaluating the Learning Package 
01 
01 
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Module characteristics which received responses coded as either 
or 2 from all participants were identified as contributing character-
istics. Module characteristics which received one or more responses 
coded as 3, 4 or 5 were identified as hindering characteristics. An 
illustrative example of the criteria established by the ASE research 
team is presented below. 
1 2 
Contributing 
Characteristics 
3 4 5 
Hindering 
Characteristics 
An examination of the statements included in the instrument re-
vealed that one of the statements was negatively stated. The responses 
indicating the extent to which trainees agreed to this statement were 
reversed for the purpose of analysis. 
Development of Concepts 
Evidences of the development of the buying and merchandising 
concepts were indicated by the adult trainees in two manners: the 
perceptions of their achievement of the instructional objectives and 
the indication of their performance on the posttest. Additional evi-
dences were indicated by the perceptions of the panel of business ex-
perts of each trainee's achievement of the buying and merchandising 
instructional objectives. 
Perceptions. Reactions of the adult trainees and the panel of 
business experts to the trainees' achievement of the buying and mer-
chandising instructional objectives were hand tabulated. The items 
on the instruments were designed to relate to the trainees' ability 
to apply the buying and merchandising concepts to their own store 
plans. Therefore, evidences of the trainees' ability to apply buying 
and merchandising concepts were designated as the perceptions 6f the 
adult trainees and the panel of business experts. 
The panel of business experts and the adult trainees were asked 
to indicate their reactions to each trainee's achievement of the per-
formance objectives and the terminal objective. An example of the 
range of responses and the code is presented below. 
Performance Objectives Terminal Objective 
l - SA (Strongly Agree) 1 - E (Excellent) 
2 - A {Agree Somewhat) 2 - G (Good) 
3 - u (Uncertain) 3 - s (Satisfactory) 
4 - D (Disagree) 4 - p (Passable) 
5 - SD (Strongly Disagree) 5 - NA (Not Adequate) 
The findings were studied in order to identify the buying and 
merchandising concepts which appeared to be sufficiently applied to 
the trainees' plans for opening an apparel store and the concepts 
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which were insufficiently applied to the trainees' apparel store plans. 
Criteria for identifying evidences of sufficient concept application 
and evidences of insufficient concept application were established 
by the ASE research team. Buying and merchandising instructional ob-
jectives which received all responses coded as 1 or 2 were identified 
as concepts that were sufficiently applied. Buying and merchandising 
instructional objectives which received at least one response coded 
as 3, 4 or 5 were identified as concepts that were insufficiently ap-
plied. An illustrative example of the criteria established by the 
ASE research team is presented below. 
l 2 
Evidences of sufficient 
concept application 
' 
3 4 5 
Evidences of insufficient 
concept application 
Performance. The items on the buying and merchandising pretest 
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and posttest were designed to measure the.trainees' knowledge and/or 
comprehension of specific buying and merchandising concepts. Criteria 
for identifying evidences of concept knowledge and/or comprehension 
were established by the ASE research team. The criteria included: 
l. Items on the pretest and the posttest which were answered 
correctly by all of the trainees represented evidences of concept 
knowledge and/or comprehension. 
2. Items on the pretest and the posttest which were answered 
incorrectly by at least one of the trainees represented evidences of 
the lack of concept knowledge or comprehension. 
Procedural System for Objective Four 
Objective four of the study included the formulation of recommen-
dations for revisions of the buying and merchandising learning package. 
The ASE research team established procedures and criteria to be used 
in formulating recommendations for revision of the ASE Pilot Study. 
A list of the research team procedures established for formulating ASE 
Pilot Study revisions is in Appendix Q. Based on the procedures and 
criteria established by the ASE research team, this researcher formu-
lated recommendations for revision of the buying and merchandising 
learning package. 
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Collection of the Data 
The data utilized in this objective of the study were compiled 
from the data obtained in objective three of the study. Data col-
lected from objective three of the study included the 1) module char-
acteristics which were identified as a hindrance to trainee learning, 
2) buying and merchandising concepts which were insuffic1ently ap-
plied in the development of the trainees' own store plans and 3) buy-
ing and merchandising concepts which lacked evidence of trainee 
knowledge or comprehension. 
Treatment of the Data 
The module characteristics and the buying and merchandising 
concepts, identified above, were grouped according to the material 
presented in each of the two modules. The ASE research team as-
sumed a relationship between the module characteristics and the 
trainees' development of entrepreneurial competencies. In light 
of this assumption, the ASE research team decided that attention 
would be given to the improvement of the module characteristics in 
an effort to increase the trainees' development of entrepreneurial 
competencies. 
A summary of the ASE research team procedures used to formulate 
recommendations for revision of the learning packages is illustrated 
in Figure 3. 
Procedures for improving the nine module characteristics were 
established by the ASE research team. The procedures for improving 
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module characteristics are in Appendix R. The procedures for improv-
ing the module characteristics were used by this researcher as a 
basis for formulating specific suggestions for increasing the train-
ees' development of the buying and merchandising concepts. 
Formulate specific Obtain reactions Formulate recom-
suggestions for and suggestions mendations for 
improving module from PBE for each revision of each 
characteristics and ..... module. 
' 
module. 
trainee development , Obtain reactions / of concepts for each and suggestions 
module. from RMM for each 
module. 
Figure 3. Procedures Used for Formulating Reconmendations 
for Revision of the Learning Package 
Additional considerations in formulating specific suggestions for 
increasing the trainee's development of concepts were also identified 
by the ASE research team. These considerations included comments and 
suggestions recorded in the ASE research team log and the teacher 
coordinators' record book, the number and the extent of participants' 
reactions to specific module characteristics and the number, extent 
and nature of participants' reactions to specific concepts in terms 
of the trainees' knowledge, comprehension and application. 
A list of specific suggestions for improving each of the two mod-
ules was formulated and presented to one role model merchant and 
one member of the panel of business experts. Additional suggestions 
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for improving each module, offered by the role model merchant and the 
panel of business.experts member, were recorded. 
Final recommendations for revision of the two buying and merchan-
dising modules incorporated the specific suggestions for improvement 
and the additional suggestions for improvement offered by the role 
model merchant and the panel of business experts member. 
Analysis of Findings for Objective Three 
The purpose of objective three of the study was to evaluate the 
use of the buying and merchandising learning package during a pilot 
study period. A discussion of the findings related to the descrip-
tion of the sample, the effectiveness of the module characteristics 
and the trainees' development of the buying and merchandising concepts 
follow. 
Description of the Sample 
The sample for this objective of the study included eleven train-
ees, one teacher-coordinator, twelve role model merchants and sixteen 
members of the panel of business experts. A surrnnary of the descrip-
tion of the pilot study participants is presented in Table V. 
Ten of the eleven trainees participating in the pilot study were 
women. All of the trainees had received a high school diploma. Seven 
of the trainees indicated four or less years of business experience; 
none of the trainees designated business experience exceeding four 
years. Goals for entrepreneurship listed by the trainees included 
the operation of women's apparel stores, a fabric store and a shoe 
TABLE V 
DESCRIPTION OF PILOT STUDY PARTICIPANTS 
Total Sex Education 
Participant Participatinga M F BS MS PhD JD 
Expertise in 
Buying and 
Merchandising 
None Some Much 
AT 
TC 
RMM 
PBE 
11 1 
1 
12 7 
16 14 
aAll of the respondents did 
- AT - Adult Trainee 
TC - Teacher-Coordinator 
RMM - Role Model Merchant 
10 1 2 
5 7 
2 7 
not respond 
1 
2 10 
2 3 4 1 6 
to all of the items. 
M - Male 
F - Female 
Years of Business Experience 
2 or less 2-4 5-10 10-20 20+ 
5 2 
1 
2 1 4 
2 3 
BS - Bachelor of Science 
MS - Master of Science 
PhD- Doctor of Philosophy 
JD - Doctor of Law 
4 
11 
store. In response to what the trainees hoped to learn from the ASE 
Pilot Study, three trainees indicated the desire to learn more about 
buying practices. 
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The role model merchants consisted of an approximately equal dis-
tribution of males and females. A majority of the role model merchants 
indicated much expertise in buying and merchandising. One-third of 
the role model merchants had acquired more than twenty years of busi-
ness experience. Only one-sixth of the role model merchants designated 
two or less years of business experience. 
A majority of the panel of business experts was men and 50 percent 
had acquired a college degree. Five of the panel designated much ex-
pertise in buying and merchandising. Two-thirds of the panel had ac-
quired twenty or more years of business experience. None of the panel 
members indicated less than four years of business experience. 
A more detailed description of the pilot study participants is 
in Appendix S. 
Module Characteristics 
The module characteristics represented in each statement on the 
trainee module evaluation instruments, and the respondents' extent 
of agreement to ·these statements appears in Table VI. The most fav-
orable aspect of both modules was the self checks. The length of both 
modules was the most unfavorable aspect of the buying and merchandis-
ing learning package~ Trainee responses to length, in relation to 
Module One, evidenced the desire for additional information. Respon-
ses to length in regard to Module Two impliep an equal distribution 
between uncertain attitudes toward adequacy of length. 
Characteristic 
Directions 
Rationale 
Performance 
Objectives 
Content 
Content 
Checks 
TABLE VI 
TRAINEES' EVALUATION OF TI-IE BUYING AND MERCHANDISING 
MODULE CHARACTERISTICS. 
N=sa· 
Module One 
Number of Res2onses 
Statement SA A u D SD 
The directions for the 
module were easy to 
understand. 3 5 
The rationale for the 
module emphasized the 
importance of the content. 3 5 
The performance objectives 
were easily understood. 3 5 -
The performance objectives 
were attainable. 3 5 
The content was easily 
understood. 4 4 
The content was adequate. 3 5 
I felt that I needed the 
information in this module. 6 2 
The content checks enabled 
me to apply the information 
to my store plans. 3 4 
Module Two 
Number of Res2onses 
SA A u D SD 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
2 5 
3 4 
2 4 l 
3 4 
4 3 
°' .f:::>
Characteristic 
Self Checks 
Apply To Your 
Own Store Plans 
Glossary 
Length 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Statement 
The self checks were helpful. 
The apply to your own store 
plans section helped me to 
make my own store plans. 
The glossary was helpful. 
The module was too short. 
Module One 
Number of Responses 
SA A U D SD 
5 3 
4 4 
l 6 . 1 
3 2 1 
aAll respondents did not respond to all of the items. 
SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
U - Uncertain 
D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Module Two 
Number of Responses 
SA A U D SD 
4 3 
2 4 
3 2 
3 4 
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The identification of module characteristics as contributing 
and hindering characteristics are summarized in Table VII. The direc-
tions, rationale, performance objectives, self checks and Ap~ly To 
Your Own Store Plans were listed as contributing characteristics for 
both buying and merchandising modules. Glossary and length were cla$-
sified as hindering characteristics for both modules. Content checks 
and the adequacy of content were classified as hindering characteris-
tics for Module One and Module Two, respectively. 
Perceptions of the Trainees' Application 
of Concepts 
Table VIII lists each of the buying and merchandising instruc-
tional objectives. The trainees' achievement of the seven performance 
objectives and the terminal objective as perceived by both the trainees 
and the panel of business experts is indicated. 
Identification of fashion market centers .and realistic plans for 
beginning of the month inventory were perceived most favorably by the 
adult trainees. Realistic plans for end of the month inventory and 
open-to-buy were rated least favorably by adult trainees. 
The panel of business experts tended to rate the trainees' appli-
cations of merchandise classifications and fashion market centers 
higher than any of the other concepts. Realistic plans for end of the 
month inventory was rated most unfavorably by the panel of business 
experts. 
The panel of business experts tended, as a group, to perceive the 
trainees' achievement of the instructional objectives less favorably 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION OF MODULE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Contributing Characteristics 
Module One 
directions-
rationale 
performance objective 
content 
self checks 
apply to your own 
store plans 
Module Two 
directions 
rationale 
performance objectives 
content (needed) 
content checks 
self checks 
apply to your own 
store plans 
Hindering Characteristics 
Module One 
content checks 
glossary 
length 
Module Two 
content (adequacy) 
glossary 
length 
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TABLE VIII 
EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
Adult Traineea 
(N=8) 
Performance Objectives Concepts· E G s p 
Realistic plans for beginning of the Beginning of the 
month inventory Month Inventory 2 5 
Realistic plans for end of the End of the Month 
month inventory Inventory 1 4 2 
Realistic plans for monthly open- Open-to-buy 
to-buy 5 2 
Profitable planned markup Markup 1 5 1 
Appropriate selection of mer- Merchandise 
chandis-e to be emphasized Classification l 5 1 
Appropriate decision regarding Buying Office 
use of buying office 2 4 2 
Appropriate identification of Market Centers 
fashion market centers 4 3 l 
Panel of Business 
ExQertsa (N=32} 
NA E G s p NA 
8 11 1 6 
5 13 2 9 
4 11 4 8 
5 9 10 2 1 
3 15 5 3 l 
3 6 11 5 
5 12 6 2 
0) 
co 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Terminal Objective 
This trainee has developed a 
realistic opening inventory 
buying plan for an apparel 
store. 
Concepts 
Buying plan 
Adult Traineea 
(N=S) 
SA A U D SD 
2 5 
aAll of the respondents did not respond to all of the items. 
E - Exce 11 ent 
G - Good 
S - Satisfactory 
P - Passable 
NA - Not Adequate 
SA-- Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
U - Uncertain 
D - Disagree 
SD Strongly Disagree 
Panel of Business 
Expertsa (N=32) 
SA A U D SD 
1 12 7 8 2 
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than the trainees, as a group, perceived their own achievement of the 
instructional objectives. 
Table IX is a summary of the concepts which were applied and the 
concepts which were not applied as perceived by the adult trainees and 
the panel of business experts. The trainees appeared to feel confident 
about achievement in terms of beginning of the month inventory, dollar 
merchandise plan and buying plan. The panel of business experts per-
ceived a lack of sufficient trainee appltcation ~or all of the buying 
and merchandising concepts. Concepts which both the adult trainees 
and the panel of business experts indicated insufficient application 
included end of the month inventory, open-to-buy, markup, merchandise 
classifications, buying offices and fashion market centers. 
Trainee Performance in Relation to Compre-
hension and/or Knowledge of Concepts 
The trainees' performance on the pretest and the posttest indi-
cated evidences of trainee development of buying and merchandising 
concepts relative to the comprehension and/or knowledge of specific 
concepts. Table X identifies the concepts represented in each pre-
test and posttest item, and the number of correct and incorrect ans-
wers for each item. 
Prior to the availability of the buying and merchandising learn-
ing package, all of the trainees evidenced some knowledge or compre-
hension of the following concepts: cost price, fashion markets, 
stock-sales ratio and retail price. Prior to the availability of the 
learning package, the trainees indicated the least knowledge or 
comprehension of buying offices. 
TABLE IX 
APPLICATIONS OF CONCEPTS AS PERCEIVED BY 
THE ADULT TRAINEES AND PANEL OF 
BUSINESS EXPERTS 
Concepts Sufficiently Applied to 
Apparel Store Plans 
Adult Trainees Panel of Business Experts 
BOM inventory 
Dollar merchandise plan 
Buying plan 
(None) 
Concepts Insufficiently Applied to 
Apparel Store Plans 
Adult Trainees 
EOM inventory 
Open-to-buy 
Markup 
Merchandise classifications 
Buying office 
Market centers 
Panel of Business Experts 
BOM inventory 
EOM inventory 
Open-to-buy 
Markup 
Merchandise classifications 
Buying office 
Market centers 
Dollar merchandise plan 
Buying plan 
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TABLE X 
PRETEST-POSTTEST SCORES BY CONCEPT 
N=8 
Number of 
Correct Responses 
Concept and Item Number Pre Post 
Dollar Merchandise Plan ( 1.) 5 8 
Monthly Sales (2.) 7 8 
EOM Inventory (3.) 7 8 
Cost Price (4.) 8 8 
Markets ( 5. ) 8 8 
( 14. ) 7 8 
( 15. ) 8 8 
( 16. ) 7 8 
Buying Office ( 6.) 8 
Stock-Sales Ratio ( 7. ) 8 8 
Open-to-Buy (8.) 7 8 
( 9. ) 6 8 
Markup (10.) 7 8 
Retail Price (11.) 8 8 
Merchandise Classifications ( 12. ) 4 7 
( 13. ) 7 7 
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After the trainees had completed the learning package, all of the 
trainees evidenced some knowledge or comprehension of the following 
concepts: dollar merchandise plan, monthly sales, end of the month 
inventory, cost price, fashion markets, buying offices, markup and 
retail price. Indications of all of the trainees' knowledge or com-
prehension of open-to-buy and merchandise classifications were not 
supported by the posttest scores. 
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Analysis of Findings for Objective Four 
The purpose of objective four of the study was to formulate 
recommendations for revision of the buying and merchandising learning 
package. Data used in the analysis were based on the findings from 
objective three of the study. A discussion of the findings related 
to specific suggestions for improvement and recommendations for re-
vision of the two buying and merchandising modules is presented next. 
Specific Suggestions for Improvement 
Specific suggestions for improving the buying and merchandising 
learning package were formulated for each of the two modules. Table 
XI identifies the areas of improvement needed in relation to module 
characteristics and the buying and merchandising concepts. 
An examination of Table XI reveals that suggestions for improv-
ing Module One were formulated in regard to three specific module 
characteristics and four buying and merchandising concepts. Sugges-
tions for improvement of Module One implied the need for improving 
the trainees• abilities to apply the concepts by modifying the con-
tent checks and the glossary. Evidences of the trainees• desire for 
additional information were also indicated. 
Suggestions for improving Module Two were formulated in regard 
to three module characteristics and five concepts. Comments recorded 
in the ASE research team log and the teacher coordinator 1 s record 
book indicated that the trainees would like to have more information 
on buying brands and selecting resources. A complete list of the 
Module Characteristic 
One 
Two 
Content Checks 
Glossary 
Length 
Content (ade-
quacy) 
Glossary 
Length 
TABLE XI 
SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
OF THE TWO MODULES 
Concepts 
Beginning of the Month Inventory 
End of the Month Inventory 
Open-to-Buy 
Dollar Merchandise Plan 
Markup 
Merchandise Classifications 
Buying Offices 
Markets 
Buying Plan 
Increase trainees' comprehension and 
application of concepts by: 
1. adding more questions to content checks 
2. adding questions of a higher cognitive 
domain to content checks; i.e., appli-
cation, analysis 
3. referring to glossary for additional 
definitions of related concepts 
4. adding discussion pertaining to related 
concepts 
Increase trainees' comprehension and appli-
cation of concepts by: 
1. differentiating between initial markup 
and maintained markup 
2. listing services of buying offices 
3. indi~ating significant characteristics 
of various market centers 
4. referring to glossary for additional 
definitions of related concepts 
5. incorporating a learning activity de-
signed to clarify merchandise classifi-
cations, brands and number of units to 
be purchased 
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trainees', the teacher coordinators' and the ASE research team's com-
ments and suggestions appears in Appendix T. 
Recommendations for Revision 
'':.;;.· Suggestions for improvement of the two buying and merchandising 
modules offered by the panel of business expert member and the role 
model merchant appear in Table XII. 
Module 
One 
Two 
TABLE XII 
MEMBER OF THE PANEL OF BUSINESS EXPERTS AND 
ROLE MODEL MERCHANT SUGGESTIONS FOR 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE TWO MODULES 
PBE/RMM Suggestions for Improvement 
Increase trainees' comprehension and application of 
concepts by: 
1. reorganizing the dollar merchandise into a 
more standard form 
2. adding discussion related to the following 
concepts: cost of goods sold, merchandise 
available, merchandise needed 
3. increasing projections on dollar merchandise 
plan to one year 
Increase trainees' comprehension and application of 
concepts by: 
1. identifying costs of fashion market trips 
2. adding concept of terms of purchase 
3. adding concept of unit control 
PBE - Panel of Business Experts 
RMM - Role Model Merchant 
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The suggestions made by the panel of business expert member and 
the role model merchant in regard to improving Module One included the 
reorganization of the dollar merchandise plan and the addition of sev-
eral related concepts. Suggestions offered by the panel member and 
the role model merchant for improving Module Two included the addition 
of instruction related to terms of purchase and unit control. 
The final recommendations for revisions of the two buying and 
merchandising modules represent a composite of suggestions of the re-
searcher based on the evaluation findings, the panel of business ex-
perts member and the role model merchant. Recommendations for revision 
of Module One and Module Two are summarized as follows: 
Recommendations for Revision of Module One 
Add more questions to content checks. 
Add questions of a higher cognitive domain to content checks. 
Refer to glossary for additional definitions of related concepts. 
Reorganize the dollar merchandise plan. 
Add discussion related to cost of goods sold, merchandise avail-
able and merchandise needed. 
Increase projections on dollar merchandise plan to one year. 
Recommendations for Revision of Module Two 
Differentiate between initial markup and maintained markup. 
List services of buying offices. 
Indicate significant characteristics of various market centers. 
Refer to glossary for additional definitions of related concepts. 
Incorporate a learning activity designed to clarify merchandise 
classifications, brands and the number of units to be purchased. 
Identify cost factors related to fashion market trips. 
Add discussion related to terms of purchase and unit control. 
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These recommended revisions are concerned with the addition of 
content in both modules and the reexamination of the usefulness of 
the glossary in both modules. In addition, improvements suggested 
for Module One included restating the content check items in a higher 
cognitive domain. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
For the purposes of this study, a learning package was prepared 
to contribute to the development of buying and merchandising concepts 
needed for apparel store entrepreneurship. The buying and merchandis-
ing learning package was evaluated during an eight week pilot study 
conducted in an open entry - open exit setting at South Oklahoma City 
Junior College. 
The study was made possible by a larger research project conducted 
at Oklahoma State University entitled 11 Instructional Materials for 
Adult Entrepreneurship of Apparel Shops. 11 The research project was 
funded by the United States Office of Education. 
The Apparel Shop Entrepreneurship (ASE) Research Project was de-
signed to select entrepreneurial competencies and develop instructional 
materials for use in an open entry - open exit educational setting by 
potential apparel store owners. The organization of the instructional 
materials incorporated the four major retail functions: accounting 
and control; buying and merchandising; operations and management; and 
advertising and promotion. Individualized, self-instructional learn-
ing packages were developed based on the entrepreneurial competencies 
related to each of the four retail functions. 
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The review of the literature reported educational concepts util-
ized in the development of small business entrepreneurship curricula. 
These concepts included: open entry - open exit, competency-based 
education, individualized instruction, instructional packages and 
adult learning theories. A review of additional studies related to 
I 
curriculum development in retail education was also presented. 
Summary of Procedures and Findings 
The procedures for this study were organized into two stages. 
The first stage of the study included two objectives: to identify 
buying and merchandising concepts related to entrepreneurial compe-
tencies and to prepare a learning package which would contribute to 
the development of buying and merchandising concepts needed for ap-
parel store entrepreneurship. The second stage of the study incor-
porated the following objectives: to evaluate the buying and mer-
chandising learning package during a pilot study period; and to 
formulate recommendations for revision of the learning package. 
Stage One: Development of a learning package related to buying 
and merchandising concepts. Concepts to be used in preparing the 
learning package were identified by Oklahoma apparel merchants. A 
questionnaire included statements related to the buying and merchan-
dising function of retailing selected from previous research and in-
formation reported by retail authorities. Based on the 64 (30 percent) 
responses to the questionnaire, seven concepts were designated as im-
portant, including: annual sales, opening inventory, initial markups, 
net profit, seasonal turnover, open-to-buy and markets. 
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The buying and merchandising learning package was organized into 
two modules utilizing the related concepts designated for inclusion. 
Module One, entitled "The Dollar Merchandise Plan," included concepts 
related to projecting opening inventory needs. Module Two, entitled 
"The Buying Plan," included concepts related to the procurement of 
merchandise. The format for each module contained the following parts: 
instructions, rationale, two or more performance objectives, content 
of factual information and examples, learning activities and a glos-
sary of terms and formulas. The modules were written to facilitate 
self-instruction, to allow self-assessment and to encourage applica-
tion of factual information in the development of individual plans for 
opening an apparel store. 
The buying and merchandising learning package contained one 
terminal objective, a pretest and an identical posttest. In addition, 
an Individual Store Plans section was developed to incorporate the 
entrepreneurial plans formulated in the learning activities· of the 
two modules. 
Drafts of the first modules were field tested during stage one. 
Field test participants included students enrolled in a senior cloth-
ing, textiles and merchandising class and two adults with similar in-
terest and background as the trainees expected to participate in the 
study. Revisions were made based on the suggestions and comments of-
fered by the field test participants. 
Stage Two: Evaluation and recommendations for revision. The 
learning package was pilot tested during an eight week open entry -
open exit period at South Oklahoma City Junior College. Pilot study 
participants included eleven adult trainees, one teacher coordinator, 
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twelve role model merchants and sixteen members of a panel of business 
experts. Evaluation instruments were used to assess the effectiveness 
of the module characteristics and the development of buying and mer-
chandising concepts. 
Nine module characteristics were identified as either contribut-
ing to or hindering learning as evidenced by the responses of the 
trainees to the buying and merchandising module evaluation instrument. 
Five of the module characteristics were identified as contributing 
aspects and four characteristics were identified as hindering aspects 
in terms of the use of the learning package by adult trainees. 
The development of the buying and merchandising concepts was evi-
denced by the trainees for three of the nine concepts. However, evi-
dences from the panel of business experts did not indicate sufficient 
development of the nine buying and merchandising concepts by the 
trainees. Performance of the pretest indicated trainee knowledge or 
comprehension of four of the nine concepts. Performance on the post-· 
test indicated trainee knowledge or comprehension of seven of the nine 
concepts. 
The final recommendations for revision included specific sugges-
tions for improvement of the learning package based on the evaluation 
findings, the reactions of a role model merchant and a member of the 
panel of business experts. These recommendations were concerned with 
the addition of content in both modules, the restatement of conent 1 
check items in a higher cognitive domain for Module One and the mod-
ification of the glossary in both modules. 
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Implications 
As this paper was concluded, the researcher noted various aspects 
of the study which were not analyzed in detail but became apparent 
during the investigation. For example, evidences indicated that the 
adults responded positively to the learning materials designed to fa-
cilitate self-instruction, self-pacing and self-evaluation. Similar 
materials could be developed and used in training entrepreneurs in 
other occupationally specific areas. Other evidence indicated that 
the individualized materials provided the flexibility needed in open 
entry - open exit educational programs. In addition, the expertise 
of successful persons such as the role model merchants provided an 
effective supplement for the written instructional materials. The 
positive response of the role model merchants participating in this 
study suggests that successful entrepreneurs in related career areas 
could be used with other occupationally specific programs. 
Recommendations 
A number of recommendations drawn from this study might stimu-
late further research in areas related to curriculum development in 
retail education. Further studies of the following nature are 
recommended. 
1. Revision of the buying and merchandising learning package 
based on the recommendations from this study and validation with a 
larger sample. 
2. Further analysis of the data from this study incorporating 
case studies of adult trainee types. 
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3. Development of learning packages for other types of merchan-
dise using this learning package as a model. 
4. Identification of characteristics associated with successful 
apparel store entrepreneurship. 
5. Establishment of the differences in successful merchandising 
of men's and women's wear. 
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APPENDIX A 
APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP RESEARCH 
PROPOSAL ABSTRACT AND CHART 
OF ACTIVITIES 
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ABSTRACT 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR ADULT ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
OF APPAREL SHOPS 
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This proposal is designed to select entrepreneurial competencies 
and develop instructional materials for use in an open entry - exit 
setting by potential apparel shop owners. The organization of the in-
structional materials will incorporate the four major retail functions: 
accounting and control; buying and merchandising; operation and man-
agement and advertising and promotion. Individualized, self-
instructional and self-evaluative learning packages will be developed· 
based on the entrepreneurial competencies related to each of the four 
retail functions. 
The strategy for the development, use and evaluation of the in-
structional materials involves the advisement of each trainee by a 
role model apparel merchant and by a panel of business experts. Dur-
ing the funding period the instructional materials will be tested in 
an open entry - exit program and the results will be evaluated by the 
participating teacher-coordinator, the adult trainees and the role 
model merchants. The panel of business experts will evaluate the 
effectiveness of the instructional materials as evidenced by the en-
trepreneurial competencies exhibited by the adult trainees. 
Based on these evaluations of the project, the instructional 
materials will be revised. Recommendations will be made for the 
continued use of the revised materials in open entry - exit programs 
aimed to provide entrepreneurial competencies which will facilitate 
self employment in apparel shops. 
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CHART OF ACTIVITIES 
RESEARCH PROJECT II 
APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP (ASE) 
Activities 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 
76 77 78 
A. Staffing 
Research Al A3 A2 A3 
Project 
A2 
B. Panel of 
Business Bl B2 B3 B4 
Experts 
c. LP's 
Cl c 2 c 3 c 4 C5 C6 
D. Testing Dl D2 D3 D4 D 5 
E. Sights El E2 E3 E4 E5 E 6 
F. Role 
Model F 1 F2 F3 
Merchants 
G. Project 
Management Gl G 2 
H. Evaluate 
Results Hl H2 H3 
UJ 
N 
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A. Staffing Research Project 
1. Co-Directors - Greenwood 
2. Grad Assistants - Greenwood, Mott 
3. Payroll and Budget - Greenwood, Callson and Mott 
B. Panel of Business Experts 
1. Contact Panel present Research Project - Ors 
2. Contact Panel as needed - GAS 
3. Final evaluation of entrepreneur plans of adult trainees - RT 
4. Final evaluation of research project - Ors 
C. Instructional Material (LP's) 
1. Strategy for total Learning Packages - RT 
2. Sel~ct competencies for four functional areas - RT - PBE 
3. Compile information for four functional areas - GAS - PBE 
4. Prepare Learning Packages for four functional areas - GAS 
5. Pretest Learning Packages - GAS 
6. Duplicate Learning Packages - GAS 
D. Testing Instructional Material 
1. · Select evaluation techniques - Ors 
2. Develop instruments - RT 
3. Validate instrument - GAS 
4. Use of evaluation instruments - RT 
5. Analyze data - Ors 
E. Sights 
1. Contact principal, teacher-coordinators - Ors 
2. Selection of Pilot Study school setting - Ors 
3. Recruit adult trainees - RT - T/C 
4. Prepare teacher-coordinators - GAS 
5. Use of LP's by adult trainees - T/C - AT 
6. Final evaluation of research by teacher-coordinator and adult 
trainees - RT 
F. Role Model Merchants 
l. Contact role merchants - Ors 
2. Schedule role model merchants and adult trainee conference -
T/C 
3. Final evaluation of research project - RT 
G. Project management during Pilot Study 
l. 1st on sight visits - RT 
2. 2nd on sight visits - RT 
H. Evaluate Results of RP 
l. Results of evaluation instruments - RT 
2. Recommendations - RT - PBE 
3. Final report - Ors 
Code: Ors - Directors; GAS - Grad Assistants; RT - Research Team; 
PBE - Panel of Business Experts; T/C - Teacher-Coordinators; 
AT - Adult Trainees 
APPENDIX B 
PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY THE APPAREL SHOP 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP RESEARCH TEAM FOR 
DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL 
MATERIALS 
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1. Review literature related to: competency-based, individualized 
instruction, open entry - open exit, adult education and reada-
bility of written materials. 
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2. Review literature related to the four retail functions: account-
ing and control, buying and merchandising, operations and manage-
ment and advertising and promotions. 
3. Prepare a tentative list of statements of possible concepts re-
lated to four functional areas of retailing. 
4. Interview women's and men's apparel shop owners and managers to 
review tentative statements of concepts. 
5. Consult with business experts in the areas of banking, business 
law and retail management for comments concerning tentative state-
ments of concepts. 
6. Formulate items based on the comments of retailers and business 
experts and list under the four retail functions for the ques-
tionnaire. 
7. Select sample of apparel shops in Oklahoma and mail questionnaires. 
8. Tabulate returns of the questionnaire. 
9. Analyze findings based on importance of concepts as rated by 
respondents. 
10. Validate concepts by conferring with additional retailers and 
business experts. 
11. Establish format for the learning packages. 
12. Group concepts into modules within the learning package. 
13. Write modules for each learning package using the following 
procedures: 
a. Write performance objectives using selected concepts. 
b. Prepare content needed to accomplish each performance 
objective. · 
c. Write learning activities, based on each performance 
objective, including: content checks and self checks; 
Apply To Your Own Store Pl ans. 
d. Write ~ationale and instructions based on content~ 
14. Write terminal objective for learning package based on the per-
formance objectives in modules. 
15. Develop Individual Store Plans (ISP) for each learning package 
based on Apply To Your Own Store Plans~ 
16. Write pre/posttest for each learning package based on content 
check. 
17. Field test one module for each learning package. 
18. Prepare first draft of learning packages and ISPs based on re-
actions of participants in field test. 
19. Field test first draft of learning packages using procedures 
for implementing open entry-exit pilot study. 
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20. Make revisions based on reactions of participants in field test. 
21. Duplicate materials with graphics, color coding and logo. 
APPENDIX C 
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APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
RESEARCH TEAM FOR SELECTING 
QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLE 
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1. The sample would include geographical representation from the four 
quadrants of the state divided by Highway I35 north and south 
and 140 east and west. 
Number of 
Questionnaires Mailed 
54 
54 
54 
54 
Tota 1: 216 
Oklahoma Regions 
NE 
NW 
SE 
SW 
2. The sample would include approximately the same number of stores 
in small or medium size cities as the number of stores in large 
cities. 
Number of 
Questionnaires Mailed 
24 
76 
116 
Tota 1: 216 
City Size 
Sma 11 (under 2, 500) 
Medium (2,500 - 25,000) 
Large (25,000 - over) 
3. The sample would include approximately one-third of the store rep-
resenting men's wear and two-thirds representing women's wear. 
Number of 
Questionnaires Mailed 
133 
71 
12 
Total: 216 
Store Type 
Women's store 
Men's store 
Men 1 s & women 1 s store 
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TENTATIVE LIST OF BUYING AND MERCHANDISING 
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Buying 
--Identify specific characteristics of anticipated clientele. 
--Consult buying offices. 
--Locate and select resources (market, sales representatives, cata-
logs). 
--Determine initial inventory mix. 
--Select merchandise classifications to be included in opening in-
ventory. 
--Establish criteria for selecting specific merchandise for resale. 
--Select merchandise assortments by units. 
--Establish means for procuring advantageous prices at the market~ 
--Investigate possible delivery options (F.O.B., etc.). 
-~Investigate possible terms of purchase (cash discounts, etc.). 
--Plan timing of orders. 
--Follow proper procedure for placing orders. 
--Establish good vendor relations. 
Merchandising 
--Project annual sales volume. 
--Estimate opening inventory in dollars. 
--Estimate initial markup. 
--Determine seasonal turnover. 
--Calculate open-to-buy. 
--Estimate gross margin. 
--Project net profit. 
--Allocate space for receiving, marking and storing merchandise. 
--Establish procedures for receiving, checking, marking and storing 
merchandise. 
--Develop a plan for determining stock conditions. 
--Develop a means for evaluating stock conditions. 
--Develop plans for readjusting stock conditions. 
APPENDIX F 
MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SMALL 
APPAREL STORES 
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I ~· W 1 ~ ill l ~ iL ·It t ! 
()klahO'rna State University I .'T/Ll\\'Al/R. rJi-IAHD,\IA '41!74 l/U.\I/ f'( UMJ~llC.' \HS I II.' 14(151 624-llJ.l4 llll'•\~IMINl<>I < l<illllM •. 11\ 1 111\,1. .\\!'K( 111\N[)lolN(, 
November 24, 1976 
Dear Apparel Merchant: 
The attached questionnaire is concerned with the procedures 
involved in starting an apparel shop. This is part of a 
research study being made to help adults prepare to open a 
s111<lll women's or men's store. The study is funded by the 
U.S. Office of Education and has the cooperation of the 
'..i11.•11 IJusiness l\drninistration. The results of this study 
wi I! he used in determining the basic information to be 
involved in a learninq qui de for adults who want tc go into 
tile apparel IJusiness. 
't is most important to havP your reactions and sugqestions 
l.Jecrtuc.e you have i1ad ex1wr·i r•nce in operating and managi nq an 
<lPiHre·I store. The enclo:;ed questionnaire has been tested 
wi L" ,:i sa111µle of store owners anci l1as been revised in crder 
to 11lli:ain tile dat,1 necd1'd. It vdll require a mirii1~u 1 :1 of your 
t.i1111•, ,1pproxi111.itely 30 111inutcs. 
1']1~.J';f' r, turn t!ii~. que·;tio11nain· IJy ~.lecember 10. Copir:' or 
1· 1"· 11ndi11q:; w:' I he s.·nl upon n•c1111,c,t. 
Inc. 
'·.i11·.»n~ly yours, 
Ka th :·yn r-'. Greenwood 
Project Director 
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Management Questionnaire 
tor 
Small Apparel Stores 
J'lp;1,H.' indicate your feelings about the essential activities for someone who 
wish"" to op('l\ a sni;i1 l apparel st<•re. Fur each of the following statements 
i 1\ll i .-ate tlw degree of import<1nce you wou Ld place on each of the items by 
pL1ci11g a checkmark in the apprnpriate column. 
Rating Scale 
Very Important= Must be accompJished 
Somewhat Lmpnrt:mt = llt>lpful and Desirable 
Unimportant = Little or no value 
Not Applicable = Does_· __ n __ o_t_a~p~p_l~.y"-------
IS fT lMPllln'AN'I' TO. • 
I. \q:1 lyz<' your trading area in terms of: 
--Age of Customer . . . . 
z. 
\. 
s. 
6. 
-- l nC<llllL'. 
--Loc;1t.ion of Competition 
-- l'o tv11 t ia.1 for your llus i iH·ss 
-·-llll1er (Specify) ___________________ .. _ 
SL l L'(' l. 
--Cnst 
y:ll1r Stor~ Loc<1Vinn in terms of: 
pl'r ,;qua re foot. 
-·Si,,,. (sqll<1r1· footage) 
--:_,t-•t.lMl' (il" l\l·nt tc1:111::; 
·I rnt Ii• l'.1t tt·rns. 
(ltl1t'l' (~'l"'diy) 
il• l.c,rmi:t•' ini t i:1J expendit:ll1·es in tE"rms of: 
- intc-r :,.,, l'ixt·1ir•'S, :m<I 1-:,1uipment: 
--·~1er·l·!1:u1d i :-Jc lnvl~11tory 
-····ilpe1.·.,1 i11.1: Fx;wnses .. 
·-.\dvr•ri f,, ;ng l·.xpens<'s. 
·--Otl1c·i (Sf'<'ciiy) ___________ ... 
l·.,.t;1Lli,;li i.11iti.al i.11vent.1rv mix ·in tc~rms of: 
---lnll'r~dt.!(i pril·v Lt nc•S. 
-OU!\' j c >-~ ! '1-.' ,· i I\ } 
J .. stiJ~,1 is11 t·t·vdil :· 1t1·l;i..' \,1it:!1: 
_ ,; ;} (' t '~ 1" ~..; 
·llttn 1lld H1·:id,,1_r.·,!t. 
1\U'l IN•, :l.\NlllSrNC 
on; 
··-Prn.iL'~·~<:d an111i.1L s.nl~·s Vt>lumt-• at retc:ii:!. 
--l'L•1n•111ag..- •I inventory mix by c.Lasslf.i.cation 
-Mcrclt:mdise ;issortments by uniLs. 
-··Up<'ll i11g inventu1·y hy dnlL1rs. 
-Other (Specifv) _________ -----·-
--1--- I 
, I 
1----..--~+=l~ 
__ 1±~ 
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7. Estimatv the following itemH for 
--Init Lal markups .. 
--Markdowns . . . . . ·. 
--Maintained markups. 
--Cash Discount 
--Gro:;s margin. • • 
--Net l'r,•fit. 
--S<•;1s1111:i l. Turnover 
--Opc•11-to-buy ... 
8. SurVl'Y th1· potential vendurs 01' resources by: 
---Visiting the Market. 
--Conl.;l<'t ing Sales Representatives. 
--Cont ,,ct ing l<esident buying office 
- -Con·; u l L :ing Manufacturers ca ta logs 
--{ltlic·r (SpL'C Lty) _____ . --------- -------
ACCOUNTING and CONTROL 
'I. Establ i.sh an accounting system for .recording 
--Sale:; 
---l'11rchases . 
--Ope11 i ng J nvPn tory 
-- -Cl"'' i ng Invcn tl• i-y 
--,\c·1·01mt s Hen:i v:1b lcs. 
---i\c1·••1111Ls Payable .. 
--Oth»r (Specify) ______ _ 
Ill. s,.1,.,t in:.uranct> programs for 
----Fin· 
--1.i.thiUty ._ 
--Tl11• It and llurglary. 
---1:mplov1•e llPnL·fits 
--Surt•ty Bond .. 
--OLlu>t· (Specify) 
Jl. Use the services of: 
--i\Cc'lllllll ant. 
--,\ t tu rney. 
---Tax Consul Lint. 
--Architect .. 
--Advt>~tising Agency. 
-Rl'sidct1t Buying Office. 
--Loe al :, Community i:roups. 
-Tr:iJe As';or i.a tions. 
--Other (Specify) 
OPERATIONS and MANACEMENT 
I;!. M;ikc ~lanagement decisions concerning: 
--Numl-ll·r of empl<>yecs 
-· l\es1•»11 ;ibll iti.es of empluyees 
-- .~;LtiI t.' llf..)ltr~.; • 
lOv 
- Page 3 -
12. Determi.11e Management Policies ln terms of: (Cont.) 
--Store security system . . 
--Store nmintcnance procedures. 
--l'ersomwJ Fringe Benefits 
--Custnml'r Services 
--Other (Specify) ___ _ 
lJ. l'ruvide training for sales people in: 
--Personal Appearance 
- -Fash i tl!l Trends. . . 
·-·-Sell.i ng Techniques. 
··--S;lles lnvoices and money handling procedures. 
--nt her (Sp<•cify) _______________ ----------
14. Spt·c i.fy phys lcal appearance of store in terms of: 
---Storl' Fixtures ... 
] 
.. 
;· 
) . 
I Ii. 
- Mt'rchandise Layout. 
--Fi.tt ing rooms . 
~-Stock receiving 
·--,\I. tt>r:i l ion area 
-- ·- ( ; I f t W r· a pp i. ng . 
--Stock Storage . 
---·Windtiw and Interior Displays. 
--Offit·e .. 
--Other (Spt'C ify) ___________ -------
ADVERTISING and PROMOTION 
I' I :111 sln1·e opening in terms of: 
--~-:;tore Nilmc. 
- --Logo. 
--Lt•ltc1·i!l'ad stationery 
--Fxt..:'i·iur Si.gn .. 
--l'adrnging . 
--;\dv1.•rt i.sing Style 
-llirct"t. nail (Postcards, handbjlls). 
--·-C:i.ve:1w:1ys (111;1tchc,s, pens/pencLls, balloons) 
--Medi:1 
- -Other (Spt•<'i fy) ____________ . _____ ---·-----
I' l an p1·omot..ional act ivit.ies for opening the store: 
--Newsp.tpt'r ads 
-- --ll:mdh; l ls . . 
-R:idlo :;pots • 
· --Wi11clu1..i ;ind interior displays. 
_ .. _ F;1sli inn SI iows . 
--S['l'C Lill l•:Y(•nts •. 
--Other (''pc!<' lfy) ______ _ 
I 7. Se.l t>c t vi s11<1 l communications in terms of: 
---l'r int ing t c•clm iques 
·-Ad Layouts. 
--Copy. 
·--.\rt Wnrk. 
l1 t her (Spec i f y) ----· ______ --------------·· 
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P R 0 F I L E 
NAME OF RESl'Ol\DENT 
ADDRESS_ 
CITY /STATE/ZIP 
rnLEPllONE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
l.. Which of· the following best describes your position in the field of retail 
apparel stores? 
Owner Manager Ass:l.stant Manager = S<ilesperson-- Other (Specify) ____ _ 
__ Buyer 
2. In which of the following classifications is the size of your city? 
__ Small (under 2,500) Medium (2,500-25,000) __ Large (25,000-over) 
3. In which age bracket are you? 
Under 30 30-49 50 and over 
I 
4. llow 1nany years of actual retail apparel store experience do you have? 
1 year __ 2-4 years __ 5-10 years 10-20 years 20 or more 
5. Which of the follm.,~ng categories describes your store? 
Men 's an<l Wornen' s Ladies apparel Hen's apparel = Other (Specify) _____________________ _ 
6. How.many years has your store been in operation? 
___ l year or less 2-4 5-10 10-20 20 or more 
7. · !low many employees do you have?v 
Full-time Part-time 
8. Do you consider your store to be small, medium, or large by the following 
sales volume? 
$100,000 or less 
(Small) 
$100,000-$500,000 
(Nedi um) 
$500,000 or more 
(Large) 
TnANK YOU for completing the questionnaire. Please fold on the lines provided 
on the hack of this shcl't. Our return address should hC! seen on the outside. 
Staple the quustlonnoire once 1n ci1e center to seal. Postage has been prcpnt<l, 
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APPENDIX G 
DESCRIPTION OF LEARNING PACKAGE FORMAT 
ESTABLISHED BY THE APPAREL SHOP 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP RESEARCH 
TEAM 
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Instructions: 
Rationale: 
Terminal Objective: 
Performance Objective: 
Content: 
Content Check: 
Self Check: 
Apply To Your Own 
Store Plans: 
Glossary: 
Individual Store Plans: 
Pretest/Posttest; 
111 
Standard instructions to identify 
the parts of the module and inform 
the trainee of the procedures to 
be used in the completion of a 
module. 
Information about the nature and 
importance of the concepts within 
each module. 
Explicit statement to describe what 
the trainee will be able to do upon 
completion of a learni.ng package. 
Explicit statement to describe what 
the trainee will be able to do upon 
completion of each content segment 
within a module. 
Factual information about each per-
formance objective. 
Multiple choice, true-false and 
matching items that represent defi-
nitions and applications of concepts. 
Correct answers to the content 
check items. 
Instructions to apply content seg-
ments to develop pl.ans for opening 
an apparel shop. 
Definitions of terms and mathemati-
cal formulas in the module. 
Composite of the several Apply To 
Your Own Store Plans from each mod-
ule within a learning package. 
Multiple choice, true-false and 
matching items to measure knowledge 
and comprehension of concepts in 
each learning package. 
APPENDIX H 
READABILITY GUIDELINES 
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- Do not begin a sentence with the indefinite pronoun 11 this. 11 
- Avoid using colloquial expressions which may be meaningful to 
certain groups of people but not to others. 
- Use parentheses to set off explanations. 
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- Use abbreviations only. after a full explanation of the abbreviation 
has been provided, except where the abbreviation is very widely 
known. 
- Use only those symbols that are very common; otherwise spell out 
the symbol. 
- Do not omit an article for the sake of brevity. 
- Do not omit the word that. 
- Do not omit a verb. 
- Place modifiers as close to the word they modify as possible. 
- Avoid splitting infinitives unless the sentence would be awkward. 
- Avoid using the word and to connect two unrelated ideas; either 
rephrase the sentence--USing other connectives or write two sentences. 
- Use the active voice rather than the passive voice. 
- Avoid the following sentence structures: 
prepositional phrases, 
compound sentences and 
complex sentences. 
(Siegel, A. I. Increasing and Evaluating the Readability of Air Force 
written materials. Lowry AFB: Colorado, Air Force Human Resources 
Laboratory, Technicgl Training Division, 1974). 
APPENDIX I 
BUYING AND MERCHANDISING LEARNING 
PACKAGE 
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MODULE ONE 
Buying and Merchandising 
Learning Package 
Module I 
Dollar 
Merchandise 
Plan 
Pilot Study Learning Materials 
USOE Research Project 
St.nmner, 1977 
NOT FOR DUPLICATION 
1 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
Ibis is one·::-: several modules i.:1 a learning package, T'.-ie ter:::d.:oal objective 
fo:- the li:<:.:rning ?ackage and several p.;;.rformance vbjec:::.·:.;;2 fo= th:.s :-::::-::~le. a::e 
listed O>, the next page. The terminal objectL1e .:escribes fr,e be'.-.2:1ic.:: :,·ou mist 
exhibit in or-C~r to com?lete this learning package. The perfor:nance objectives 
Cesc::ibe the behaviors you r:mst exhibit in order t:) complete this :nodule. 
Ee.ch learning package has a pretest and a posttest based on the te:i::inal a:-id 
p.:::-for~nce '.Jbje..:r.ives. You must t:akt: the pr2cest befor2 ;;ou begin t'.ce :=:..:-st 
moCu.le in each learning package. The pretest 'Will be used for research purrivses 
only. Your goal is to ansv.:er car::ectly eighty perce:it (80%) o:::- more of the 
questio:-:s on tile posttest and complete your Indi\•id'.!al Store Plans for each 
1. Reac! the: objectives and the rationale: first:, then pre.cede to the content of. 
this :nodule. 
2. S~'..ldy c2:-cfully the: con"ten::: ?ertaining to each of the rierfo~:nance oDj<:ctives, 
3. Follow the directions given for the learning activ:..ty rela::::d to each per-
Jorma:ice objective. 
a. Complete the Content Check section at the beginning of t!:.e l~a!'ning 
activity. Use the s..:li-checks and revier,.; the content i.£ /Cl! answe:- any 
quest ions incorrectly. 
b, Complete the- Aooly to Your O•>n Store Plans section following t:'1e content 
check, !-fake tentative decisions 3.nd pl.~ms for op..;nir.g your oi..n store. 
Refer to the conc:;;:nl .J.5 a t;':.lide in co1".'.pl2ting t'.-.1:5 se:ct;;,.on of the 
learning activi.ty. 
4. Follo1,o1 the instructions given at the end of the last module in this learning 
package in order to complete your- posttest-. 
Reme:nber: Comrilete each of the modul"s in this learning packa~~ in consec:.iti.ve 
order, as they are numbered, 
3/'.'-1 l. l 
Ierm.:..,,.al Obiective: W1ien :.·::-u base coi=;>leteG this learning package and have 
achieveC 80\ of the poattest, you will de\'elop a dollar 
merchandise plan and a ':rnying plan for your own apparel 
store. 
Performance Objectives: 
1. Given average monthly sales distributions, you will calculate the 
planned monthly sales for your store's first six months of opera-
tion. 
2. Given average monthly stock-sales ratios, you will d.eter.:iine the 
planned iilVentory needed for the beginning of each month of your 
opening season. 
3. Given a formula, you will determine the amount of inventory that 
you plan to have in your store at the end of each month of your 
opening sea son. 
4. Given a formula, you will calculate a planned open-to-buy for 
each month of your opening season. 
-
-o/M 1 .., a:i 
RATIONALE 
E:fecci·Je bt:ying and successful selling of ::nerchandise depends on c.sref-...:'!.. 
planning of buying and merchandising activities. Buying and merchandising 
a:tivities are responsible for the functions of planning, buying, and control!~ 
ing inventory. Most retail firms, both large and small, have found that care-
ful planning results in higher net profits. Maintaining high net profits is 
of pri.J!te importance to the retailer. 
This .nodule is primarily concerned with the planning and controlli'.1g of 
inventory-·developing a dollar merchandise plan. nie dollar oerchar,C:ise :;lan 
is a monthly projectfon and guide of the sales goals of a store for a g:'..ven 
perioC., usually six '!tenths, The plo11.n is used to maintain dollar stock control 
or the dollar value of a store's merchandise. A merchandise plan should con-
ta in enough information to enable the buyer to determine the amount oi: 
1. merchandise in the store, 
2 • merchandise sold 1 
3. merchandise on order 1 and 
4. merchandise· which needs to be purchased. 
A merchandise plan must be used as a guide for merchandising activitiE.'.s. Adjust-
men.ta, when needed by unexpected changes in current operations, should be made 
in the merchandise plan. 
B/M l .J 
Perfc-rmance Objective: Given ave'!'age mont.hly sales distributions, you will 
calc"J.late the planned monthly sa:;.es for your store's 
first six months of opera'tion. 
~·tonthly Sales 
Estimating yoc.ir store's roonthly sales is t:-ie first step in de':eloping a 
dollar merchandise plan. Most stores have previous sales records to help guide 
them in planning fu~ure monthly sales. Since you do not have previous sales 
record~, you will need to ~e other store's ronthly sales records as a guide. 
The National Ret2il Me::-chan<.:s Association (1'>iR.'lA.) periodically gathers 
and publish~s appare_l st ere ::ie:-:.:handising anc! ope rat! !"lg results. The average 
u.onthly sales di5:ributions of l·•omen' s app1rel stores, presented beloi,.,· in 
Table I, was rerorted b;» the \R.\L\ in the ~erchandising and Operating Results 
of 19-:'0 • .\~ens...,ea:- Ret:i.ilcrs o~ .~-"!'lerica (~l.R~) a:inually surveys nen's s:ores 
.:n:d reports ;:-,~~ 1 s store Oferating experiences. The a·.-erage monti1 ly sales 
distributions of men's apparel stores, presented below in Table I, was re-
ported by the ~1!' ... ; in the 1975 Annual Business St:.1Tey. 
TABLE 
Month of Year 
Women's Appa re 1: ~1onthly Sales Distribution-~% of Tot3 l G:ross Annual Sales. 
r!·' i 7.1 I 7.9 , 8.6 , 6.9 I s.2 I 7.5 I s.21 9.6 , 8.4 , 15.' I 6 i 
Men's App:irel: Monthly Sales Dist:ribution-~% of Total Gross Annual Sale-;. 
~~~-+-~6-.3~1---6-.6~1---s_._"~_2 __ ·_3~._'_·_3_.~o-._s_.~--'·_o_._~s-.~=-· ~'~9~.3~17 I -J 
The first rov.· ·"Jf bo:x:;s identify the month of the year, 3nG the second and third 
rows of boxes ind ic:.:i te the monthly sales Jis t !' ilrnt ton of women's and men 1 s ap-
p.::1rel. Po!' e:tam?le, .1 women's apparel sto!'e could expei..:t !:.O receive 9.6' r1i t~le 
i3/~1 1. 4 
__, 
__, 
-....J 
store's total a.-,nual gross sales i:i- the month of October. Notice that the ·month 
of L'e.:::eober :or ':·oth ::en's ;.:::: 1<ore=n 1 s apparel generstes the largest percentage 
of sa!es. 
The percen~ages of sales ,&iven in Table I are helpful in that they at 
least guide you in anti.:::ipa~:.ng t:ie busy and slow months of the year. But, 
it is a lot more interesti:1& to ":alk" dollars. For example, kno,,..-ing that you 
can expect $6, 900 in sales for the month of June is uswi.lly more a~~~aling 
than knowing that you can expect 6.9-!6 of your total sales in J\llle. In addi-
tion, monthly sales expressed in dollars can be used in determining the dollar 
amount of merchandise needed each montli. 
The following fonula demonstrat"es how to convert these monthly percent-
age sales figures into monthly dollar sales figures. 
Dollar Monthly Sales = % of Annual Gross Sales for Month X Estimated 
Annual Gross Sales 
The percentage of annual gTOSs sales for each month is fotmd in Table I. You 
have previously e:;timated your store's annual gross sales in the Store Profile. 
Let's take an example and convert. a monthly percentage sales figure into a 
monthly dollar sales figure. Suppose a potential merchant has estimated ar. 
annual gross sales of Sl00,000 for a men's clothing store. The merchant plans 
to open in August and would like to estimate the dollar sales for that month. 
% of Annual Gross Sales for August 6.8% 
Store 1 s Estimated Annual Gross Sales $100, 000 
Dollar Sales for August 6.8% X $100,000 
.06S X $100 ,000 
$6' 800 
Therefore, the merchant C.'.1n expect ~o receive S6,800 in sales for the 1:ior.th 
of August. 
B/M I. 
LEARSING ACTIVITY 
Cc:;t:er:t Check. on Dollar ~erc!"landise Plan and Monthlv S:c.les 
DL,ECTIOSS: The following are multiple choice questions. Ea=.·n q;;estior. :.s 
fol lo.,..ed by four possible answers. Choose. ::".:e best an.swer fr :Y:: 
the four alte-rnat: ives gi•1en, ar.d •"Tite th: ~e;:e:r :;,~ ::.~t answe:r 
in tl-.e space :>rov iGcd to the left oi t::-te q-;,;cstiOn, 
!':-Le dollar merchandise plan is a p;:-oject.ioo .and guicie of ~he 
sales goals of a store for a .given period, usually ~ix :ttenths, 
A. Bi•weekly 
B. Monthly 
C. Weekly 
D. Bi-monthly 
__ 2. Which of the follm.,,ing months represents the poorest sales perfor:oa.ncc :· 
A. February - S. 7'7. of total annual grass sales 
B. March - 7.1"', of total annual gross sales 
C. April - 7 .91e of total annual gross sales 
D. May - 8.6"%. of total annual gross sales 
__ 3. A merchant has estimated an annual gross sales of 5100,000. ::--ie merchant 
pl.ans to open the store in July and would like to k.-:2·..i what sales :ie ;:an e:.::p.,;c: 
to receive for this month. The monthly sales dist::.buti.or: :c:- Jul:,.· is 5.7. 
Which of the following items best represents the sales · .. -hich c.:-.e. ::ierc'.:"lar.t 
can expect to receive in July? 
A. $5,700 
B. Sl,200 
c. $1,040 
D. $ S 70 
Apolv To Your Own Store Plans 
A Dollar Merchandise Plan is tJresented on the next page. The following directions 
relate to that merchandise plan, 
DlRECTIO~S: 
1. Place a check mark in the box which cor::-esponds to thE season in which you 
plan to open your store (Spring or Fall). 
2. Based on your estimated annual gross sales and the ::i.or.thly sales ~istribut:.:m 
(either women's or men's apparel) given in Table I, calculate: a Collar S.:lles 
figure for each month of your opening_ season_. 
3. .:\ecord the ;uonthly doliar sales for each rr.onth on the line which corresponds to 
"Sales: Pls.nned' 1 , Th-2: line which correS?onrls to 11 Sa.~es: Actual11 is p:-ovided 
so c·n.at you may record your actual sales once you have opent:d your sto-::-e. 
·'}nee ycu have completed these three steps 1 turn to t:he nt:xt abjective. ~O'.J 
·.~·ill complete the merchandise plan W'hen you have finished this module. 
B/M 1.6 
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DOLLAR ~lERCllAXIlJSr; PLA'IS (lloll;or·s rc;>rcscnt rctoll price) CQNT£~'T 
I 
I S;.tr ~11; CJ rEB !:AR 
I F•ll CJ A~G SEP 
Sa }~s: ?l,,~n'.:d 
-
S.:ales: Act1.H'.l 
BCM Jnvcr.tory: Pl:1n:-ted 
~CM ln~cnt<lry: ACtual 
I F""' Planned I tory: Actual I I I 
O•T·5: rlanned 
O·T·B: Actual 
Ar?. fL\Y Jt;N :vi. 
OCT r;ov D<:C JAtl 
-i I 
I 
I 
I I 
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~ •• !::.!.:.:~ .. 2!JL.9..EJ!:.~: C:tvc.:n riv1.•r:ig,· r::!eonthl)' stock~s:ilcs r:i.t ios, you will 
dC"tei:mint• ~ht.• pl.1nr-.l"!d inv1.•ntcry ni..·c~·~·d fo'!' Lhc b~sin .. 
nins or (.•.:tch L"l.:"lllth of Y<'U'r Opl.'nint; :;(".?~Ot'I. 
.as th~ B.O.H .. (beginning of the month) stock-sales r.atio .. '!h~ R.O.n. stock-
salt·~ tntio represents the rclatiohsh1? of the stt'lck at the b('ginn'!ng of the 
month to the sale\!t for the m.:inth. The- B.O.M. stock-sales t"3ti.c hipl!cs t.h.1t 
a sped.fie nrcount of stock ·"'·5.11 be required to ac:hl<'VI! the p'!.:inn!'.'.d sal~s. Th.e 
follC1wing. forrr:.ula illustrates how the B.O.}t_. stock··s:.>l~s ratio is celccl::.i.i:.e~: 
11:.Q.J:h_~.:..'Jes R.:i~ 
B 0 M stock-sales ratio. B.O.Mi s~r:-ck 
• • • • sa os 
fo.r example, a store whlch has a E.O.M. stock of $j;O,OOO and sales for tt:e 
n'°nth of DcCl..'L'lber of $15,000 btJS .a stock-sales ratio o! 2 .. 0 (;~~:;-g~ • 2.0). 
The ratiC'I of 2.0 i'l':'lplies that ~n opening inventory for this ir.onth .should be 
twice ns l~ugc as the f)l.:rnr.~d :;ales for th!' month. 
You will not be able to calculate a stock-s.!\lc>s ratio until yo:.i ha•.:e 
opened your store. nnd have act'Jal stock. and sol..:s records. However, you >MY 
'"1.!nt to refer to th~., for::i.ul:i when you are z!:>le to t:3.lculate stock-5..:i.lc3 1"3t{<;). 
ratlos for women's apparel. The stock .. .salcs rotiog arl? presented be:lo\I in 
Table ll. 
'B/11 l.S 
!Ai!E II 
!ionth of Year 
I FEB I ~R I APR ~~y I JUN I JUL I AUG I SEP I OCT I NOV I Dec I J.~_:; 
Wan en' 1 Apparel: B.O.M. Stock-Sales Ratios 
I 3 .s I 3 .4 I 3.41 3 .z 13 .s I 3 .9 , 3 .4 , 3 .61 3 .31 3 .3 I 2 .o I 3 .8 
Men's Apparel: B.O.M. Stock-Sales Ratios 
3. 3 s. 8 s. i l 7. 3 I - ' I 7.71 s.o I 8. 61 7. s 7. 2 3. 7 6. 8 
The first row of boxes identify the r.ionth of the year, and the second 
and third rows of boxes indicate the B.O.M. stock-sales ratios for wcm.en's 
and men's apparel. For e.xample, a men 1 s apparel store could expect a stock-
sales ratio of 8.0 for the month of August. Thia 8.0 ratio implies that the 
merchant needs an opening inventory for August of 3 times as large as the 
planned sales for Al!gust. 
The following formula illustrates how these stock-sales ratios can be 
used in determining the irrventory needed for the beginning of any month. 
B.O.M. Inventory 
B.O.M. Inver:tory =monthly stock-sales ,ratio X planned 
monthly dollar sales 
For example, suppose a wan.en 1 s apparel store had a stock-sales ratio of 3.4 
for March and a planned dollar sales of $2,000 for March. The B.O.M. Inventcry 
needed for March is equal to 3.4 X $2,000. 3.4 X $2,000 = $6,800, Therefore, 
the merchant would need to have $6 ,800 worth of inventory at the beginning 0£ 
Ma:-ch in order to receive $2,000 in sales for March, 
B/M 1.9 
::~?...::c::::ONS: T!:e fo:..:.~w:._:-,g stat;;;::::;:;c.nt.5 a=; °::'"'.le or Fa'!.3E:. _n the blank before 
.:.a.ch 3~at;0::::.e'1t ;:.3.ce a (-) if tht:: st.a:eme:;: is t::.-ue. If the 
state!!!ent is false place a (j) :.:-! ;::ie "::ila.:t.':.:. 
~he .stock-sal~s ::at:_o indi..:a:.es r::ie :-e:ac:.onship r:~at exi::ts :;-=:· .. ·e::a 
a store 1 s st::ic:< and :'.-t.3 sales. 
__ 2. The bE:ginning of the :;xinth stock-salc.s !'.'ati:::i 3 .0, ~. stock 
.:;ales 
l>B.ECTIO~S: The following are multiple choice questions. Each question is 
followed by four possible an,;wers. Ch.Jose the best .3.nswer froc 
~he four alterciitives g:!..ven, an.;:; writ: t'!-.c :Letter of that an_s·,:e:::-
in the space provided to the left o: the qu.;s~ion. 
__ 3. Which of the following formulas illust!"ates how· stoct=.-sal.::s ratios 
can be used in determining the :S.O.:-!. invent.:iry? 
A. S.O.M. inventory = mo.i.thly purchas-;s X planned mon;::hly dollar sa:es 
B. 3.0.M. i:iventory = :!l.onthly stock-saies ratio X monthly purchases 
C. B.O.M. inventory ?lanned monthly .5tcck X planneci monthly pl!::-chases 
D. B.O.M. inventory = C10nthly stock-sales :::-at:.o X planned moathly ..:!oEa= 
sales 
__ 4. Suppose a men's apparel store has a 7.2 st:-ck-sale:: ratio fo!" ~arch an.: 
a planned sales of $1 1 000. Which item below best represents the B.O.:M, 
stock needed for March? 
A. $ 3,600 
B. $14,000 
c. $ 8,000 
D. $ 7,200 
Sel< Check~)· 
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~ To '"our n-... ~ Store Pl;tn' 
J. Dollar Horehondl•c Pion la or.•cntcd on p~ge B/M 1, 7, 
tt!late to th.:it mcrchn.nd1se pl~n. The !ollo,..ing direct ion.s 
DIP.Ecno::s: 
1. B.o!':ed on. your planned caonthly dollar. sales f.igurt> recorded on the 
Mcrch.:md1.!j(! Pl.'.:n and lhe B.O.~l. stock-sales ratios r;ivcn in Tilbl'-! 
calcul.:-itt> c1 B.O.H. 111vcntory r.cedcd to su1,port the s;ilcs for e:1ch 
of yoor opening se.~son. 
Dollar 
II' 
ton th 
2. 
3. 
~~c~rd the B.?.M. i~v~ntory for- en.ch month on the lin~ which corresponds to 
h.C.H. lnven ... ory: ··L-mnctr•. ThC! line 'vr.'hich corrr.sponds t., "B.0.!1. Inventory: 
Actue.l'' i~ prc..viclcd so tlsat you may record your actual n.O.M. inventory once 
you have opened your store. 
Once you have co:upl~tcd these two steps, turn to the next ohjectivc. 
CC't:'iplete the u:crch:mdisc plan \.lhen you have fini::.hed this module. You •:ill 
n/M l.11 
CONTf.ll1" 
Civcn n fL"rir.ul:?, yciu will dctC"mir::c the .:inount of 
invcnto=y th.:.it )'(JU pl:n\ to h.;,tve in your StC'rC .l.t 
the. C:"td O[ l".JCh t::c;·1t}\ Of your Opening SC..!.3Mle 
'J.\.oo c:~mnon ways to dotc:rm.inc th!! amount of inventory in the store a.t 
the end of the month (E,0.!'I,) ore: 
1. to record purchases and salc-.3 as they occur, and 
2. to rcriodic~lly count th~ inventory 
You h:iv~ previot~sly developed a sy.stan for rccordine: purchases and !'2..lcs as 
they occur-•thc doll.:i.r mer.ch .. 'lnclisc plan. The follm:ing fon.:.u1a illustr.'.?.tcs 
how you can determine the <:!olln.r amo1.mt of im·c~:ory that you plan to h.o:ve in 
your sto~c at the end of :lny month cnn bC'! detcmined. 
E.O.H. Invcnt0r~y 
E.O.M. Inventory• B.0.:1. Im·e:nl:ocy - Monthly Sa.le~ 
ror c."<an:ple, suppose that a merchant plans to li.aveo: a B.O.X. in" .. cntoey for }!-2:-ch 
of ~6,800 and planned snlcs of $Z,000 for the IOOr.th. 
E,0,H, Inventory n ~6,800 - $Z,000 
• ~4 ,BOO 
Therefore, the D1erchant plono to b.>vc ~4,800 vorth cf i1wentory rcm.:l.ining in the 
store at the end of the month. 
Once you have '-'?Cncd yo•Jr store, you mny .... ~nt to actt.:.al ly count tl1>':! inventory 
counts to the E.C.M. fieurcz in your t'\crch:rndisc pl:.i.n. For c::<~i.::1ple, if your E.O.~t. 
inventory I'<'prc:icntcd i.n your m.crchcinGisc plan is constdc:!-::bly J t.'3'!:! th .. '1.n the E.0 .. }{. 
invr:ntot"y rcprcsent~d by inventory counts this r-..'.ly 1:nply th.it ycu ?ta·,.1e a theft 
problo~. 
l\/l! l.12 
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Content Ch~ck on E.O.~. I::--:e::::ory 
DIRECTIONS: The fol:;:r,..i::.g a:-e mult!.ple -.:::-:oice ~uestions. Each question is 
followed ::y ::;·.::- ;ioss!.ble a~g·..;o;:rs. C!':.oos.:: the best answer from 
the four alte::-::atbes gi"Je.r:., and .... rite the letter of tilat answer 
in the space prC".rided to tt.e left of the question. 
1. Two comoon ·..-ays to cietc:-=i::.e t~e a.mount of inventory in the store at 
the end of the 1!!.ont:-i are and--------
A. To record pt.::-chases as they occur and returns as they occur. 
B. To record ;::..:.:--.::::ase! anc! sales a.a they occu::' and to periodicai..ly 
count the irrJe::tor/. 
c. Io record p'...:rchases a:i.d =arkdowns.as they occur, and to period-
ically count the i:n·.;nto:-y. 
D. To record sales ·as they c_ccur, and to ?eriodically count 
purchases. 
__ 2. Which one a:: the follO'iJing fOt'!!lulas illustrates how you can determine 
the dollar a.r::iount of i:r:ent~ry that you plan to have in your store at 
the end of any month? 
A. E.O.M. Inventory = B.O.~. !r:-;entory +Monthly Sales 
B. E.O.M. Inventory = B.O.M. I:wentory ~ Purchases 
c. E.O.M. Inventory ~ B.O.M. Inventory 
- Monthly Sales 
D. E.O.M. Inventory 
-
B.O.M. Inventory - Purchases 
__ 3. Suppose that a merchant plans to have a B.O.M. inventory of $5,000 
and planned monthly sales of $3 ~000. Which of the following items 
represents the worth of the planned E.0.!-1. inventory? 
A. $2,000 
B. $7,000 
c. $4,000 
D. $5,000 
Self Check 
on Back 
Apply to Your Own Store Plans 
A Dollar Merchandise Plan is presented on, page B/M 1.7. The following 
directions relate to that merchandise plan. 
DIRECTIONS: 
1. Based on your ?lanned B.0.!1. irrve:itory and your p:i..anned monthly sales rc:c01:ded 
on the Dollar MerchanG.ise Plan, calculate a planned E.Oo!1. inventory for each 
month of your opening season. 
2. Record the E .0.:1. inventor•_. ::or- each month on the line which correspor.ds to 
"E.O.M. !:lVentory: Pla!i.ne~." The line which corresponds to E.O.M. Invent•ny: 
Act:'..lal" is provided so that yo:_i may re-.:::ord your actual E.O.H. inventory once 
you have opened your st:ore. 
3. Once you have completed these two steps, turn to the next objective. You will 
complete the merchandi.s2 plan ·..;f'..an you have finished thi9 !DOdule. 
B/~1 1.13 
CO!<l'"!"EN'! 
Perfor=utnce ~iect:.ve: Given a forciula, you will calculate_ a planned open- to-
buy for each month of your opening season. 
Open-To-Buv 
Open-to-buy is the amount of merchandise which can be added to the inventory 
of a store in a given period without exceeding planned !.mrentory levels. Open-
to-buy should be used as a tool to keep the inventory investment in line . ...,ith 
plans and actual aales. The following fonnula illustrates how open-to-buy is 
calculated. 
Op en-- To-Buy 
Open-To--Buy • Mercbandi1e Needed - Merchandise Available 
The merchandise needed is equal to' the B.O.M. inventory. The merchandise avail-
able is equal to the previous E.O.M. iuventory. For an e:xaraple, let's calc'...:late 
the open- to-buy for the month of July using the information presented below. 
Plarmed Sales: 
Planned B .o .M. Inventory: 
Planned E.O.M. Inventory: 
June 
$10,200 
52,000 
42,000 
Open-to-buy for July ~ $43,890 - $42,000 
- $1,890 
Julv 
$ 5. 700 
43 ,890 
38 ,190 
August 
$ 6. 600 
43 ,560 
36. 960 
1'b.erefore, this merchant would plan to purchase $1,890 worth of inventory for 
the month of July. 
Actual increases or decreases from planned figures for sales and inventory 
will affect open-to-buy. For example, actual irwentory levels that are higher 
than planned, with sales proceeding as planned, decrease the open-to-buy. 
Up to this point, markdowns have not been f.lentioned. A m.arkdowr. is a 
duction of retail price of an item or group of it~s. Most large departr.:ent 
stores i.nc lude markdowns in their dollar merchandise plans. You may also 
B/M 1.14 
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anticipate ~rkd::nn:s an~ i.::;corporate the:i into your merchandise :?lans. ~en 
markdo-.. -ns are con.s:.:.ciere·ci, :'.--.e vpe:-:-:::o-buy is calculated. in !:he follor..iing · .. ·cy. 
Ope'!i-ta-3i..:.y ""~e::char.Gise Needed+ Markdcr..rr.s - Mercha::d::'..se AYa:.:__:!"::.le 
:::.::--.:e:it C~ec'.<. on OaeC!-To-3'..l·~· 
::?..EC'!:IC,;:s: '!''.",e ;:,:illow~::;;: stateme::t.:; dre ~~ue or False.~ .... '.:"-"'" -: ::.::::c-::: 
<:05.ch sta.r::er.Je;t ?iace a (...;...) i: tho;o sta::e=:e::: :.s tr ..:.2. _: :::~ 
s:::at-::::ient ~s :"."a:se ?:ac-2 3. (')) :_:1 rhe :.:.a::i~. 
0?,;;n-~o-buy is :~e amount of merchand:.;;.;:: -.. -:-,:c':; 
Open- ::c-buy 
=L=tSCTIOYS: ;:''.1e fcllo·,;~:1g a:-e multiple choice ~'..h~s::..v'."',s. :;:;;..::-. 1; .. <::s::._C'n 
:_;:; ::)ilc,_-...,._: !:>y :u'...i.:- ?Cs;:;:..ble <lr:::·,;<0::r,,. :::::-.0csc ::-.~ :-:o.< .;..:13·..-·.:: 
[:rul!": :he four al<.::ernativ.::s giv..:n, 3:cC ·.-::-'te t'.-.:.:. _;;;-.._:;_ ...;_ :'.:at 
answer in the space prcvid.;C to the :,,;::.t c: ;::'."':: -:·.;.cs::.:::--•. 
__ J. ·..,':~~c~ of the follow~ng i:::ems i.o; :he .::o:--:--:-:c: .:::;::e'1.-~2-'.::..::: -'""'- :·r::e :::on:."n 
0f )!ovember? (l'.so::: the ?lanne...! sc:.le-: 2n;:i ;:;~::.::n-::. 3.•:•.:·'.. a:"'!:: :::.O.>~. 
i.n:'-:-.c:nat:.on given beloW'.) 
Planned S3.l•2s: 
PLrnneJ B.O.~f. Inventory: 
Planned C:.0. :1. I;iventorv: 
A. $12,020 
3. $19,320 
c. $ a,4·00 
Oct. 
9, 600 
31 600 
::'..2 
SlS,700 
31,400 
15, 700 
D. $ 5, 720 
\Self Check> 
on Back 
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Aoplv to Your Own Store Plans GLUSSAE':.- fOR TER'·S 
A Dollar ¥.ercha.ndise Plan is pre.ser.t"ed on ?age 3/X 1. 7. The following 
directions relate :a :hat merchandise plan. 
DIRECTIONS : 
1. Based on your planned B.0.:1. i:iventor; and your planned E.O.M. inventory 
recorded on the Dollar Merchandise Plan, calculate an open-to-buy for each 
month of your opening season. 
2. Record the open• to-buy for each month on the line which corresponds to 
"O-T-B: Planr:.ed.n The line which corresponds to 110-T-B: Actual 11 is 
provided 90 that you may record your actual open-to-buy once you have 
opened _your store. 
B.:J.\L Stock-Sales R~:io-Represent= c::-:e relations:":i'? .:f t:-.e .:;tc--.:k at the bes:::-
n;.r.g of :he ::..onth to the sales for t7'.e mo;,th. lhe- B.0.~·~. stod:-s:a.:..es ratic 
implies that a specific amount of stock will 1:-e requirei ~o J.c!i.ieve ::--,e p:a:-_--:e~ 
.:;ales. 
Jol la.r Mer~handi:;e Plan-..\ montf:ly pr;:ijection .:i:: . .:! g:..::..~e c,i the sales goai~ of a 
store for a given period, usually six months. The plar, is used :ci :iaint;ain 
dolla::' stock control or the dollar \·alu<! of a stcre's ~e!"cha:-idise. 
E.0.~1.-End of the r.ionth. 
~·l~:'kdo1-tT.-Reduction of retail price of J.n it~:: or groups 
M.R.A. -Mens;.,·ear Retailers of America. 
\.R.~LA.-.\"a:::.:tal Retajl Merchant's Association. 
Open-to-3uy-The a.-iount of :l.er:::handise ;.,i-i.ich .:.:rn :,e a_:c.::-.: :.:- ::·.e i:iven:::J:ry o~ 1. 
s:ore in a. givc:-t period ..,i :hc;__it ex..:eeding plani".eC in':c:--.:c:-:-· le•:els. ':-'?er.-':o-
buy should be :Jsed as a tool to keep the inventory im·~.:;t:-.::::::t in line ·...-i:h plans 
and actual sales. 
Stock-Sales Ratio-Ratio which indicates the relationship :hat ex:'..sts ·b_etween a 
store's stock and its sales. 
GLOSSARY FOR FOR.~ULAS 
B.O.M. Inventory= ~1onthly Stock-Sales Ratio X Planned "lonthb· !..:ollar Sales 
B.0.~f. Stock-S,:iles Ratio = B.OS~ie~t.ock 
E.O.M. Inventory = B.O.M. Inventory - Monthly Sales 
0De::.-To-Buy -= ~lerchandis e Neec!ed Merchandise Avail ,:;_'::1 e 
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MODULE TWO 
Name. ________ _ 
Buying and Merchandising 
Learning Package 
XodulC> 2 
Buying 
Plan 
Pilot Study Lear~ing Materials 
USOE Research ?roject 
Summer, l 9Tl 
NOT FOR %PLICATION 
2 
lllSTRUCUONS 
This is one of .scvcr.-11 mod\Jles in a lt."'arning paek:ige. The terminal objccttvc 
for the learning package and several parforre.:1nce objectives for this moilule are 
listed on th~ next page. Th~ ten::iinal objective dcscrtbc:11 the be:havior you mu~t 
exhibit ln ordc-r to cotr.?lete this learning p.c.ck.'.lge. 'thll performance objectives 
describe the 'beh.:i.vlors you must exhibit in order t-:> complete this module. 
Each learning package has a pt'Ct(!st and a posttest b3scd en tbe terminal ."!nd 
moc!vle in e"'ch !C".""trnin[ p..ic~3:;e, the prc.t.est will be used for research pur?oses 
only. Yo'Jr go3l ts' to ans· .. •er correctly eighty percent (80%) or more of the 
quest:!ons on Choi! posttest L?nd co:-:1p\etc ymi:- Individual Store Pl.:ins for each 
leO?r"ning packat;e. 
1.. Re3d the objectives and the rationale first 1 t"h~n precede to the content of 
this r-.odulc. 
2. Study carefully the content pertaining to each of the per(ormancc objectives. 
3. Follo·,.r thi! clir<?ct!c-ns g!ven for the l~rning. t!ct!vity relac~d to each per• 
ft,;ir~.:!nc~ o1'jec.tivc. 
a. Cx:;:il.::-te t':l<: C·~-.tt:r.t C!-i~ck sccti.on .'.'!t: th~ !lcginning oE th<! lenrnl:i~ 
actbity. lisc tl:e s1..il-c:i12cks and revi~lJ ~ha co~1tent if you an~·..i~1.· a.ny 
quest ions inco?."rect ly·. 
b, Cc7plt:.t~ th~ ,\'·'.'liv to 'i."::>~:r 0· ... --n St0rc Pl~1:is section follo·,.ring the content 
chc1;k. !~<'.kc ~t.~v;-;;ccisi.rJ01s .lad pl.ins for opening y.our o·_.n store. 
Refer to th~ cc.0:it'.::nt aS a guide in co:nplctlng thi,s s.::ction of t.he 
l~3rr.!.ng activity. 
4. Fol·~o\.I' the in$ttuctions given at the cntl of the last module in this le.J.rolng 
pac:kugc in Ot"<lcr to co~nplotc yc.·~n:· posttest. 
Rc::e;!::l?!lcr: Ccmp!ctc e:-tch of the ti'iodule:s in thls learning package in consecutive 
orot:e', as they -1\:'~ nu:..bcrcd. 
Bf'! 2.1 
OD.H:CTI\'ES 
Wh-:n you h:wc c0t~1plcted th.is lc.:::n-njn~ p:1cl:.:?.r.c an.J h:ve 
achic-veJ SQ~,; of the post:tC:->t, you will <l~\'C'lOf' :t t~oll:i.r 
1!lcrchnndisc.- pl::m ant! a buyint: plan for rour Q'h1t a_ppurel 
storf'. 
1. Gi vcn sonc c-onct'pts ~nd guidc:lines concerning. TCtail pricfJ, mrl~up 
and cost riricc, you \\'ill 
A. Estim1tc 3 planned 1r..'.lrkt..7 for yi:>ur inventory. and 
B~ Convert y('ur monthly open-to-buy at retail to a ttonthly 
open-to-bu)" '1t co5t. 
2. Given the N:itions.l R~tail :-krchant's Assoc~o.tion standard cl:issi-
fication of me1·ch:i.ndisc you will 
A. ko.nk the three dc-r.:.:i.r.d centers th~tyou plan to eJ:7h.2s.i:.e, and 
B. Select the- rnerch~m.di~-c that you pla:1 to purchase for your 
opc1iiag season. 
3. Given some infor~:1tion about fashion r..,1:-kc~s ar.U rr:-sidcnt buyj"!16 
offices, you will select the sources fro:il. "·hich you plan to _!")U:'-
chansc your iHvcntory. 
&/>I 2.2 
RATIONilE 
Effect!...,·e buy:..:-i.g and successft:l selling o: m.erci-.antl:::.s,:, C.27-c:!'.Cs o~ ::::.:- ~:·..:l 
planning of buying and merchandising activities. Buyi::g and ::--=::-.:ha:-.~:.s:_:--_~ 
a:tivitie.s are resporuible for the functions of plan.nL1g, !::n..:yi~;. a:-:d .:c!1-
t:-olling inventory. Most retail f:.rms, both large a.::d swa2.:. ":-:a-;e. ::w...."ld 
di.at carefcl planning results in higher net p:-oiit:s. ~inta!.:1i.:-,g h:::.gh ;::.e.c 
profits is of pri.i::::ie importance to the retailc:r. 
This o.odule is primarily concer:1eC >Ji th buyi:-ig p lar.3. .3uy:i :-tg -,.,i.: l be 
less difficult if you plan carefully. Buying plans should begin with a ":""-~-
view of planned sales, .inventories and open-to-buy, and customer preferences. 
The minimum buying plans p~ior to any buying trip should at least inclt!Ge an 
identification of the following: 
1. How much to spend, 
2. What to buy, 
3 • From whcm. to buy, and 
4. I/hen to buy. 
El~~ 2.3 
Per:ormance o·.:;ecti.-~e~ Gi-~·e:-; some concep:s and ;?.li.Gc::.i::ies cor.ce!'7'1:.::e; t'etail 
;:=-icei ::!larku? ar.d. cost i;:::"i.ce:J ;·ou will 
:=:3ti.=:ate a plan."1ed i::i.a::-k·->p for your i:r:entory, and 
..:on'.'er: ::ou: :'JCi'lt:--.i_y open-to-buv at retail to a 
'.:lont:ily open- ~~bu:: at cost. -
The 2ollar \-al:..ie of :101.1r store 1s inventory ·oay be represented at a retail ?ri.:e 
a~d a~ a ccst ;::dee. TI-,c '!'.'2tail ?ri~e is the price at: which yo•Jr irr1entory is 
.::ar~e<l fc;: resale. 7:1e re':a Ll price is the price that your c:..ist0C1ers ·will p:>.y 
for the ~t:0rcha:-:Cise "._:-; t'.1.;: il1'1e:it0ry. The cost pri.ce :Ls the price at which your 
stvre. The c:Jst price is the. price that ::ou W"i:l :-:ay 
for the ::i.erch2ndise ir. the irrve:itory. ~ is the difference bet"Ween the billed 
cost price anG th~ !:"ec:ai~ p:-ice. 
The est:~atcC -:-.o-cail ?:-ice cf you:- inventory is '.Jased on your e.-.;::;r:::ct~d sales 
vclune. The a.a.~. and E.0.!1. inventory ail.cl the monthly open-to-b:..iys ycu ?la:meci 
for in your Dol:ar Merchandise Pla!1 represent retail prices. Reme:ilier that 
these planned irrventories were Dased on your planned monthly sales volume. When 
you are developine; ::our buying plan it is helpful to convert these monthly open- to-
buys af retai :._ :::o mcnthly cpen.- to-buys at cost, In other words, when you have con-
verted an ope.n-t;:rbuy a~ :-s.i::a:.l to an op~!"'.-C:o-bu:J at cost you then have an ope:-:-to-
buy w~ich repre!"er.c:.o ~ ... r . .J_:: y'.Ju •.:ill have to pay for the inventor;. 
It is very iwportant :or ycu to understand and to be able to wcrk with these 
t~.ree concepts: i.) r-etail price, ~) ma::kup, and 3) cost price. Three i!nportant:-
reasci!S why yo1..: r:ceG to '_nC.erstand aod be able to '-lark with ret:ri. l pr:.ce, narkup, 
.J.n<:.i cost price_ are: 
i.. ·~o·J need tc Ce abl-2 to estimata ~10W t:-:.uch money you \lill r.eed in order to 
:~1rrr:.:hase ::cu:: mor.thl:: i.nventc::.-y. 
:,11en you <::::C! ?'.J~chas~ng y:Ju:- i.1·Jentory, ycu will r.eed to unde.rstar.d ' ... 1h3.':: 
t:he oanu:fa:::turer's 52.~~s represent3tivc ~eans wre!: he/she qucco::s p;::.ces of retail 
,1r at cost. 
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3. '\Jhen you are pricing your in'.·:cit:::ry f-::- :-e.sale:, :•::1..: -:-H:eC t 
bo: able t::i ensure a reasonable net pro::.: fo::- y'.:lur s ::::i::-e. 
Markup is the <lifference O.e~,..1een the =.i::.lcC cos: ;:rice and t'.1.e :-etai.l 
price of inventory. Determining the retail ?rice or. i.:1.di.·;idual it·rs '.)£ 
merchandise is an important decision yqu :aust uiake. ~en yoc are pricing 
i:wentory for resa.1~, you mu.St consider the cost of the inventory, the ex-
pens es of operating the business, and the ?r-:i::::.. t you desire. At the same 
time, the quality of the merchanCise, th~ custC".:lers served by ::i-1e score., 
the services offered, and.Che store image must be considered. Local economic 
conditions and trends are also fa~cors to be c::ynsiCereC. Rowever, a.s a ge..'1-
eral rule, most clothing retailers double the cost ;:irice ci tl-';Qir irr,1c.ntory 
in order to determine the retail price of their inventory. For example, a 
~3dy 1 s pant suit with a co.st price of $25 .00 may be sold at a retail price 
of $50 .OO, 
~:::-kup is calculated as a percentage of the retail ;;>rice and should !:>e 
used as a guide when you are pricing merchandise. The following formula 
demonstrates hCYN markup on retail is calculated. 
Markup on Retail 
Retail Price - Cost P=.:..ce 
Markup on Retail 
Retail Price 
Suppose a merchant has ?U:::-cha3el: som2 01.ousc•s and that he/she has paid 
$10.QQ for each blouse. !~ order to pa~· :or l!~e Stcre 1S operatiE,Z ._:;;.:-;iensCS 
and still leave a reasonable :i.et profit, the ~e!."chc.nt plans to sell che '1louses 
for $20.GO each. The follO'i<.'ing calcc:!ation de!:ionst:-.'.ltes ho-.· the :n::i.rKup oU :::-e.tai:!. 
is calculated. 
B/M 2 .5 
O'C. Retai.! t= 
sz::;. :to - .?iO .oo 
S20. ::o 
$10 .oo 
= $Z0 ,00 X 1007., 
- 50i~ 
x 1007. 
Therefore, che merchant plans to :-eceive a markup of 50% on the blouses. 
Any time the cost price is doubled in order to deten:iine the retail price, 
the markup on retail equals 50't. 
B/M 2 .6 
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LEAR.'llNG ACTIVITY 
Content Otcd:: on ~i.:Jrkup 
DIRECTIONS: 111c followi.ng statc.,,cnts arc True or False. In the bhnk before 
c•ch st,,te:r.ont ploec • (+) if the >tatcm~nt is true. If the 
statc::-cnt is false place a (OJ in the \,lank. 
__ l. Markup is tho difference bet1<con the billed cost price and the ·ship-
ping cost. 
__ 2. ~lost clothing retailors dctcmine the retail price of their i11\'cntory 
by doulllin,g the cost price. 
DIRECTIQ~;s: The following a.re rr.ultipl~ choice questions. Each flu0stion is 
follo1.;ed by four possible answers. Chco!'ic the. best :m!;weor from 
the four altcrnati·;cs given. ilnd write the letter of th~~ nnswcr 
in the space rro·,;ic!cd to" the left of tlic- quest ion. 
__ 3. A merchant has purcbsed so'1~ slacks and hns paid $15.000 for each 
pair of .s.lncks. Th~ i;:crch::in~ pl3ns to sell t!1c slacks for $30,00 
cad1. 1'i1uit is the rJntkup percent on retail? 
A. JOC~ 
II. 75•, 
c. so~ 
D. 60\ 
Apply to Yc>ur l>•n Store Plans 
Self Chee!: 
on Back 
DlRECTlO~S: D:iscd en how r.c!,t clothin: ret:>iler~ usu.:illy Jetc:-r.iine their 
v.arkL1' on retail; cstir!!ate your pl:rnncd r.:nrkup on retail. 
The estir.-.3tCd D:.!.tkup en the ~crchJ.ndise in my inventory 111 ----------'· 
P./!·I ~. 7 
.£_o!7t-rr:tc~ or Invcn~ 
The CO~t rt':f.C•~ Of your inventory {S th" price at which y('Ur ir.VC'ntOry i5 
billed to your store. 'l'hc c:i-9t price ts the pr'!c'!! th.2.t you will pay !ot' the 
inventory. ?low th.it ~01..t have estirn..:itcd a tn.:irkup on rct3il, YC:U a~c rc.:idy to 
cst:irn.:i.te the cost price of your montl)ly opc:i.-to-bt..-ys. The cost or ca.ch r.i.:inthly 
opon-to•buy is eq"al to the planned retail price of you~ oonthly <'pen-to-buy 
multiplied by your estbatc<l markup on retail. 
Cost Price o! Monthly Open-To-BU"/ • Plennc<l }'.onthly Open-T<'"B'JY ae Rct'1il 
X Esth::atcd H"rku;> on Retail 
The plonned nionthly open- to-buy .. e retail is equal to the mon~Hly cpcn- to-buy 
11bicb J:OU pl::ume:d for in your Dollat' Her:cl:~r.disc Plan. 
Let's c:llculate a monthly opcrr-to-buy ·at cost for the DOnth of .July, using 
the information provided below. 
Planned O;>cn-To-Duy for July • $1,890 
Estwated Harkup on r.ctail 501 
Cost Price of July Open-To-Buy • $1,890 X 507. 
" $1,890 x· .so 
.. $945 
. Therefore, the ope~to-buy !or July is $9~5. Thi• neans t~at the merchant can 
spend $945 on inventory for the 111ontl1 of July. 
__, 
N 
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D!~cno:;s: ::-.e f.:~lC"" .. :.::g a.:-e =!.!l::..p:-: chcice q:..:esticns. Eacfi quest:o!i. :.s 
::'..'::-::-... ·.::.: ~) :at..:- pcs.s_";:.~e 2.ns· ... e:::-s. Chocse the best an.s-;.·er f:-:::c::,. 
t!'le a:tc:-:-.ot::;t:.s given, a:ici ._-r:.te :he letter of that c.:-;s-.·er :.:.i 
the space ;>rovirieci tc the i.efc o: the question. 
The cost price ci your i.nventc!."y is th,: price at •...Tii..:h your inver.tory 
is 
A. Said t:J th.;: cur:.su:cler 
B. Marked for :-esale 
C. Billed to your store 
D. Periodically counted 
2. i.tr:ic!->. ci'the fol2.owir.g form'"'las illustrate how the cost price of 
o.onthly Opt;n- to-buy is cai...:'.Jlated? 
A. Planned rn.ont~ly open-to-buy at ret.ail X estimated markup en retail 
B. Planned man t:-,ly op_en-: o- buy 2 t retail + estimated markup on ret:i-::.1 
C. Planned i.ionthl:; open-tc-buy at retail+ es:::imateri markup on retail 
0. Planned mont'.:lly open-to-buy a: retail - estimated markup on retail 
c.alculate an opi;:n-tv-b'-'Y at cost for the ::a.oath of October, using t1::.e 
information ?rovided below. 
-Planned open-to-buy for October= $2,000 
Estimated markup on-retail 50'7. 
A. Cost price of July open-to-buy ., $3,000 
B. Cost price of July oper.-to-bU"'/ = $2,000 
C. Cost price of July open-to-buy= $1,000 
D. Cost price of July opeo-to-buy = $5,000 
Self Check \ 
on Back / 
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Applv to Y:mr ()...rn Store Plans 
The iollowing di:recti.QnS !'elate __ Table-~ ?resented Oe:!.ow. 
!:l?...ECT!ONS: 
?lace a check nark in the box ""'hich correspc::ds to the season in >.'hich you 
plan to open your store. 
2. Record the planred open- to-buy at retail for each mont-h on the lines that 
corresponds to 11 0-T-B at Retail: Planned." (Copy this infor:nation from 
the Dollar MerchanC.ise Plan on ?age B/M 1. 7 .) 
3. Based on your estimated markup on retail and your pl6.nned open-to-buy at 
retail, calculate a planned open-to-buy at cost. 
4 · Record the planned open- t:::>-buy at cost for each month of your opening seas en 
on the line which corresponds to "O-T-B at Coat: Planne<l." The line which 
corresponds to 11 0-T-B at Cost: Actual 11 is provided so that you may record 
your actual open-to-buys at cost once you have opened your store. 
Spring Q 
Fall CJ. 
0-T-B: Planned 
at Retail 
0-T-B: Actual 
at Retail 
0-T-B: Planned 
at C.Ost 
0-T-B: Actual 
at Cost 
L\BLE A 
FEB. MAR. 
AUG. SEPT. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
APR. MAY JUliE .IULY 
OCT. NC7l. DEC. JAN. 
I 
! 
'j 
' 
! I I I i 
I 
I 
I 
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Perfo~ance Objective: Gi;·e:-: -:he ~a:ional Retail Mer-:.."la:it's . :ssociation 
star.Ca::-d ::assification ;:;f i::erchandise, you will 
sele:t ::1e :::-.-=:-:!"nndise ~·au ?:2~ to pu:--:'.1ase for 
yoc:- ~~e:::..;ig ~e2.son. 
~tandard Classi fica".:ion of ~!erchandise 
Classification °:'Teaks doo,.'71. a s: ~r-= 1 s rne!"c:~,2.Jldise and :1erch..i;-,ciise opera-
tions into merchandise groups related to areas of consLII:1er :-.eed. Classes are 
the basis for a dollar summary of sales, inventory and related infonilation 
which can be used to detennj.ne the success which a store .achie·:es in serving 
an area of customer need; sales trends; proper handling of inventory and promo-
t ional emphasis. 
At a meeting of ::-e?resentat:ves of various retail stores. groups and 
associations held on Jt:ne 23, 1965 at ~ational Retail :.te:rchant's . \ssociation 
in New York, it was agreed to de 1..-elop a standardi::ed :r.erchandi5e clo..ssification 
and to estab-lish· class de-finitions in orde:" to: 
1. Serve as the model for retailers' own classification develop-
ment in their internal merchandising, management and operat-
ing activities; 
2. Pr.ruride the basic medium for excha.,ge of information on retail 
sales experience <ind custo1:1er demand, as well as for similar 
exchange of information on stock investment ::md turnover, profit-
ability and relative factors of direct expense, etc.; 
3. Establish a common language for retailers' reports to Government 
agencies;. 
4. Provide a basis for vendo:- participation in vendor-raarking ;ind 
other aids to their own and ret:iilers' ,1dvant-age, and influence 
the directicn of their marketing programs; 
S. Facilitate the use of EDP techniques by smaller stores through 
standardized programming. 
n/H 2.11 
One of the needs s.:.r-.ied by StandarC~zed Merchandise Classi:ication is 
the develop!:!.eo.t 0£ a :cm:non language. The fcllcmL-ig C.ef.!.1111:.i.ons ~.ere set: 
forth by the !l"R.'iA and car, be used to identify group:i'...r~ levels af !::l.ercha.ndise: 
Classi:~ cation: Systa:::iatic arrangen~t into. classes ·:,y gr~ups. 
Merchandise Gr;o'.lP: P:.-i.:::i.a.;:-:: fi:::-st level grouping of ger.e=.:.: :::i.;:rchar.-
dise assort:::i.~nt, f:'..lling a :najor car:coon need, e.g., AC.ult Female 
Apparel. 
Demand Center: Second level grouping of general merchandise assort-
ment 1 filling a narrower ccrrmon need, e.g., Separates and Coordinate9. 
Sub-Center: 'l11ird level grouping which continues to narrow the com-
mon denominators of demand, e.g., Blouses, Shirts. 
Class: Fourth lf!IJel grouping into still more hanogeneous segr:-.ents, 
~ Blouses, Woven Shirts. 
Sub-Cldss: Fifth level grouping by which a class is subdivided into 
two major seg:::i.ents. In the case of Blouses, these segments are Women's 
and Misses 1 and Juniot:'s. 
~: Sixth and last level of grouping for those ...,ho would want 
even more refined control than can be gotten from the S'.Jb-class. In 
the case of Junior Blouses, the categories would be foi.-raal and "After 
5," All Other Woven Blouses and All Other Knit Blouses. 
B/M 2.:2 
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JIRECTIO~S: The i'ollv•;i:ig sta!er.£:-:.ts are True o~ False. !n t!"',e ·a:-::..: :-e:ore 
each state~_ent p~ace a (+) if :.he statement is t:n...:.e. I~ ::-ie 
stat.ec.e:-r: is ::..lse :;.~ace a (Q) in t:ie t:lank. 
1. Classes are the basis for a summary of .sales. inventory a:').d. :-ela:ed 
infornatio:i. ;.,·~ich car. be us.ed to deterwine the success which a store 
achieves. 
2. Class::.:fication breaks Co· ... n a store's :;ier.:handise and mercha:i.iise 
operatio:-is· into groups related to areas __ of management needed. 
3. Cne o: the neecis ser:eC. ~Y Standar~i:ed ~lercJ-.J.ndise Class:ficatiun 
is the C.e\·elop:lent oi a ,.:}~n lang:ia~e. 
Apply to Your Own Store Plans 
Self C:1ecl 
on Back 
DIRECTIOXS: Below a!'e listed the demand centers for men's apparel and t'.le 
deoand centers for women 1 s apparel. With your target .:us toner 
and s'!::ore image in mind, select and n.nk the three demand 
centers th3t you ?lan to emphn.si:e by writing 1st, ~nd, or 
3rd to the left of the three demand centers. 
Demand Centers - ~fen 1 s Apparel 
Men 1 s Outerwear 
__ Sport & Dress Shirts 
__ Swe~ters & Hosiery; Pa.j amas, ~obes &- Underwear 
Accessories 
__ Sport &- Playwear 
Men 1 s Footwear 
Demand Centers - Women's Aoparel 
__ Dressy er Tailored Coats 
Casual Uti!ity Coats & Jackets 
Suits 
__ r:ur & Fur Garments 
Dresses 
__ Separates '0ordi!1.J. tes 
__ Swim, Ski Ot>1e!"' Sports F'laywea!' 
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Ap:::ly to Your CMn Store Plans _ .'.::;:;ntir:.~ed 
Or. the foli(T..ling pages are t'WO openi!!g iINentor:: c~e~~:2-:..zt:: ·~·:...::-: f:'.:;-= 
leve!.s of 'Women 1 a and men's apparel identified j.y the NP ... "!A. The follO"W"in~ 
c::.~ections app'ly to this inform.atiot. 
DIRECTIONS: 
1. Place a check mark in the space provided to the right: of either title, 
'CJ Opening Irr;entocy Checklist--Women_' s Apparel or Q Opening Inventory 
Checklist-·Men 18 Apparel. '!his check mark indicates the type of apparel 
you plan to sell. 
2. Notice that each demand center is sub-divided into scb-ce:::.te?", class and 
sub-class. Each sub-center is sub-divided by class and sub-class, and 
that each class is broken down into sub-classes. 
3. Place a check mark in the spaces provided for ea.ch de:iand center ite:n 
you pla;; to purch3se. For example, the first demand ce!'.!ter it~ in 
..,omen's apparel i9 "Dressy and Tailored Coats. 11 !£you decided to pur ... 
chase this demand center you would so indicate by "~ Dressy and Tuiiored 
Coats. 11 There are a total of seven demand c~nters in Wcr.::.en's Apparel. 
4. For each danand center you plan to purchase, place a check mark i:-, the 
spaces provided for each sub- center you plan to purchase. For e.."Xample, 
the first demand center in men 1 s apparel is 11men's outer-.Jear.'' If you 
previously placed a check mark to the left of 11men's outerwear, 11 you will 
now want to indicate which sub-centers of men 1 s outerwear you plan to 
purchase. You may plan to purchase "suits and formal wear. 11 If so, you 
should place a check mark to the left of suits and formal wear·- 11....J:::::: suits 
and forma 1 wear. 11 
5. For ea.ch sub-center you plan to purchase, place a check mark i:t the spaces 
provided for each class you plan to purchase. For example, the first sub-
center in wmen's clothing is "women's and misses." If you previously 
placed a check mark to the left of ''wcrnen's and misses 11 you •Jill now want 
to indicate which classes of llwomen 1s and m.isses 11 you plan to purchase. You 
may plan to purchase "synthetic or simulated furs {fake furs)." If so, yo 
should now place a check mark to the left of "synthetic or simulated furs 
{fake furs)-- 11 V S)'nthetic or simulated furs (fake furs)." 
6. For each class you plan to purchase, place a check w.ark in the spaces pro-
vided for each sub-class you plan to purchase. For ex2.t!ple, suppose you 
previously indicated that you plan to purchas·e "topcoats" in men 1 s apparel. 
If so, you should nC1ttr1 place a check mark to the left of either or both of 
11 Topcoats, lined, 11 "Topcoats, unlined." 
i. The spaces left on the bot tan of pages B/M 2. and B/M 2. are provided so 
that you may write in any additional iten you plan to purc'.iase. For ex-
am~le, i.n women's wear you :nay \\·ant to a<ld li~geri~. 
...... 
w 
N 
Ocaand 
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OPD\D~G 1NVEN10RY CHECTLIST--HEN' S APPAREL 
Sub-
Ccntcr ClaH 
Sul>-
Clas s 
Hen's Out.tr-wear 
__ Overcoats, topcoats, ndn, storci. dual purpose coats 
Overcoats 
__ Topcoats 
__ llain. storm, 
~ool t lile fabrics 
Furst t novelty fabrics 
Topcoats, lined (incl. 
-- liners) 
· Topcoats, unlined 
'f"du:il purpose coats 
~ith rcn.:>vable liners (incl. 
J ine1·s) 
Unlined 
Suits and forlll31 wear 
Fon:ial wear 
E.vening 
All other ivr>.al clothes 
Suits, li£lltk'ti°"i:ht (to 9 oi. wool or other 
fabric of co~?•rablc 
"ci ~ht ~ "hand"') 
_, _ One ... p;un ~u! ts 
1wo- p"nt suit> 
Suit" n'r.uh~cq;ht (over 9 o:. wocl or 
other fobnd cf cotJparable wcii;ht t "hand") 
Onc¥pJnt suits 
= 1 .. 0-p:rnt suits 
__ Sports •nd ca!uol oute,,.,ear 
Uni forms anc: 
__ Sport and Dress ~nirts 
___ Sport shirts 
Dress shuts 
Outrr coa:s, for cas.u.al [, sport.Sloot:JT 
Heavy-"'fl ght 
C.Ol iinc i other Jight-~·eight 
Jackets 
__ Separatr )aclets !sport coats.) C coordinates 
Separate j3cke1s 
Coordinates (jac~et 
Men's slacks 
slack sets) 
Slim cut 
Fu) 1 c.ut 
Jeans, shorts:-t all other pants 
Jeans 
Shorts tall other pants 
occupational clothiiii; 
hork c-o:hing L occcssories 
Separates 
-- HltcheJ set~ 
MilJtary, fr-ilC-rnal ordL·r, occup~nlonal, 
--- school and camp uni f.orms 
Short ~I c e-·e 
Hj litJry, fratcrr.al order, 
.t lil.c occupational un1iorm.$ 
School L elm? 
\car around weight 
Sum.-.cr ..-.; Rh! 
Lont ~letve, woven 
Year around weight 
~inler weight 
Short sleeve,°lnit 
Long slrrve, Iili"t 
Year arowid weight 
Summer weight 
l.or.c sleeve •h1tr t·formals in all colors 
Lon~ s)~~v~ sol1ds L f~n~:ts 
!>1'1vrt s.ltevt .... ~:1tt' ~o}Ji.! C. f.in'"f 
!twtt.trrs ar,d HOSJC'f)'; r·.,_l,a?:-. .J!.,~bt"S and lh1der-c•r 
~ ... c3tt:-~ aru· h0s1cry 
. s~c3ters arid vest~ 
__ lto~iery 
l'ul l ovc r> 
CarJ•~•"> t >CIS 
l11.J1 ..;.~u.il ly .l l ll"' ho-. 
011d sl iprer ,oc.i:~ 
Str<'t:h··to·fit ( .SvffOrt h~C!' 
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Je:nJnd 
Le11t er 
Sub-
Cen1 rr 
Sports and Pl &}"\'ear 
Sub-
~ 
Paja11M1s. robes and underwear 
Pajamas, night sl11rts. sleep coats 
Yc•T aroun~ ~e1ghts {include 
broe&dcloth, flannel and 
Robes 
Ur de r.,,.ca r 
•!J.nd~t"rch1cfs 
Ti es 
.. ,. l •"} 
Short sit"cve, knee length, 
anJ other "su.mmer" type:5 
b~th. "-..a:-m'', s-..·im, C. 
trave! robes 
Lounge robes and smo~1ng 
J ~c I.et s 
!...1ght we1f;h': and ye.ar-around 
Ht4\."}' or ... 1nte-r wr:; ghl 
Suspenders, garter~ arid b~1ts 
- ._, J let ri cs 
:,-:_,J; 't':'l~\·H·; ~~L·Uc'S. 
1·.at!:. .. rnd c.aps 
So ft h:.i: !.. a.r.-.! st:-.,..,:--
All other (1nclud" f(;;-T!",Jjs", 
derb1c.s. cJps, bt"rets) 
1..1ufflers, gloves .:ind ~e!s 
U:iibrellas Jnd accessor:es 
Sports and p I a;-wen r 
Beach a:'l.d 5...,1m 'Wear and al1 other "sur; ...... ~r-type" 
p J a}"\'ear 
Swiir. trunks and b.:ith1r.g suits 
he:ich cover-uP5"--: acccssor1es C. ctr.er summer 
play•. ear 
Ski clothes ~ othc:r •·.,.1ntr:r' type sportswea:r 
S\..y Jac'-ets, par.ts, etc. 
~!(:n's Foo~ ... ear 
t-len's footwe•r 
St.oes. dress 
firess shoes 
Shoe~ for c;;rsu;Jl --cur 
t-•occ:..1su1 (loafer types) 
Other casual 
Boots and wor~hoc5 
~ork shoes. wor~ boots 
all water~proof 
Dr~ss L ca~~~1 boots 
__ Slippers and canvas 
S!1pptrs 
(a1'"".\".tS. 
_ Spec1al purpo.:.e, ~tioe a c~sso:-i~s. 
~pr:c~.a pu-:-,..io'5e 
Sha(" a cts'::>.:.r1 f"'> fl llC l r,gs 
"dr!it1cma1 ltU'"'! P1•n'1t•d to'Purchast:: 
-· ______________ "________ _ 
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D OPENING INVENTORY CHECKLIST--WOMEN'S APPAREL 
Demand 
~ 
Sub· 
Center 
Ure"ssy .-.rid Tal lored Coats 
Class 
Sub-
C!Jss 
homen's and Misses' 
Light-weiJ:ht [for Spring and Fall wen) 
Junj ors• 
M1 s s.es,' 
'!\'omen's 
Heavy-weight (for Ii inter wear) fur tri=ed 
Misses• 
Women's 
Heavy-weight (TOr winter wear) untri'""1ed 
Misses' 
Women's 
Synthetic or ~ulated furs (fake furs) 
Mis5e5' 
Women's 
Light-weight (for Spring and Fall wear) 
With removable lineTs 
Without removable liners 
Heavy-wei &ht TfOr •inter wear) 
Fur trimracJ 
UntrimmeJ 
Synthetic or Simulated furs (fake furs) 
Fur t ri rruncd 
Untrimmed 
Casual anJ utility coat> :i.nJ Jackets 
~·omen's anJ ~hsscs' 
All leather, simulated leother and simuloted 
Juniors' 
furs 
All leather and simulated 
leather 
Synthetic or simulated furs 
Car coa~s. other ~hort coats and jac~et~ in 
fabrics other than 1eather, sinulated 1eathcr 
and simulated fur~ 
L1 ght -we1 'f;ht 
~·i nteT ~el ght 
Raincoats and~al purpose coat~ 
Poplin, twill and lii<.e 
treated f~brlcs; laminated 
fabr1c~ a11d other dual 
purpose garments 
Rubber, oilsl.in, plastic and 
paci<.aged 
Ai.} 1c..1tiler, ~1mul.Jtt:d le3ther and simulated 
furs 
All leather and simula~ed 
leather 
Synth~tic or s:mulated furs 
Car co~ts, other 5hort coats and Jackets 
in fabrics ci}1er than leather. simul1ted 
leather and simulated furs 
Light-weight 
~- Winter weight 
Raincoats anc!~al purpose coats 
Pop] !n, twill and l ile tTe3ted 
fabr1cs; lam.1mned fabr~cs 
and other dual purpo5e 
garmen:s 
Rubber, oilskin, plastic 
•nd pad•P,ed 
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Otm...nd 
Ctnt er 
Su1 ts 
Sun-
(tr>t tr 
Sub-
Cl a"i•. 
WolJ'en's and ,....J.5ses' 
Jur.1ors 1 
•oven light-weight ~ piece (added swe•ter, 
vest or blous~ iDrluJed) 
Misses' 
noinen' s 
\orovcn hc.Jvy-weJi:h1 2 pi ccc {ill~dcd swc:Jt er, 
vest or blou-.,c in.: l11dcJ) 
M1 ~~•:"' 
1'lu111cn 's 
Kr.·1~teJ ~piece 1or1th Jacket tops {shi;t-like 
er ,>wc.;ter top~ lli.;111g in 2 p1cCt! Jrcss clJSS) 
,.~ l ~::. t.' 5 t 
~O!flcn' s 
f.:.t'<,e::,ule~ "'1thCo<..1ts or SGltS 
~~is5e5' 
hor.oen 1 s 
.,.oven 2 pjece (added sweate:-, vest or blouse 
includod) 
deJ.vy- ... eignt 
L:ght-we1gh: 
i:nnted 2 piece~:th jacket tops (shirt-like 
or s~eatcr tops being in ~ piece dre~s class~ 
Fur t r:i. r.vned 
Unt r1 i:vned 
Ensembles with'"Coats or sui~s 
liea1,.-y-we1 ght 
Lig;1t-we1 ~:-n 
h..:r!i. Jnd fur E.lrmcnts 
A1 l Lire5~es 
homen·~. mis!.es' an.d Juniors' fu:rs and fur g.:..r:-r.en:'!i 
!=ul l length coa:.s [bt:low ::hr: h1p) 
Jdc~ets. ~ape~ nnd sto1es 
Scarv"s• boa!>, '.>~ins. and other ple.:es 
~·ndal and forrr.al ('filomen's., '-~1sse:;' ..io<l Junlors') 
B:-:c~.d gown'.> and acce-:,:;ori'"s (iriclud1ng 
:--r1des;:.a~<.h' ~J....-n$) 
1-orr!".al gowns 
Brldal &0.....-ns <1nd acce~sor1es 
Hridesmaids 1 gowns 
~omen 1 s and misses' 
Junior street, bus1nes.s, generDoccasion and "After five 11 
dre~~es 
Or;e-piece street. business and general 
occa~1on dresses 
Junior 
Junior pe!:ite 
Two or more piece dresses and dress ense~bles 
Junior 
.Junior pet1 te 
"After five. •·Coclt4il and party dresses 
Jun 1 or 
Jun Lor pct i tc 
· Women's street bu::,1ncss, gcncr;r-OLLJ~1on .:inJ "Alter fjvc" 
-- dresses 
One-piece street, bus1ness and general 
occasion dresses 
iolo~n·s 
Half-sizes 
.-.. ·o or more p~e dresses and dress ensembles 
'rtiornen's 
Half-sizes 
"After- f.ive,"Cocktail and party c:-esses 
WOrnen, s 
Ha1f-siz.es 
J.llsst·<,' street. bus1:-ie'!>S, generai" occasion and "After t;ve·· 
dre~~cs 
Jne-r-i~c'" st:-e~t, bL:.sines:i and general 
~cca'!i1on d:~~s~s 
,:.o Qr more p1ec~ ~ress~s and dress ense~ble~ 
for srreet. busin~~s. a~d ~e~eral c·~~as1on 
.. ear 
"A::e!" fJve.·· CGickralJ .Jr;d T-a.r~~ cre5c;e:s 
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[leLJnd 
Cc:"nt c r 
Sub-
Cl u ~.., 
JJ~·t1ni~ utlJJt_~ ~rt·!>::.~~. ui1iforn1.:> a.nJ apron~ 
~o"~n·~ 1nd mis~es' hou~cdresses 
noruen's 
,t.!1 s ses' 
Unifo~.s (maidS', waitresses', nurses•. 
beaut1cians 1 , etc.) 
~talds', waitress~s· and similar 
uniforms and accessories 
Nurses', beauticians' and 
sim1lar uniforms and 
accessories 
Brunch coats, smocks and aprons 
Brunch coats and smocks 
Aprons 
~- ~litary and organization uniforr.a 
M.:nernity r lothlnb. and accessories 
Ures~es 
M1l1t~ry. police and similar 
ur.1 forms 
Lodge, band, scout and 
s1m1lar organizations' 
ur.1 for:r.s 
One-~p1ece 
r .... u-plece 
Sq:.i.r;.tes, be<.1ch, .and other p] aywc<:t.T 
Sep.:n~~l"S (si.Jrts, par.ts, 
tops) 
BcJct1 anJ othcT plJywc~r 
M • ..1tern1ty bl-J.s, i;: rdlcs 
.1nJ \Jc:- J ts 
. DJytime lingtrl~ ~nJ sleepwear 
ScpiJr;j:es anJ Coonhnates ("iomcn's, '-1.isses' unJ"""J'Wi.io.rs'_) 
_ Tops 
Rlouses 
Women 1 5 and misses' blouses 
Junior blouses 
Shirt'> (""oven---.inc1udes all cut and sewn) 
riol!en•s a.nd misses' shirts 
Junior shirts 
'rtome-n's, misses' and _~uniors 1 s•eaters 
Other tops 
r.·omen 1 s and misses' 
Junio:-s' 
Women's and misses' 
Juniors' 
Slirts, pants and coord1nares 
Sk1r~s 
Pants 
no::-icn' s and m~ sses' 
Juniors' 
Jwi1ors' 
Coord;nates (j.J'Tlct:d ar,l: !>Old a~ a un.it) 
Swim, Ski an.1 Otlll"r Sports Pl .. y•car 
Swim, ~~1 anj other sro:"\~ playwt:ar 
Sw1:1. J.11.:.: ~each"'ear an;J dCCessor1e!> 
Swim suits 
Cther beach ... car and acc.~ssories 
AJ-l o:her Su.mrn-;;t:' plaJ""~~r (tennis, sailing, 
riding, etc.) 
Slj )<:1Ckets, pants and other \!Wlnter 
~- sports/playwear 
Addition.al !t~a Plan'l"led To Purchase: 
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CONT~NT 
P·~rfomanc e Objective: Given some infonnation about fashion markets and 
resident buying offices, you will select the sources 
from which you plan to purchase your inventory. 
Fashion Markets 
Fashion markets are centers where apparel manufacturers ca~ show, exhibit 
and sell seasonal fashion goods to the retailer. In the women's and men 1 s 
apparel industry, manufacturers prepare a sample line of garments fer each 
fashicn season--fall, winter, spring, summer. Most apparel firms present 
sample lines in seasonal market showtoans six to eight months prior to each 
conslD11er selling sea.son. 
Fashion markets are scheduled on a seasonal basis in regional centers 
across the country. A nlD11ber of cities serve as regional mar~:e ting r:enters 
for fashion goods in the United States. For example: 
1) Nc'W Y<>rk City has traditionally dominated the Northea.s ter:1 region; 
2) Chicago has served the Midwestern region over a period of tll11e; 
3) Atlanto more recently has functioned for the Southwestern region; 
4) Dallas has developed into an important market in the Southwestern 
region; and 
5) Los Angeles has become the focal of the Western region. 
The majori.ty of the apparel !Il2.nufact:..irers in the United States have pc=ancnt 
showroom:-i in the New York, Los Angeles, and Dallas markets. Listecl iJel·:.; is a 
S1unmary •cl~ J?c.c tuo.l Inforr..o.tion about these three market centers. 
Summary of Factual Inforr:iation 
Nc-.'1 York ,\ppar'-'l Market: 
'1.:1 · .1tai:"!s supremacy in abundance of producticn knowhow and desig:'. talent 
- Remains the nation 1 s largest center for mo.rketing. merc~1andising and prc~­
mo1~ i11~; ladies' and men's .reaJy to wear. 
S 0 :·ves retailers, large and small, from all over the Gnited Stat<.:.s and 
ir.:tn\· countries abroad 
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- Ristoricall: .. considered the fashico ~apiT:al oi :he Ur.i:ed States 
- ShO"Wt'oan and factory space concentr;:;,ced or. Seve:.r.:ii A.venue bet,,,•een 
35th and 40th and bounded by Sth ar,d B:-ca.Cva:: 
Los Angeles Market: 
- Pri..maril:r known for sport: swear and casual wea~, al though broader 
categories and price 1 ines are b.eing produced annually 
- Known as an international merchandi.!e center--products fra::i United 
States, c.anada, the Far East, Central and South America 
- Presents five major market openings, although Ma.rt is open for busi-
ness 52 weeks a year 
- Considered a te.3t narket for consumer acceptance of styles, colors 
and fabrics 
Showrooms located in Galifornia Mart, 110 East Ninth Street, Los 
Angele! and other shwrocms in nearby factory location 
Dal las Apparel Market: 
Noted primarily for production of meditn:J. to popular priced sportswear 
and dresses 
- Designing !.s largely adaptation of couture designs to meet conslllrler 
danand 
- Pranotes apparel made in Southwest 
- Serves primarily retailers from Central and Southern parts of the 
United States, although exhibitors and buyers cane from all states 
and a few foreign countries 
- Showrooms located in Apparel Mart, 2300 Stami.ons Freeway 
It is almost impossible to operate a fashion shop without at least two 
market trips a year. When and how often a buyer goes to market are determined 
by the size of the store, the anphasis on fashion, and how far away a st:ore i.s 
from the market . 
Resident Buying Office 
A resident buying office is an organization locat..;d in a major ma:::-ket area 
that provides market information and representation to its client stores. 
These client stores ure U5lially fairly sL~ila::- in size and class of trade. but 
B/~I - . .: l 
are located_ in different tovns and cities and de not CCE?pete with one another. 
Host of the ~jor buying offices cover the whole range 0£ de;ia.rtment store 
merchanCise, frc:c fashion accessories to hane furnishir:gs. A nunber, how-
ever, serve only specialty stores. 
There are two major types of resident buying offices--independent of-
fices and store ()"'.(Tied offices. An independent resident buying office ac-
tively seeks out noncctnpeting stores as paying clients. The store-owned 
office is entirely owned by the store or stores it represents and works ex--
elusively for them. 
B/i•! 2.22 
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:-:.1REc:10~;5; ~e ioLv-. . .-ing a.ye -mu.:.tip~e choice ::,uestio:-:s. ::ach q;;estion 
is follo...-ed ':Jy :our ?OSsi"::ile a:1s••ers _ Choose the !Jest ar.swe:::-
f?"Om ::-.e f:::ur ;;.l:e~a:i·;es gi':er., and ,.;rite t!i.e le:7:e:- of that 
answer in ::1e S?ace rrc·;ided to -:he ~e:'"t of the ques:inn. 
1. Fashion ma.rke:s are sc:-.eduled on a----- ':Jasis in regional 
centers across the ccuntry. 
A. Annual 
B. Seasonal 
C. Monthly 
D. Bi-monthly 
Most apparel firms present s:ample- lines 
prior to each c:msumer selling period. 
A. Ten, Twelve 
B. Six, Eight 
C. Five, Seven 
D. Three, One 
to oonths 
3. An independ-=nt resident bt..:ying of:ice active-ly 5eeks out nonconpeting 
stores as clients. 
A. :"ion-paying 
B. Paying 
C. Competing 
D. 1\11.olesale 
DIRECTIONS: The following is a matching questions. On the left side of the 
page are statements. On the right side of the page are fas:hion 
markets. For each item on the left choose the best response 
from the colwml on the right and 1 ..;rite the letter of that response 
in the blank provided. 
4. 
__ s. 
Statements 
Promotes apparel made in the southwest. 
Re1:uins the nation's largest center for 
marketing, merchandising and p:omoting 
ladies 1 and men's ready-to-· .... ear. 
6. Considered a test market for consumer 
acceptance of styles, cuL)rs and f:_ibrics. 
::ash ion .\larkc: s 
-------
A. 
B. Uallas 
c. California 
Se! f Check 
on Back 
.!..only to Your 0.'"D Store P:!.ans 
DIRECTIONS: Place a check mark in the spaces prcvided to indicate your decisions. 
1. :roo ·...+ich one or ::iore of the following fashion c::arkets do you plan to 
::urchase at least so::i.e o: your store's inve~tory'? 
New York 
Chicago 
Dallas 
Atlanta 
-- Los Angeles = Other; specify -------
2. Do you plan to use the services of a resident buying office? 
Yes 
No 
:J.3..s.::::~-~_.._~ t."":::.~ :::- 3. C;.l::.""::- s:..::IC.2.!"Y of sa.:'2s, im·en1:o<y :.O.:".J. :-e:a.~ed 
i:i.io:-m::..::-, · ..-:-.:.::-: ca:-. ":e ·..:::;;.; ~o Jete1~i;:.e the suc,:;:-s~ ·,..niC:: :i :::-:0:-e 
ac:-:.:.e·•es i:-: serving z.:-. ::i:';;-3. ::it cus::Jr.:er need; sulcs :reo . :s: ;J!':.:?t:· ha:i.d-
:in'.!,; :-:· i:-:·:e!"ltJry c.:-.2. ?:-o:;io:icn;::..:. e:nphasis. 
Cb.s.3:.:i:ation-Creai-:s .:u;._-;i a .stor-2's me:rch..:.ndise '.lnd :-;iercl--i:indise ope:-a::'..or.s 
i:i:c :ne:::....a;:Cise i::-J'..!ps related :.o areas of ..:o:-isur:ier need. 5'y.s:e::iat~c 
ar:'J.:'.5errie:"it ::-:to .:::J.s.ses by g!'c:...;.ps. 
Cost P:ri.::l'-=':--:.c<:: 1.: -~~.:c!l ::--,ve:-:.tor:;: is billed tc: t!--.c s~ore. 
De:iac..-:! :e:.:er-Se.:.::--:i :evel grouping of g•.:neral !TIC!"chandise a::s,:~-~::len:, :::1 
i:1.5 J. r.a:rro...-e: ,:om::-on need, e.g., blouses, shirts, sweaters and ot~.er tcps. 
~ashion ~la:~.;t~-:.;-:-:-.::;;:-~ ·,.:J-.erc apparel manufacturers can show, e.xi:ibit '171-i 
seil season<il :.;.~;,.i,on gcods :o the retailer. 
Indepe: ..:er;'.: ~esiC.ent 5uyir.g Office-Acti'."eiy seeks oL:: noncomrit:ting ~-.::ore:: 
::-:.:-::.1 ~ar:.ng cl.:.e:;~s. 
Markup- The difference ~etween the bi 1 led cost price and the retail price. 
~lerchandise Group-Pr:.::ary first level grouping of ge:-ieral merchandise 
assort".:lent, filling 1 major common need, e.g., adult female apparel. 
Resident Buying OftL:e-An organization located in a major r,iarket area 
that provi.:!es market information and representation to its cl ier..t stores. 
Retail ?dee-Price at which inventory is marked for resale. 
S::or~-01,.meci. Reside:.~ Buying Office-Entirely owned by the store or stores it 
represents and -...·arks exclusively for them. 
Sub-Center- 7hird level grouping h·hich continues to narrow the common denorr.-
ina:ors of de!Iland, e.g., blouses, shirts, sweaters and other tops. 
Sub-Class-Fifth le';el grouping by which a class is subdivided into t•,..·o r::ajor 
segments. In t:-ie c.1se of blouses, these seg'.!lents are \~·omen's and mi~ 5e s' 
and juniors. 
GLOSSARY FOR FOR.\IULAS 
>!arhuo on Retai 1 Retail Price - Cost Price Retail Price x 100'> 
Post:.cst: ~~en you have completed each :noCule in this learning ?ac~.:.ge you ar~ 
::eaC.y co tai<:.e t:-.e posttest. 
l. Contact your teache:- coordinato:- ond arrange co take t~e posttest. 
2. Confer-ence ""'ith teac'.-:.:::--coordinatwr- r.:.garC:.:-:g :est a-:=t~= your posttest 
has been scored. 
3. You must answer cor:-ectly 80.,. of c:-.e :;,uestior.s C:'!. the ?_csttes:; before 
you can schedule a conference -...:ith you:- Role ~oCcl Merc':-.a:"<t: (:L'lli). 
4. If you do not ansl¥e~ correctly 80':'.', of t:ie quc:!'::.ons on this posc:test, 
re\-·ie'.ol the contc~t and the learning acti•1iti.cs: =elate.-: to t:te qutstions 
you did not ans· .. 'e:- correctly &nC c:ak.: the pos.::.c.sc agai.~ .. 
F.ole Model !-'!'erchant (RMM) Cor:f.:.rer.ce~ Whe~ you have ar:s·.;e:-ed ccr:-cctly 80~~ of 
the questions on the posttest. you are ready to cot'l.fer-ence ...-ith your R.."!X. 
l. Contact your teacher-ccorG1r:a.tcr and ar:-2nge; :::>r a c::in:'"erenct: ... ,i.th a R."1M. 
2.. The RMM conferences will be scheduleC: or. :hursday night only, A 30-
minuc:e confe:::"ence '.olill be arranged to co;:;:plete the I3P for each Learning 
Pacr-..age. You ma.y r,.iish to schedule a 1-hm:r co;o.:erc:--.ce a.:i.C. complete the 
ISP for t"'10 Learning Packages in order to expedite :,-cur progress. 
3. Complete your ISP plans for each learning package during the RMM con-
ferences. 
4. Use the R..."1M. Conferer.ce Guide i"cluded '-'ith the Individual Store Plans 
for each learning package. 
Panel of Business Experts (PB.C:) Presentation: \..'hen you have cot:Jpleted t~e Ri.'!M 
conferences for each of .. he five learning packages you •ill present yol.ir ISP to 
the PBE. Follow ~he iasc.ructior!S i.n your Apparel Sh.:-p Ent:-ep":"eneurs~i? Folio. 
Exit Conference: When you have pi:esented your ISP to t:-te P5E you '.olill arrange 
a final conference with the' teacher-coordinator-. Foilc:;w t::-.e :::is tructions in your 
Apparel Shop Entreprenetirship ?o lio. 
B/!'f 2. 26 
INDIVIDUAL STORE PLANS 
Buying and Merchandising 
Learning Package 
Individual 
Store 
Plans 
Cr.s.P.) 
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Pilot Study Learning Materials 
USOE Research Project 
Summer, 1977 
NOT FOR DUPLICATION 
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1. Have you completed dll the learning activities contained within each module 
of this learning package? 
2. Have you answered correctly 80% of the questions on this learning package 
post test? 
3. Have you contacted your teacher-coordinator and scheduled a conference with 
your Role Model Merchant? 
If you answered yes to the three above questions, turn to .the next page and read 
the RMM Conference Guide. 
B/M 1 
R.M.M. CONFERENCE GUIDE 
The RMM Conference Guide is a step-by-step outline of your RMM Conference. Be 
sure that you read through the guide before your R..'1M Conference. 
I. •Review briefly your Introductory Profiles with the RMM. 
A. Indicate your reasons for wanting to become an entrepreneur. 
B. Describe your Store Profile. 
C. Indicate tenative projected store budget. 
II. Review each of the modules in the Learning Package with the RMM. 
A. Beginning with the first module, point out each performance objective 
and the content sections. 
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B. Discuss the portion of the learning activities for each performance 
objective that concerns your store plans (Apply to Your Own Store Plans). 
C. With the help of your R."IM, make a final decision about your ISP for each 
module before going on to the next module. 
D. Review your completed ISP again with the fu.'1M and make any additional changes. 
E. Summarize the questions and suggestions made by your RMM. 
III. Thank the R .. "!M for their :!.<leas and suggestions. 
IV. After your RMM Conference, give your completed ISP to the teacher-coordinator 
to have du[Jlicated for you:: ASE Folio and for the PBE Conference. 
B/M 2 
nIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING rsr•s 
The following step-by-step directions are numbered and labeled identi-
,-al ly to vour Individual Store Plans founJ on the following pages. These 
pl:u111in,; sheets should serve as a gui.dcline to present your plans to the 
l' :111l'1 c ~- lius i ne s s Experts. A re !'ere nee to the module and page number is 
.~~ t VL·n in varenthcsi.:~s. You wil 1 wJ.nt to refer to these modules and pages 
1vh' le you and yoi:r role model 1nerclwnt are making final decisions. 
l. OPENING SEASON. 
Place a check mark·(/) in the box which corresponds to the season in 
which you plan to open your store (Spring or Fall). 
DOLL\R MEil.CHAND r SE PL\N (Dollars represent retai 1 price) . 
:\. ::;ale:;: Planned. Record your planned monthly dollar sales for 
each month o t" your opening season ( B/M 1. 7 ) . 
ll. :Lo.~L Inventory: Planned. Record your planned B.O.M. im-entory 
for each month of your opening season (B/M 1. 7 ) . 
l~. !o.O.M. Invento:·y: l'lannc:d. Record your planned E.O.~L inventory 
fo1· each month of your c)pcning season (B/M 1. 7 ) . 
ll. '·-T-B: l'l::i11ne•.l. Record your planned open-to-buv for each ?:Jonth 
of your open i_ng season ( B/M 1. 7 ) . 
3. MONTllI.Y Ol'CN-TCl-BUY (Dollars represent cost price) 
.:\. Estimuted :larkup. Record your estimated markup (B/M 2. 7). 
IL (LT-l> at Cost: Planned. Record your planned open-to-buy for each 
month of your opening season (B/M 2.10). 
-.I - BUY I .'iC I' LANS. 
A. [):_'mane! Centers. Write, in the spaces provided, the three demand 
c~nters that you plan to emphasize. 
B. Buying Office. Indicate if you plan to use the services of a buying 
off1ce by ~riting 'yes' or 'no' in the space provided. 
L:. i';tshion M:Lrket(s). Identify tiie fashion market or m::irkets from which 
v,_:11 pl:rn to purchase at least some of your store's inventory. 
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B/M 3 
1 . OPENING SEASON 
Spring D 
Fall D 
INDIVIDUAL STORE PLANS (ISP) 
Buying and Merchandising 
FEB MAR 
AUG SEP 
:-fame 
APR MAY 
OCT NOV 
2. DOLLAR MERCHANDISE PLAN (Dollars represent retail price) 
A. Sales: Planned 
Sales: Actual 
B. B.O.M. Inventory: Planned 
B.O.M. Inventory: Actual 
c. E.O.M. Inventory: Planned 
E.O.M. lnventnry: Actual 
D. 0-T-B: Planned 
0-T-B: Actual 
~- MONTHLY OPEN-TO-BUY (Dollars represent cost price) 
A. Estimated Markup: % 
B. 0-T-B: Planned 
at Cost 
c. 0-T-B: Actual 
at Cost 
ISP 1 
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JUN JUL 
DEC JAN 
B/M 4 
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4. BUYING PLANS 
A. Demand Centers 
B. Buying Office 
C. Fashion Market(s) 
ISP 2 B/M 5 
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS MADE BY RMM 
Questions: 
Suggestions: 
B/M 6 
1. Have you completed five ISP's? 
If no. then take the pretest for one of the remaining learning packages 
and begin working through that package.· 
If yes. schedule your PBE conference and ask the teacher-coordinator for 
the PBE Conference Guide. 
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/ B/M 7 
PRETEST-POSTTEST 
Your goal is to answer correctly 80% of the following questions. If you 
answer correctly 14 of the questions, you will have passed this test. 
Sec.tion I: Multiple Choice 
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DIRECTIONS: The following are multiple choice questions. Each question is 
followed by four possible answers. Choose the best answer from 
the four alternatives given, and write the letter of that answer 
in the space provided to the left of the question. 
~~-1. The dollar merchandise plan is a projection and guide 
of the sales goals of a store for a given period. 
A. Bi-weekly 
B. Monthly 
C. Weekly 
D. Bi-monthly 
~~-2. A merchant has estimated an annual gross sales of $100,000. The mer-
chant plans to open the store in July and would like to know what 
sales he can expect to receive for this month. The monthly sales 
distribution for July is 5.7. Which of the following items best 
represents tpe sales which the merchant can expect to receive in July? 
A. $5, 700 
B. $1,200 
c. $1,040 
D. $ 570 
~~-3. Two common ways to determine the amount of inventory in the store at 
the end of the month are and 
A. To record purchases as they occur and returns as they occur. 
B. To record purchases and sales as they occur and to periodically 
count the inventory. 
C. To record purchases and markdowns as they occur, and to periodi-
cally count the inventory. 
D. To record sales as they occur, and to periodically count purchases. 
~~-4. The cest price of your inventory is the price at which your inventory 
is 
A. Sold to the consumer 
B. Marked for resale 
C. Billed to your store 
D. Periodically counted 
5. Fashion markets are scheduled on a 
cet11ers across the country. 
A. Annual 
B. Seasonal 
c. Monthly 
D. Bi-monthly 
~~~~~basis in regional 
6. An independent resident buying office actively seeks out noncompeting 
stores as clients. 
A. Non-paying 
B. Paying 
C. Competing 
D. Wholesale 
Section II: True - False 
DIRECTIONS: The following statements are True or False. In the blank before 
each statement place a (+) if the statement is true. If the 
statement is false place a (0) in the blank. 
___ 7. The stock-sales ratio indicates the relationship that exists between 
a store's stock and its sales. 
___ 8. Open-to-buy is the amount of merchandise which can be added to the 
inventory of a store in a given period without exceeding planned 
inventory. 
___ 9. Open-to-buy Merchandis Needed - Merchandise Available. 
10. Markup is the difference between the billed cost price and the ship-
ping cost. 
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11. Most clothing retailers determine the retail price of their inventory 
by doubling the cost price. 
__ 12. Classification breaks down a store's merchandise and merchandise oper-
ations into groups related to areas of management need. 
__ U. One of the needs served by the Standardized Merchandise Classification 
is the development of a common language. 
Section III: Matching 
DIRECTIONS: The following is a w~~ching r.uestion. On the left side of the 
page are statement~. On the right side of the page are fashion 
markets. Fo~ each item on the left choose the best response 
from the column on the right and write the letter of that 
response in the blank provided. 
Statements 
__ 14. Promotes apparel made in the southwest. 
__ 15. Remains the nation's largest center 
for marketing, merchandising, and pro-
moting ladies' and men's ready-to-wear. 
__ 16. Considered a test market for consumer 
acceptance of styles, colors and 
fabrics. 
Fashion Markets 
A. New York 
B. Dallas 
C. California 
APPENDIX J 
DESCRIPTION OF PILOT STUDY SCHEDULING 
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June 13 - 17 
Tuesday: 7:30-8:30 Orientation Session for adults entering pro-
gram 
8:30-10:30 Administer pretest for first Learning Package 
Trainees begin work on first Learning Package 
Trainees may take posttest for first Learning 
Package when they have completed first Learn-
ing Package 
Trainees may compile Individual Store Plans 
and make arrangements for Role Model Merchant 
conference 
Trainees may begin another Learning Package 
Thursday: Role Model Merchant Conferences along with continuous 
process of working through Learning Packages (pre/ 
posttests, Individual Store Plans, scheduling Role 
Model Merchant Conferences) 
June 20 - 24 
Tuesday: 
Thursday: 
Orientation Session to adults entering program 
Role Model Merchant Conferences 
June 27 - July l 
Tuesday: Orientation Session 
Thursday: Role Model Merchant Conferences 
July 4 - July 8 
Tuesday: Orientation Session 
Thursday: Role Model Merchant Conferences 
July 11 - July 15 
Tuesday: First Panel of Business Experts Presentation (earliest 
exit date and Exit Conference) 
Thursday: Role Model Merchant Conferences 
July 18 - July 22 
Tuesday: Panel of Business Experts presentations and exit con-
ference 
Thursday: Role Model Merchant Conferences 
July 25 - July 29 
Tuesday: Panel of Business Experts Presentation and Exit Con-
ference 
Thursday: Role Model Merchant Conferences 
August 1 - August 5 
Tuesday: Panel of Business Experts Presentation and Exit Confer-
erence 
Thursday: Final Panel of Business Experts Presentation and Exit 
Conference (last exit date) 
APPENDIX K 
APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP PILOT 
STUDY PUBLIC ITV 
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GSlU ·~l'iO '/,l!;) ·q:m 
anu<>,\V Ai;!;~ tj'nos i.Ul 
05JjjGJ JO!llfll /,)!'.) l'LUGljC:j)]Q ljll10S 
f"'j r1 ~ IT\ 0 U ij d JJ u 
VJHERE? 
South Oklahoma City Junior College 
7777 S. ~'i.1y, Okia:10~3 Ci!y 
Area 06, fjm F i-:ior 
V', 6!-!~: \I? 
! 11'1 -- •• i •. 
Jcir.e ; ,; throe::'. - .. c. ·;st 4, "1977 
Tur:sriJ';: ~·:·~L Th~rsdays 
7:~.J µ.1n. to -i0 ·.J µ.m. 
\IVHAT? 
The 15 module individualized learning 
packet is self-instructive, self-evaluative 
ac.rl self-pJced. 
- You can v•ork intkprndew~·1 Ji"i de-
velop sp~cific plnr.s for Oih .. ~ir.J '/Our 
own store. 
- You can ;:repare you' '.iNll ioli0 for 
apparel shop ownership anU include 
the :::.pccific facts and infcr!l1ctlion re-
quiccd by financ: .I and '": ,,-:nent 
co1::u!tants. 
HOY\f? 
r_:;,_, ... J:l' pr,:tezt-:- :1,-::! ;.1·-•S!tC:·~iS iT::>, 
:-;c~wdu!e~! i;oti": nioh 1.:l l,~:::::h ~·h·:ek :>.rou'.f·· 
'."' 'ilB j" ] ~ J i: ' I ! . l 
- Conierences with merchants nay be scheduled 
Thursday evrn:~gs oi each week throtJghout the 
course. 
- Prestc:'.ation of individual apparel shop ownership 
'.l!:!l: to a pa1el vf t'iu~!neSs exper~s may be 
0 :r ..• :ki·::! a"y T Jes~"'! e'.'cnir.g :hroughout the 
co..:r~2. 
S55.GO - This enrollment fee includes the 
inJiviJuJlizeJ k..irr,;n~ packet. 
"Q' I ·n· .,-~· , -. U··" ."', _ V . : h.JL- COhJT ·!~T 
Complete the lcornirq packets pertaining to the 
basic functions of a retail store including: 
- Accounting and Control 
- Buying and Merchandi<i11g 
- Opc1 atiun and Mana~';(:ment 
- Advcrtisin1 a:id Promotion 
Prcpcre your own Apparel Shop Ownership 
Foi:» ;;;:'..Jdi:·1: 
- Proposerl Sto: c Profile 
- f' .i'\laic.-J costs for Operation, Merchandise, 
- Plans lo· S:occ La,·out, Record Keeping System, 
rv;,., chan~!i"~ Assort11,cnt, Adv8rtising Media, 
rv·~m·:us~ment Pc!;cies. 
- Ei!ter by ei·~tenL:;ng i:h~~ intrcductio11 session and 
tuking the pt-.''.dsts du: "'0 any of t1·,2 first 4 
Tuc-~-rJav :1icetir:gs. 
- Exit !J•; pr2$cnt:.1~ /cur piur:;: to op2n an 
::::-:-=i-...:ic; sr.r:_-- t.J E par.:::! C'f !Jusine:ss ex;icrts 
cb:ing i''.·:·,- oft!-:. !~:i~ 1 Tt..;.::sdav meetings. 
- Con'.i~:e::.c L'.'..: ;! ~;i-,:;:..:.J:.k· ::J lc·....:r·ni1:~ m~;t:;;ial,:; 
::...1.:! .-._. 'y"v.::- 0\.1 1·. p:J.:·s for op:::m!r.':': ,::1 
.:1,;t=-.:=·::-c Ui... .. ::-,~~ :~.2 3-~ our ses:.·.;n!:, 2 1:;::.;' 
a \.\'2~k thrOL~.;j;"":8;, t :he ;!q:-. .- ._.;!J~tr.:d v;.:.c!\S. 
El\JTR\/ 
OPEN EXlT 
LEARNING- SYSTEM 
HOVJ FLEXIBLE PACING WORKS 
:au may t&:<e advantage of the full eight wr7k 
period (June 14-Aug 41 allotted for the course .to 
complete your course work or you may choose to 
finish in a r-,i.Jch shorter time. You m2y eve;i cho0se 
to begin as Jc.te "' July 5. IT IS STRONGLY 
RECOiv1'.,1UJDED THAT YOlJ ATTEND CLASS 
AT LUST C.\JCE A WEEi< FOR THE NU).~3[R 
OF WEEKS YOU CHOOSE TO COMPLETE THE 
COURSE. 
TO R~G!STER 
f~::ister in person at the admissions office area 
R·3 (tirst floor) at South Oklahoma City Jun.or 
College (8:00 il.m. - 8:00 p.m. Monday - Thurs., 
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 fl.rn., Friday). 
For adJition;il course information, call 
Dale Johnson, Community Service Center, Ext. 3,31 
For additional information on'registration 
coll the admissions office, Ext. 221 
SOUTH OKLAHOMA CITY JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Phor.e 682-1611 
Funded in part hv the U.S. Office of Education 
Prcjcct Directors 
Dr. Kathryn M. Greenwood 
Dr. Marsarct Callsen 
Dr. 0::1,nis r\l'iutt - Grt:ciUCJtc A~,sistants 
Gene Rupe, Rnunc!J Robinson, Mary Crcrncr, 
Jo Ann LeMay 
ARTICLE IN SOUTH OKLAHOMA CITY JUNIOR 
COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
Vol. 3, No. 15 
SOCJC cot.rse trains 
apparel shop owners 
Owning an apparel store can be satis-
fying and profitable, hut up to 20 percent 
fail in the first year, according to Dr. 
Kathryn M. Greenwood, Oklahoma State 
University professor of clothing, textiles 
and merchandising. 
Therefore, she has developed a pro-
gram of instruction especially for owners 
or potential owners of small 'women's or 
men's apparel shops. 
The program will he presented in a 
special nun-credit eight-week course 
starting June 14 al South Oklahoma City 
Junior College, 7777 S. May. . 
Classes will meet from 7:30 to 10:30 
p.1n. each Tuesday and Thursday for 
eight weeks, although participants may 
choo~ to attend fewer classes by taking 
advantage of the package of instructional 
materials developed especially for the 
program. 
Dale Johnson, director of Community 
Services for SOCJC, explained that a 
15-unit learning packet for the course 
permits students to work on their own 
and evaluate their own progress through 
a "flexible pacing" system of individual· 
ized instruction used in conjunction with 
selected class meetings selected by par· 
ticipants. 
Students will be instructed on correct 
methods for devdoping plans for opening 
stores plus information recommended by 
most financial and management experts 
for successful operation. 
Each Tuesday, students will have an 
opportunity lO present their individual 
shop ownership plans to a panel of 
experts. On Thursdays, conferences with 
apparel merchants are featured to allow 
students to share the experience of 
persons successful in l:Jusiness. 
Cost of the entire program, including 
the learning packet, is $56. For more 
information, interested persons may 
contact Johnson at 682-1611. 
June 9, 197"7 
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Study Attacks· Clothing· Store 
Keener competition. ch,nging' fashions and a rise in home 
sewi'-6 h;;s led to an increasing failure rate in the retail apparel 
industry · 1 
However. a cooperative project invoiving Oklahoma State 
lJrn1~rs1ty, South Oklahoma City Junior College and se1eral 
local store owners and business per~ons has been started to 
lov.er tha: rate. 
With less tr.:.n a dozen students, a nexible pace class in ap-
parel store operation and fashion merchandising has been es· 
Llbl:,hed. 
The e1ght·week, non-credit course is being presented at 
SOCJC. 7777 S ~lay, under the guidance of Q!i_l' s Dr. Kathryn, 
M Greenwood and with partial funding from the U S. Of flee o! 
Education. 
-he~earch shows that 20 percent of all new apparel stores fail 
during their first year. At that rate, at least one of the six new 
apparel stores that opened in Oklahorru during the first third of 
1977 will not survive. 
o,.e reason 1s that too many new operators are confu.sed by 
the huge number or clothing Imes from which they must chose , 
Failure Rate 
to build their stock, said course instructor Sue Burghart. 
With all they have to pick from, new store operators can 
spend way over their budget before they know 1t," she said 
This is complicated by the changing nature of la>h1on in· 
fluence and strong differences in clothing tastes that can exist 
even from one part of a city to another, said Dr. Greenwood. 
This i; probably more true of women's apparel than men's, 
she noted. 
Dr. Gre.:nwood said subjectivity in decision making can be 
fatal to :iri apparel store operation. So, the course tnes to teach 
studenls to make objective judgments in addition to planning 
for ;;J 1 en ising, promotion and openin~s, she said. 
She cstinuted that there are at le:ist 225-250 apparel store 
operations in Oklahoma presently. A handful of Oklahoma Oty's 
experienced operators have consented to share their knowledge 
by making present:itions to the classes. One 1s Jay St. John. 
oper:1tor of St. John's Women's Apparel at Crossroads !\!a!l, said 
Dr. Greenwood. 
She said the entry of large department stores into apparel 
retailing has not damaged the smaller independent operators 
much if any "There will always be a place for small merchants 
because they cJn be more flexible and give more personalized 
attention," she noted. 
Fabric ,tores have taken away some sales from apparel shops 
in recent years, Dr. Greenwood added. as growing numb€rs of 
women have b<>come involved in the mah~1t-yourself trend. 
ll0we\er, the greater variety people seek in their wardrobe to-
dJy means that each person probably owns more clothes than 
ever bdJre, she s:iid. 
That t·ontrast.s with smaller wardrobes in the past when 
fashivn dictated that e1eryonc wear similar styles. a trend that 
creatc>d clothing obsolescence. 
As 3 result, creations llke "sack" dresses and :\ehru shirts dis· 
app.;ared while others like the turtleneck top lasted, Dr. 
Greenwood said, attributing today's variety to greater public 
.ronfidenc<> 
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APPENDIX L 
APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP EVALUATION 
INSTRUMENTS DEVELOPED FOR EACH PILOT 
STUDY PARTICIPANT 
159 
Participant 
Adult Trainee 
Role Model Merchant 
Panel of Business Experts 
Teacher-Coordinator 
ASE Research Team 
Evaluation Instrument 
Application Form 
Progress Record 
Pretests 
Posttest 
Module Evaluation 
Self-Evaluation of Terminal 
Objectives 
Evaluation of the Program 
Profile 
Evaluation of the Program 
Profile 
160 
Evaluation on Adult Trainee 1 s 
Achievement of Terminal Ob-jectives 
Profile 
Evaluation of the Program 
Record Book 
Log 
APPENDIX M 
EXAMPLE OF PILOT STUDY PARTICIPANT 
PROFILE 
, 61 
Thank yo;J f:;;:: sf.~:r:;-.; :·:::--.1r ti.-.:i.e and e-=?e!'"tisc tc r.~1p 2C?..:lts i-!:eresteC in going into 
~~~~~e~~ ~~~-i~~::~~·;.:~;s ~;1~~?~~-~i~~~ ~~~~~:!~l!~~~~ 'to,-~~:v;~::C;c~~~;~i~~P~~~ 
we azi~ that ye·_: :-l.:..:!:'.~ ;::.1: i:-. tf-.e ::::c:2..c-.>::". .; i:---.::-c.-:-:-.at:!.c,:: .:::-::c.::.r-:n.:.~.; ycur ·=-·.::.::.:-:~ss 
~-pcr:.ence. Tril.5 i~~O~-:.:.~~O:~ ~'ILL BE ~:.=?"I 001j'lL~;rL'J.. 
Position: _Store 0 ... -ner _Store ~far.ager _L:awyer _Accountant _Banker 
Other (speci:'y) ______________________ _ 
Nc.bue of Business'---------------------------
Business aCdress:·-----.,---,-----.,-------~---------(street) (city) (state) (zip) 
Telephone=---------------
Would you be "''illing -to serve as a PBE in the future? __ Yes __ No 
If you answered nyes," please circle the date(s) you would be willing to scr-·e. 
7/19 7/26 8/Z 8/4 
* * * * * * * * 
RETAIL EXPERIENCE: 
1. Check (./) the boxes below Which best describe the extent of your expertise related 
to the following: 
Accounting and Control 
Buy in,g and Herchandis i ng 
Operations and Han<.!.gement 
Advertising and Promotion 
La>! 
Finance 
NONE SOME ~ruCH 
2. How many years of actual business experience do you have? {Check (./) .. 
_l year _2-4 years _5-10 years _10-20 years _20 or more years 
3. List the three most recent business positions you have held. 
YEAR POSITION LENGTH OF THIE NAME OF FIRM LOCATION 
EDUC.~Tio:;.u B.'\CKGROm;u: 
Check (./) the type of 
schcol you have attended 
_High School 
_Junior College 
_ C.O l lege/~ni v ers i ty 
_Other (List)----
Oieck (,;') the kinds of 
courses you have had 
_Acct./Bkkg. 
_Retail/Bus. :·'.ath 
_Advertising 
_Economics 
_Fashion Hdsg. 
_Management 
_Marketing 
_Law 
_Finance 
_Other (List) __ _ 
Check (,;') each ki'1d of cfo locia 
you have obta::.r.ed end indicate 
the d2:e ::-ecc:.·.:ieC 
_High School 
(Date) 
-
Jr. Co Hege 
(Date) 
B.S. 
-
or B.A. 
(Date) · 
_M.S. or M .. A. 
(Date) 
_J.D. 
(Late) 
-
Other (List) 
(Date) 
(Date) 
'l'llANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS PBE PROFILE. 
__. 
O"l 
N 
APPENDIX N 
BUYING AND MERCHANDISING MODULE 
EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 
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TRAINff':; ~ODU!:·: r:'JAl.'JATll·~•; 
Buy•ng and Hercha~dislng 
!:!!'2'''" l_: Dol Ln _!'1~E<J_1,~.!:1.~l.«s_P1-a.!!. 
Dll{:·.,:TLUN.): Please c~reck t;ie box which uir.i:ca~-~s hU'W you fe:el abnut tne follO\o/:.cg 
stat~~:.:e:~':s and note any comments. 
·-- - - - ------------ . ---- ------ -- .. -- -- --·~ 
Li
tron61Y agree: agree completely with the state01.ent 
gree: as,;ree some•.;hat with the statement 
· nc.~r_t.-1in: c2n neithe.r agree nor disagree w_it.h the ~c:_r::~:- -:nt 
isa 6 r2e: disagree soa1e~nat with the state~2~~ 
~ .. r_~)_f'_:{.J_y __ __;iisas;ree : ___ ~.t~.~-'L.:S-:nole~Jv "1itn the state:-·.~n:: ___ J 
L. The dir<.'·:ti•ll"I for the mod·~le we,··! 
easy to u11derst~nd. 
2. The rati·'nal 1? for tt1e mod\Jlt~ e·".ph.<..size~ 
tt1e imp1~rt..tn'....'.e of the contt·~n~. 
1. The pt!t"l,,r:nar.ce obje•::ti·1e.s wer-~ easil; 
underst-•od. 
-... The perfonnat~~e l'bJ~i·tive~ w·ere 
.-ittalnable. 
5. The content W'"o~; e;1:;i ~y undl.>'.st."'lod. 
o. Tt\e content wn.s .1clt.•q1i:1~(!. 
7. The con lent c.hec.ks en~thle<l i'.te to 
<lpply the lnforlllation to my own store 
Plan~. 
iL lhe st>l1-chccks were helpfu'.. 
'). The apply to your own stor,, ;ilar'" 
~ection helped rne to make rny own 
:..;tl,re plans. 
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lO. The glnssary was helpful. 
l l. Tile morl" le w.1s too snort. 
--~--<~'---1--r--~----~-~~~-----~~--
l" [ felt tn.1t [ needed tne informati.dn 
ln this ;nodule. 
t 
nrn:·:CTIONS: Plea·;" write suggestions for improving this module below. 
APPENDIX 0 
TRAINEE'S SELF-EVALUATION OF ACHIEVEMENT 
OF OBJECTIVES 
165 
Ins s::~>=~ · ... :.~:c_~ yo:.i will (_·~_scus~ > :::- I:;~ivi~'..~::.1 St·-y:=e ?:'...:.::·.:-; (IS?s) tciore 
a Pc:r:--.:: f'~ 31:si:-• .::z.~ L:<1lcrt~· (P~E). ListeG b.:-lc-... · 2'?'."C t::f' t(;r, .. :'.:::il obJec . .::.·,'ES 
of c:.::;. :_;p .0.:1=: a :.:~:- of Lrite:::-.. r-::.e.:is.;. t:~e. : _;; c:::~t<:::-r.'...:: ':o c-.'al:Jate ;·our 
IS~'::, :":e:i ::.-~,t~ yo;;:· achic-:~E:o:L 0f the ::c:'::"li~: .. l o'.-'~::Li·;·;, 
DIRECJ.'1.C1:~s: Ci.re Jr- r:_..._.., code 1-ett•..:.:· Lhat best Ccscrii-">('_:,o -...c,·J.r reac::io:ls to 
the set of criteria anci the ter::-_:."i"'.al c:;j..._.ctive listed belO'..:. 
Rc.acJ anC react to tf1c criteria first, then, rate your achieve-
t:1L:i1t on the tenr.inal object:i.ve. 
CRITZ:Rl.A: '.IEID·a?-!AL OBJECTIVE.S : 
Code -r E - F.;.;ceJ ! • :1t: ncr.dS no adjustment ~~SA - Stronglv A~!'ec: agree:. co::-:p!.ct< 
with statc:;iC!nt 
l. 
~ = I~t~_f P-:~:~ :r~i~~~c:d;~~::~t 
i;::pro·.-c;.ents 
P - Pass;-.hle: r.C::2ds ree:-::.::.?-::ination; 
a:?i1:::-o·. ;,l _;iv-=-n •-:ith rescrva.tioPs 
K\ - 1:cit .!.<'.~-guat-c: infon:iation not 
ec!.:;c;,;.:c.tc to r::J.kc judgments 
CIU'.i:E!UA FOR Ii;TR.ODUCTORY PRWILES 
a) Realistic reasons for wanting to become a s;nall 
business entrepreneur 
E G s p NA 
b) ReCognition of personal traits desirable for 
entrcprc:.-,c:urship. 
E G s p NA 
cJ--Appropriate reasons for the type of ownership 
selcctcci 
E G s p NA 
d) Appro;_1riate identification of type of store 
E G p NA 
e) Appropriate identification of potential target 
customers 
E G NA 
£) Appropriate ldcntifjcation of storf'_ image 
E G p 
g) Appropriate identification of store name 
E G s p NA. 
A - ~: a;;rec. SOC"l~-:hat •.·ith 
sta.tenent 
U - Unccrt~in: nf'.it:icr z~~re:e or 
disagree with st.Jte::----:-,c,nt 
D - Disagrc.:::,: G.1.S~~:::-ce SC':.~c-~:hat 
with sta:.·_:·_c71t 
SD - ~sl.:.: I.~:.;:,~: c1s.:.;:_;:-,:;.:; 
complc'..:e:!.y >·:i.th s:::.U-:-:".cnt 
l. TERMINAL OBJECTIVE 
This trair-:ec has re;:;.1 istic.::llv 
identified personul ciiaractC:;. 
istics nccessar; for an entre-
preneur, developed a store 
profile and proposed a store 
budget. 
SA A u D SD 
CRITERIA FOR l!ffRODUCTOIN PROflLES CONTLl\'UED ON NEXT PAGE. 
l_'--:Ss-) :_: - ;_-~-.~,:~lo:.::.t 
G - Ge~.~~ 
S - ~~factorv 
P ·..;, Passable 
Na - Not Adec,.atc 
h) Realistic selecticn c-f loc.:.tic:-i c:.~d site 
E G p 
i) Realistic prcjectior. oi gr0ss annual sales 
E G .p NA 
j} Realistic appraisal. of square footage 
E G p NA 
k) Proposed store budget realistically projected 
expenses and income 
E G s p NA 
2. CRITERIA FOR ACCOUl:ITING AND CONTROL 
a) Balance sheet realistic 
E G s p NA 
b) Personal financial statement adequate. 
E G s p NA 
c) Appropriate use of store's sales slip 
R G s p NA 
d) Realistic plans for determining cash 
proof 
I!: c s p NA 
e) Realistic plans for dc.tennining cash 
flow 
E G s p NA 
f) Realistic short-range and long-range 
goals for the st ore 
E G _s p NA 
g) Use of custaner credit carefully planned 
E G s p NA 
h) Knowledgeable about insurance needs 
E G s p NA 
1) Knowledceable about trade credit policies 
E G s p NA 
Code-} SA - S t:::-ongly A-;r~e 
A - Agr.::c 
U - Uncertain 
D - Disagree 
SD - Stro:igly Disagree 
2. 'J:EfililllAL .OBJECTIVE 
This trainee has constructed the nec-
essary financial statements to '3pe:1 
an apparel store. 
SA A u D SD 
CRITEP.IA: 
C~de ~ E - Excellent 
-- G - Good 
3. 
S - s;:t'isfactory 
P - Passab1 f' 
NA - Not . .'..Ce".:'·.~:o te 
CRITERIA fOR BUYTh1G ,'Jtl) :·LERc:.:_~~;:nsr~;G 
a) Realistic plans for 3.0.~-t. lrr:e:-:t:i~/ 
E G s p 
b) Realistic plans for E.O.M. I:r;entory 
E G l' NA 
c) Realistic plans for monthly open- to-b.uy 
E G s p NA 
d) Profitable plan..ned markup 
E G p NA 
C&.Q..e.~ SA - Strongh• .\·~ree 
A - Agree 
U - i;~certain 
D - Dis2c:.ree 
SA - Stro::::::i:lY ~.::::..22<::-e:-= 
3. '.i.r:INn:.;i, 03.JI:Cl'D.'E 
This trainee has de-•elopcd a realistic 
openi::1£ inventory buying plan fur an 
apparel store. 
SA A u D SD 
e) Appropriate. selection of ncrchanCisc to be 
emphasized 
E G p It.\ 
f) Appropriate decision rct;ardinG use of buy-
ing office 
E G p NA 
g) Appropriate identification of fashion 
market centers 
E G s p NA 
4. CRITERIA FOR OPERATION A::IJ :.!Ac:.\GE'!ENT 
a) Store layout well p lanncd 
E G• s p NA 
b) Realistic allocations for renodeling, 
decorating, fixture and equipment 
E G s p NA 
c) »nployee job descriptions appropriate 
for propo~cd type of store 
E G s p NA 
d) Adequate numL:er of employees proposed 
E G s p NA 
e) RcaliStic decisions pertaining to store 
operation 
E G s p NA 
4. TEfilUNAL OBJECTIVE 
This trainee has developed a real is tic 
operational budget and made sound manage.-
ment decisions for an apparel store. 
SA A u D SD 
CRITE-?l-'-. ; 
. ~-> t: - ~~cellent 
G .. C'.:)o<i 
S - S.:i.tisf.::ctcr.· 
P-~ 
NA. .. l:ot Add:.::uate 
5. CRITE?J..!i. FO~ .!·.:::..-:L'.'.:IS::.:-;G .:'-.XD ?P.CtmTIOX 
a) Rc,zl is tic c.Cvertisi;ig buG~et for the 
store 
E G s p NA 
b) First >:".onth's ?dvertising budget well 
planned 
E G p NA 
c) Appropriate selections of advertising 
media for proposed type of store 
E G s p NA 
d) Realistic allocations made in the ad-
vertising budget for each medium 
selected 
B G s p NA 
n:1:: .. n::.:'.,.!_ c,~r;crrvF.S: 
~ ~ s..;, - S::-:::i:-:glx Agree 
A-~ 
U - Uncertain 
D - Disagree 
SD - Strc:mlv Di.sagree 
Tnis trc.incc: r_2::0 developed a realistic 
advertisino;: b'--'<'-::ec a.nd selected appropri-
ate 2d1..'erti.sint; =.;:dia for an apparel st:ore, 
SA A 0 D SD 
APPENDIX P 
NUMERICAL VALUES ASSIGNED TO 
PARTICIPANTS' RESPONSES 
168 
Participant Responses to Two Types 
of Evaluation Instruments 
SA (Strongly Agree): Agree completely E ( Exce 11 ent) 
with statement 
A (Agree): Agree somewhat G (Good) 
with statement 
u (Uncertain): Neither agree or S (Satisfactory) 
disagree with 
statement 
D (Disagree): Disagree somewhat p (Passable) 
with statement 
SD (Strongly Disagree): Disagree completely NA (Not Adequate) 
with statement 
Needs no 
adjustment 
Needs minor 
adjustment 
Needs several 
improvements 
Needs reexamin-
ation 
Information not 
adequate to make judgments 
Numeri ca 1 
Values 
Assigned 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
--' 
O'l 
l.O 
APPENDIX Q 
APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROCEDURES FOR 
FORMULATING TRAINING PROGRAM REVISIONS 
170 
171 
1. Select existing open entry - exit school setting for pilot study. 
2. Establish procedures for pilot study. 
3. Schedule activities for participants in pilot study. 
4. Recruit adult trainees for pilot study and contact other partit-' 
ipants. 
5. Develop evaluation instruments for each group of participants 
in the pilot study. 
6. Administer evaluation instruments and collect data from each 
participant during the pilot study period. 
7. Tabulate evaluation data: 
a. establish identification code for each participant 
b. establish numerical value for rating scales 
c. record data from all participants 
8. Analyze data in order to identify: 
a. characteristics of training program which appear to con-
tribute or hinder learning by adult trainees 
b. evidences of entrepreneurial concepts developed and unde-
veloped by trainees 
9. Formulate specific suggestions for improving hindering ch~rac­
teristics and undeveloped concepts. 
10. Obtain role model merchants and panel of business experts reac-
tions to specific suggestions for improvement. 
11. Formulate recommendations for revision in each module. 
12. Prioritize recommendations for revision in each module. 
a. major changes common to instructional materials and 
procedures 
b. specific changes common to modules and learning packages 
13. Make final decision for revising instructional materials and 
procedures. 
14. Revise instructional materials and procedures and make recom-
mendations for use in open entry - exit settings. 
APPENDIX R 
APPAREL SHOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP CRITERIA FOR 
IMPROVING MODULAR CHARACTERISTICS 
172 
1. Restate 
a. restructure sentence 
b. increase readability 
2. Clarify 
a. adding or deleting explanatory information related to 
existing concepts 
b. adding or deleting explanatory information related to 
additional concepts 
3. Reorganization of format 
4. Reexamine criteria for learning package content 
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APP~NDIX S 
DESCRIPTION OF PILOT STUDY PARTICIPANTS 
174 
Adult Trainees 
N=ll* 
Sex 
rvr:- 1 
F -10 
Tyres of Retail Experience 
Sa es - 6 
Length of Retail Experience 
Less than one year - 3 
Buying - 1 1 - 2 years "' - 2 
Management - 1 2 or more years - 2 
Other Work Experience 
Clerical - 3 
Professional - 1 
Educational Background 
H.S. - 11 
Courses Completed 
Acct/Bkking - 5 
Teacher - 2 
Wholesale - 1 
Entrepreneurial 
Women's apparel 
Fabric store 
Shoe store 
B.S. - 2 
M.S. - 2 
Goals 
store - 5 
- 1 
- 1 
Eco. - 5 
B. Math - 5 
Adv. - 2 
Ret. Math - 2 
Mkt. - 1 
Mgt. - 2 
Desire to Learn from Program 
How to open an apparel store 
Specifics on buying and - 3 
management - 3 
*All of the trainees did not respond to all of the items. 
Sex 
~6 
F - 5 
Role Model Merchants 
Retail Position 
owners - 11 
Store Description 
Individually owned - 6 
Corporation or chain- 4 
Individually owned 
corporation - 2 
N=l2* 
Length of Retail Experience 
1 yr. 
2 - 4 yr. 
5 - 1 O yr. 
1 O - 20 yr. 
20 or more yr. 
- 2 
- 1 
- 3 
- 1 
- 4 
Length of Store Operation 
1 or less yr. - 3 
2 - 4 yr. - 2 
5 - 10 yr. - 2 
11 - 20 yr. - 3 
20 or more yr.- 1 
175 
Store Size 
Small ($100,000 or less)- 2 
Medium ($100,000 -
Store Type 
Men's apparel 
Women's 
- 2 
Educational Background 
H.S. - 12 
$250,000) - 4 
Large ($250,000 or 
more) - 5 
apparel 
Fabric 
- 8 
- 2 
B.S. - 6 
Courses Completed 
Acct. /Bk kg. - 7 
Ret. Math - 4 
Adv. - 2 
Eco. - 7 
Mgt. - 4 
Mkt. - 5 
B. Math - 8 
Role Model Merchants (Can't.) 
Expertise in Accounting and Control 
None - O 
Some - 6 
Much - 4 
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Expertise in Buying and Merchan- Expertise in Operations and Man-
dising 
None - 0 
Some - 2 
Much - 9 
agement 
None - 0 
Some - 1 
Much - 10 
Expertise in Advertising and Promotion 
None - 0 
Some - 3 
Much - 8 
*One role model merchant served twice; all of the role model mer-
chants did not respond to all of the items. 
Sex 
W-:-10 
F - 2 
Panel of Business Experts 
. N= 16* 
Business Position 
Owner - 4 
Manager 2 
Banker 2 
SCORE 3 
Courses Completed 
Acct./Bkkg. - 8 
B. Math - 4 
Adv. - 5 
Eco. -10 
Fash. Mdse. - 4 
Mgt. - 6 
Mkt. - 6 
Law - 4 
Finance - 5 
Tax - 1 
Textiles - l 
Business Experience 
5 - 10 yr. - 1 
10 - 20 yr. - 3 
20 or more yr. - 8 
Educational 
Background 
H.S. - 12 
B.S. - 6 
J.D. - 2 
M.S. - 1 
Ph.D.- 1 
Expertise in Accounting and Control 
None - 0 
Some - 4 
Much - 5 
Panel of Business Experts (Can't.) 
~~Mertise in Buying 
erchandising 
None - 3 
Some - 0 
Much - 5 
and 
Expertise in Advertising 
and Promotions 
None - 2 
Some - 3 
Much - 5 
Expertise in Operations and 
Management 
None - 0 
Some - 4 
Much - 6 
Expertise in Law 
None - 3 
Some - 1 
Much - 2 
Expertise in Finance 
None - 0 
Some - 3 
Much - 6 
*Four panel of business experts served twice; all of the 
panel members did not respond to all of the items. 
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APPENDIX T 
COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY 
PILOT STUDY PARTICIPANTS 
178 
Comments recorded in Trainee Module Evaluation: 
- "More problems related to buying units." 
Comments recorded in Teacher-Coordinator Record Book: 
- "Information related to unit control would be helpful . 11 
- "Lacked coding of tags. 11 
- "More information on buying. 11 
- "More examples explaining how much inventory to carry. 11 
- "More information on selection of brands or styles for 
particular store. 11 
Questions recorded in ASE research team log: 
-
11 If you buy by season do you add each month? 11 
- "Is there a resident buying office in Oklahoma City?" 
179 
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